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Abstract

We have examined two mathematical models describing the electrophysiology of a neuron

and a cardiac cell� respectively� which exhibit an unusual response to high frequency

stimulation� For certain parameter sets� both models behave qualitatively like the classic

Hodgkin�Huxley equations for a squid giant axon	 several brief depolarizing current pulses

give rise to a corresponding number of action potentials followed by a return to rest�

However� if the parameters are adjusted to re
ect certain experimental conditions� a few

�spontaneous� action potentials sometimes follow the directly induced action potentials�

The number of spontaneous action potentials depends on the number and frequency of

action potentials in the original spike train� Our objective was to gain a qualitative

understanding of the mechanisms involved in this phenomenon and the eects of certain

experimental interventions in promoting or suppressing the occurrence of the spontaneous

action potentials�

We �rst studied the Kepler and Marder �KM� model of spontaneous secondary spiking

in a crab neuron� Then we examined the DiFrancesco�Noble �DN� equations for a mam�

malian cardiac Purkinje �ber which can exhibit a behaviour analogous to spontaneous

secondary spiking� referred to in cardiac literature as triggered activity� Using a combi�

nation of bifurcation analysis and numerical computation� we showed that spontaneous

action potentials are likely to occur in both models when a critical bifurcation parame�

ter is just to the left of a saddle�node of periodics �SNP� bifurcation� In the KM model�

the neurotransmitter� serotonin� promoted spontaneous secondary spiking by shifting the

bifurcation parameter closer to the SNP� Similarly� in the DN equations� application of

digitalis increased the bifurcation parameter �intracellular �Na��� while high extracellular
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�Ca��� shifted the SNP to a lower value� both eects promoting triggered activity�

Both models consist of an excitable subsystem and another subsystem that can build

up slowly in response to action potentials� Spontaneous action potentials result from

the bidirectional feedback between the two subsystems� By simplifying the KM model�

we showed that a �D model can exhibit spontaneous action potentials and that while

the shape of the action potentials is unimportant� the relative time constants of the two

subsystems are crucial�
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Chapter �

INTRODUCTION

Living cells are enclosed by a cell membrane or sarcolemma� which separates the outside

or extracellular space from the inside of the cell� known as the intracellular space� The

cell membrane controls what enters or leaves the cell� Embedded in the cell membrane

are proteins� known as ion channels� which allow certain types of ions� such as Na�� K��

Ca��� and Cl�� to pass through the cell membrane� Because the phospholipid bilayer� of

which the cell membrane is composed� separates charge� an electrical potential develops

across the cell membrane as a result of the movement of the ions� This membrane

potential can regulate the conductance of some ion channels� so that these ion channels

open and close both with time and voltage� Ions are driven through these ion channels

as a result of ion concentration gradients and electric potential dierences across the cell

membrane�

Normally� the membrane potential is at a steady state called the resting potential�

and we say the cell is quiescent� At this rest state� the membrane potential is negative

inside the cell relative to the outside� In an excitable cell� the opening and closing of

ion channels can lead to a sequence of changes in the membrane currents which can

result in a fast spike in the membrane potential� known as an action potential� An action

potential can occur when an excitatory stimulus �a brief inward current pulse� depolarizes

�raises� the membrane potential past a certain threshold voltage� A sharp upstroke in

the membrane potential occurs due to a net inward current� This is followed by a plateau

at a high membrane potential where the inward and outward currents balance� and then

�
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a sharp repolarization �reduction in membrane potential� back to resting potential due

to the eventual dominance of the outward currents� Sometimes the membrane potential

undershoots the resting potential and we say that the cell is hyperpolarized before it

returns to resting potential� If the cell continuously generates action potentials� we

say that the cell exhibits tonic �ring� Action potentials can propagate as a wave of

depolarization along the cell membrane�

The Hodgkin�Huxley equations model one of the simplest neuronal structures possible�

the squid giant axon� These classical equations often are thought of as the prototype for

an excitable cell� Consisting of equations describing a fast inward Na� current� a delayed

outward K� current� and a less signi�cant leakage current� they de�ne a typical action

potential with its fast upstroke� plateau� and rapid recovery to resting potential� The

simple geometry and distribution of ion channels in the squid giant axon allows this action

potential to propagate from one end to the other without changing shape� However� the

wide variety of ionic currents� geometries� inhomogeneities� and connectivities found in

other types of excitable cells lead to far more complex electrophysiological behaviour�

including bursting� bistable behaviour� synchronization� and a variety of signal processing

functions such as integration of incoming signals�

In the space�clamped squid giant axon� several brief depolarizing pulses will result

in a corresponding number of action potentials followed by a return to resting potential�

In this thesis� we examine two biological models in which one or more action potentials

appear to arise spontaneously following such a train of action potentials� The number of

spontaneous action potentials is highly dependent on the number of action potentials in

the initial spike train as well as the frequency of stimulation�

Figure ��� is an example of the frequency dependent behaviour discussed here� In all

three panels� two short depolarizing pulses lead to two directly induced action potentials�

When the time lag between pulses is relatively long �panel �a��� a small depolarizing
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hump� known as a delayed afterdepolarization �DAD�� follows the two action potentials

but then the system returns to rest� When the time lag is reduced �the frequency of cur�

rent injection is increased� as shown in panel �b�� three �spontaneous secondary spikes�

arise as a result of a larger DAD� followed by a DAD and a return to rest� If certain

parameters of the system are adjusted� the spontaneous secondary spiking can persist

inde�nitely� as shown in panel �c��

�a�

�b�

�c�

Figure ���� Example of the frequency dependence of spontaneous secondary spiking� In each

panel� two small depolarizing current pulses induce two action potentials� �a� Low frequency

stimulation leads to a DAD followed by a return to rest� �b� Higher frequency stimulation leads

to three spontaneous secondary spikes� followed by a DAD and a return to rest� �c� Changing

the parameters can result in spontaneous secondary spiking that lasts inde�nitely�

We examinemathematicalmodels of two biological systems that exhibit this frequency

dependent type of behaviour� The �rst example comes from a model developed by Kepler

and Marder ���� to describe some �extra� spikes arising in the stomatogastric ganglion

of a crab� They coined this behaviour� �spontaneous secondary spiking�� The second

example comes from cardiac electrophysiology� The �extra� spikes are referred to as
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triggered activity� In the following two sections� we introduce each of these phenomena

in turn and outline what is to come in the remaining chapters�

�� Spontaneous Secondary Spiking

The �rst example of this fascinating frequency dependent phenomenon was revealed by

some experimental �ndings of Meyrand et al� ���� who studied the lateral gastric �LG�

axon in the stomatogastric nervous system of the crab Cancer borealis� They discovered

that under certain conditions� action potentials traveling along the axon of an LG neuron

can spontaneously initiate additional action potentials at peripheral sites up to � cm away

from the stomatogastric ganglion� These action potentials would travel antidromically

towards the soma and orthodromically towards the gastric mill muscles� They were shown

to modify the contraction of some of the muscles� Meyrand et al� showed that the number

of peripherally initiated action potentials was strongly in
uenced by the presence of the

neurotransmitter� serotonin� as well as an imposed depolarization of the soma� These

extra action potentials are very interesting from the point of view of feedback and control

of the gastric mill muscles�

The exact mechanism by which these peripherally initiated action potentials occur is

not known� However� Kepler and Marder ���� set up a �minimal� model to elucidate one

possible mechanism suggested by Meyrand et al� ����� The key idea was that a slow inward

current� possibly a slow Ca�� current or a Ca���dependent current� might be initiated by

incoming action potentials in the peripheral spike initiation zone� Thus� their minimal

model consisted of a slow inward current plus a traditional Hodgkin�Huxley type system

of equations representing a fast inward Na� current� a delayed recti�er K� current� and

a leakage current� They demonstrated through numerical simulations that this model

does indeed give rise to what they coined �spontaneous secondary spikes�� The model
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exhibits a very interesting frequency dependence on incoming signals and is responsive to

a �serotonin concentration� through adjustment of a particular conductance parameter�

While Kepler and Marder�s model exhibits some very interesting spatial behaviour� in

studying their model� we have mostly limited our study to its space�clamped behaviour�

However� a good understanding of the space�clamped behaviour provides some insight

into the spatial behaviour since the distance between action potentials in the spatial

model is� in a certain sense� analogous to the time lag between action potentials in the

space�clamped model�

In Chapter �� we examine the ionic mechanism of spontaneous secondary spiking� We

begin by reviewing the experimental evidence for spontaneous secondary spiking� We

then present Kepler and Marder�s model and discuss its temporal and spatial behaviour

����� We review the results of Kepler and Marder�s work� which provide the basis for

our own work� Kepler and Marder�s �ve�dimensional model consists of four dierential

equations describing a Hodgkin�Huxley type excitable cell plus an additional equation

describing the gating conductance for the slow inward current� The objective of this

research is to understand how the slow inward current modulates the excitable system to

yield spontaneous secondary spiking and how the model�s parameters aect its behaviour�

We begin our analysis by showing that the �ve�dimensional model can be reduced to

three dimensions while still preserving the essential behaviour of spontaneous secondary

spiking� The simplest three�dimensional approximation is achieved by replacing the four�

dimensional Hodgkin�Huxley equations by the two�dimensional FitzHugh�Nagumo equa�

tions� While the FitzHugh�Nagumo equations are little more than a caricature of the

Hodgkin�Huxley equations� the new three�dimensional system can still exhibit sponta�

neous secondary spiking given appropriate choices of the parameters� A quantitatively

more accurate model is produced by reducing the dimension of the Hodgkin�Huxley

equations more formally by Kepler et al��s method of equivalent potentials �����
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We take advantage of the fact that the slow inward current has a much slower time

constant than the time constants of the excitable subsystem� By assuming for the moment

that the slow current is so slow �i�e�� quasi�steady� that it can be treated as a parameter�

we can further reduce the three�dimensional systems to two dimensions� This enables us

to perform a combination of phase�plane analysis� bifurcation analysis� and simulation

to gain insight into the mechanism behind spontaneous secondary spiking�

While the analysis above is somewhat illuminating� the time constant of the slow

inward current is actually quite important� In particular� if it is too slow� spontaneous

secondary spiking is not likely to occur after spike trains of moderate duration� Alter�

natively� we show using the FitzHugh�Nagumo system that if the time constant is too

fast� the system becomes degenerate and the resulting two�dimensional subsystem also

cannot exhibit spontaneous secondary spiking� We also examine the eect of the maxi�

mum amplitude of the slow inward current on the occurrence of spontaneous secondary

spiking� Using the numerical bifurcation package AUTO��� we predict when spontaneous

secondary spiking is likely to occur�

�� Cardiac Triggered Activity

Our motivation in studying a phenomenon in cardiac electrophysiology known as �trig�

gered activity�� is the striking similarity to Kepler and Marder�s �spontaneous secondary

spiking�� A number of cardiac systems� including the simian mitral valve ����� the canine

coronary sinus ����� and the sheep ��� and canine ���� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� Purkinje �bers

exhibit �extra� or �spontaneous� action potentials in response to high frequency or pro�

longed stimulation� In the experiments of Wit et al� �see ����� Figure ���� for instance�

a simian mitral valve was stimulated �fteen times at several dierent cycle lengths or

frequencies� As in the case of spontaneous secondary spiking� low frequency stimulation
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fails to evoke secondary spikes� However� as the frequency of stimulation increases� DADs

grow in amplitude and eventually trigger secondary spikes� An even higher frequency of

stimulation results in sustained secondary spiking�

According to Crane�eld and Aronson ����� �a triggerable but quiescent �ber remains

quiescent until it has been excited by a locally evoked action potential or by an action po�

tential that propagates into the �ber from a dierent site�� This is completely analogous

to Kepler and Marder�s model ���� of spontaneous secondary spiking�

While spontaneous secondary spiking is thought to perform an important signal pro�

cessing function by in
uencing how long certain muscles contract ����� cardiac triggered

activity involving DADs is thought to be associated with cardiac arrhythmias rather than

normal behaviour ��� �� ��� ���� The relatively simple model for spontaneous secondary

spiking is not adequate for describing cardiac triggered activity� We will see that triggered

activity results from the interaction of two subsystems� the membrane oscillator which

accounts for the currents in the cell membrane that give rise to the action potential� and

the subcellular oscillator which describes the dynamics of Ca�� inside the cell�

In Chapter �� we provide the necessary biological background necessary for under�

standing cardiac triggered activity� We explain how Ca�� can build up in the cell� result�

ing in a condition known as calcium overload which can destabilize the Ca�� subsystem

and ultimately lead to triggered activity� We discuss experimental interventions which are

known to promote and suppress this unusual behaviour� Then we review prior modeling

work relevant to triggered activity�

In the latter part of Chapter �� we discuss one particular model� known as the Di�

Francesco�Noble equations� which describes a mammalian cardiac Purkinje �ber� While

this model has a number of drawbacks �which we will discuss later�� it is one of the

simplest models which contains the necessary components for yielding triggered activity�

We examine the dynamics of this model and reduce its dimension where possible to make
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it easier to analyze� Then we review some important and relevant work by Varghese and

Winslow ���� ��� which provides the basis for the remainder of our analysis� Lastly�

we carefully de�ne the dierence between normal tonic �ring and another type of tonic

�ring� known as calcium�driven �ring� since it is crucial to understanding the mechanism

of triggered activity�

Digitalis glycosides have been used for centuries in the treatment of congestive heart

failure and other ailments ���� ���� Yet� digitalis must be administered carefully since

an incorrect dosage can lead to digitalis toxicity� Digitalis toxicity has been associated

with certain cardiac arrhythmias in vivo� At the same time� digitalis has been shown to

promote DADs and triggered activity in vitro�

In Chapter �� we examine the eects of various experimental interventions� including

application of digitalis� in promoting triggered activity in the DiFrancesco�Noble equa�

tions� The DiFrancesco�Noble equations can exhibit either a pacemaking mode �slow

tonic �ring� or a quiescent mode depending on its parameters� If the pacemaker is driven

at a frequency higher than its own intrinsic frequency� we say that it is overdriven� Under

the right circumstances� driving the DiFrancesco�Noble equations at high frequency or

for a prolonged period of time may lead to calcium�driven �ring� which is referred to

as triggered activity or overdrive excitation� We look at the eects of applying a high

extracellular Ca�� concentration or digitalis �which inhibits the Na�K pump activity� in

combination with high frequency or lengthy pacing� Using a combination of numerical

bifurcation analysis and simulation� we demonstrate why triggered activity is more likely

to occur under some conditions than others� Lastly� we discuss some of the de�ciencies

of the DiFrancesco�Noble equations�

Finally� in Chapter �� we discuss some of the similarities and dierences between

spontaneous secondary spiking and triggered activity� We discuss the biological impli�

cations of these two phenomena and the importance of our results� Lastly� we discuss
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the state of current modeling eorts in the area of cardiac triggered activity and suggest

some areas of future work�
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SPONTANEOUS SECONDARY SPIKING

In this chapter� we examine Kepler and Marder�s model of spontaneous secondary spiking

����� This �minimal� model was set up to explain one possible mechanism for the seem�

ingly spontaneous initiation of action potentials at a peripheral site on the lateral gastric

axon in the stomatogastric nervous system of a crab� It consists of a four�dimensional

Hodgkin�Huxley type system of equations describing an action potential plus an addi�

tional slow inward current�

Our objective is to understand how the slow inward current and the faster subsys�

tem describing the action potential dynamics interact to produce spontaneous secondary

spiking� In particular� we determine how certain critical parameters describing the slow

inward current determine whether or not spontaneous secondary spiking can occur� We

also show that spontaneous secondary spiking does not require a �ve�dimensional model�

and that three dimensions are su�cient�

We begin in Section ��� by reviewing Meyrand et al��s experimental evidence for

spontaneous secondary spiking ����� upon which Kepler and Marder�s model is based�

Then in Section ���� we describe Kepler and Marder�s model� We discuss their results�

including the spatial and temporal behaviour of the model� in Section ����

In order to better understand the crucial elements which give rise to spontaneous

secondary spiking� we reduce Kepler and Marder�s �ve�dimensional ��D� model to two

three�dimensional ��D� models� which behave qualitatively the same as the original �D

model� In Section ���� we replace the �D Hodgkin�Huxley type system by the much

��
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simpler �D FitzHugh�Nagumo equations to get a �D model which we call the zFN model�

To get a more quantitatively accurate approximation� we also use a reduction scheme

developed by Kepler� Abbott� and Marder ���� called the method of equivalent potentials

�MEP� to reduce the �D Hodgkin�Huxley system to �D� resulting in a �D model �the

MEP model��

The resulting �D models of spontaneous secondary spiking are then analyzed by

exploiting the dierence in the time scales of the fast action potential dynamics of the

�D subsystems and the slower dynamics of the slow inward current� In Section ���� we

treat the slow inward current as a parameter in the �D zFN and MEP models� This

allows us to use a combination of phase�plane analysis and bifurcation analysis on the

resulting �D systems to gain an understanding of why spontaneous secondary spiking

occurs�

Then in Section ���� we return to the full �D and �D models� We examine the

bifurcation structure of these models to see under what conditions spontaneous secondary

spiking is likely to occur� In particular� we examine the role of two crucial parameters

describing the slow inward current� namely its maximum amplitude and rate constant�

to see how these in
uence the models� behaviours� Finally� in Section ���� we summarize

our results for these models�

�� Experimental Evidence for Spontaneous Secondary Spiking

Meyrand et al� ���� studied the lateral gastric �LG� axon which innervates the gastric

mill muscles �gm�b� gm� and gm�a�b� that control the gastric mill� the part of the crab

involved in maceration �chewing� of food� The movement of these muscles is controlled by

the gastric rhythm� which has an active phase where high frequency action potentials ride

on top of a slow depolarization wave� followed by a hyperpolarized silent phase� Meyrand
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et al� noticed that when the muscles were attached to the LG axon� extra low frequency

action potentials appeared during the hyperpolarized phase� Because the hyperpolarized

phase is about ��� mV and the threshold for normal spike initiation in the soma is about

��� mV� they concluded that these action potentials must have been initiated at some

peripheral site on the axon� By placing several electrodes along the length of the axon�

they determined that the peripheral spike initiation site was in a portion of the lateral

gastric neuron called the lateral ventricular nerve� The action potentials initiated here

propagated both orthodromically towards the muscles and antidromically towards the

soma�

When the muscleswere removed from the LG axon� the peripheral spike initiation zone

was no longer active� However� application of serotonin to the peripheral spike initiation

zone reactivated it� To understand the eects of serotonin and of the depolarization in the

soma� Meyrand et al� suppressed the gastric rhythm by blocking impulse conduction into

the stomatogastric nerve using a sucrose well ����� At a �xed serotonin concentration�

they depolarized the soma several times by current injection to the potential normally

seen during the gastric rhythm� After the �rst depolarization� no peripherally initiated

spikes were seen� However� after several depolarizations� the secondary spikes began to

appear again� They found that the longer the duration of the depolarization� the more

peripheral spikes were initiated�

Serotonin also profoundly aected the number of peripheral spikes initiated� For

high concentrations of serotonin� relatively short depolarization pulses were required to

elicit secondary spiking� In fact� for very high concentrations of serotonin� the peripheral

spiking could last for minutes after the instigation of only a single action potential from

the soma� For low serotonin concentrations� lengthy depolarizations in the soma were

required to get peripheral spiking�
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One can speculate on the functional signi�cance of the peripheral spiking� The exper�

imental evidence suggests the possibility of a mechanism involving serotonin for feedback

between the contracting muscles and the peripheral spike initiation zone� While the exact

feedback mechanism is unknown� the eect of the peripherally initiated spikes on some of

the muscles is known� Meyrand et al� demonstrated that the low frequency peripherally

initiated spikes serve to lengthen the time of contraction of the gm�b muscles� They

point out that such a lengthened contraction may allow the crab to clear food out of its

gastric mill�

�� Kepler and Marder�s Model

To explore one possible mechanism for the initiation of peripheral spikes observed by

Meyrand et al�� Kepler and Marder ���� set up a minimal model� They chose to use

Hodgkin�Huxley type dynamics to represent a fast inward Na� current� a slow recti�er

K� current� and a leakage current in their model of the peripheral spike initiation zone�

Since Meyrand et al��s experiments were performed on crabs� they chose the parameters

suggested by Connor et al� ��� for crustacean axons�

Based on their experimental �ndings� Meyrand et al� suggested that the peripheral

spike initiation zone might exhibit an additional slow inward current� such as an inward

Ca�� current or a Ca���dependent inward current� The current was assumed to be slow

because several depolarizations were often required before its eect could be seen� Not

knowing the exact dynamics of this hypothetical inward current� Kepler and Marder

assumed that its gating conductance z would obey a relaxation equation of the form

�z

�t
� ks���v � VT �� z� �����

where v is the membrane potential and ks is a slow rate constant� Typically ��v � VT �
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would be a sigmoidal curve� Kepler and Marder chose to approximate it by a step function

��v � VT � �

���
��
� v � VT � ��
� v � VT 	 ��

�����

for computational convenience� The discontinuity at v � VT can cause di�culties with

certain calculations that require smoother equations� Therefore� we have chosen to use

the continuous function

��v � VT � � �����  tanh�c�v � VT ���� �����

which is a very good approximation of the step function for large values of c� This choice

makes little dierence to the results and is not important anyhow due to the qualitative

nature of this model�

Since spiking in the soma seemed to be required for peripheral spike initiation� Kepler

and Marder assumed that the slow inward current would activate only above the spike

threshold of ��� mV for the soma� Thus� they chose VT 
 ��� mV� They found that the
model was not particularly sensitive to the choice of VT �

In order to account for the dependence of the peripheral spiking on serotonin� the

parameter Is� describing the maximum possible amplitude of the slow inward current�

is assumed to be a graded function of the serotonin concentration� Thus� high and low

values of Is correspond to high and low values of serotonin concentration� respectively�

However� the nature of the hypothetical slow inward current and how serotonin aects

its amplitude or time course are unknown� The serotonin�sensitive parameters could be

ks or VT instead of� or in addition to Is� Further experimental work is needed to verify

or improve this model�

The model proposed by Kepler and Marder� which we shall refer to as the KM model�

is given by the system of equations�

C
�v

�t
 IHH�v�m� h� n�� zIs � �

��v

�x�
� Iapp�t�� ����a�
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�m

�t
�

m��v��m

�m�v�
� ����b�

�h

�t
�

h��v�� h

�h�v�
� ����c�

�n

�t
�

n��v�� n

�n�v�
� ����d�

�z

�t
� ks���v � VT �� z�� ����e�

where

IHH � !gNam
�h�v � vNa�  !gKn

��v � vK�  !gL�v � vL�� ����f�

Equation ����a� represents the eects of all the currents on the membrane potential v

on the �nite portion of the axon capable of exhibiting spontaneous secondary spiking�

The �rst term is the capacitive eect of the membrane� The second term� IHH� includes

Hodgkin�Huxley style expressions for the Na�� K�� and leakage currents� which are mod�

ulated by the gating conductances m� h� and n� as indicated in equation ����f�� The third

term in equation ����a�� consisting of an amplitude parameter Is and a gating conduc�

tance z� represents the slow inward current� The next term in equation ����a� represents

the diusive eects that allow action potentials to propagate and the �nal term� Iapp�t��

represents an applied �injected� current� When the diusive term � ��v
�x�

is removed� the

model becomes a system of ordinary dierential equations with no spatial variation and

is said to be space�clamped� This is a mathematical convenience that allows us to study

the interactions of the currents without the added complexity of the spatial variations�

�Space�clamping is also a useful technique in some experiments since it makes it easier

to measure the ionic currents�� The equations ����b� to ����e� are relaxation equations

representing the voltage and time dependencies of the four gating variables� The full

model� including the voltage dependencies of the activation curves �m�� h�� n�� and

the time constants ��m� �h� �n�� is given in Appendix A�
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�� Spatial and Temporal Behaviour of Kepler and Marder�s Model

In this section� we discuss the spatial and temporal behaviour exhibited by the model

proposed and studied by Kepler and Marder ���� and review their major �ndings� which

serve as the basis for our work� Kepler and Marder demonstrated numerically that their

model of the peripheral spike initiation zone initiated secondary spikes� As shown in

the simulation� of Figure ���� they applied two consecutive rectangular current pulses

Iapp�t� to one end of the axon� Each current pulse initiates one action potential which

propagates away from the stimulus� Using dispersion analysis� Kepler and Marder showed

that� unlike the Hodgkin�Huxley case where the leading action potential propagates more

quickly than subsequent action potentials� the slow inward current activated by the �rst

action potential facilitates the speed of the action potentials following it� Thus the second

action potential will slowly catch up to the �rst action potential until the refractoriness

from the preceding action potential negates the velocity facilitation of the slow inward

current and a stable spacing is reached� When the two action potentials are su�ciently

close together� a third spike is initiated spontaneously behind the �rst two� and then

splits into orthodromic and antidromic action potentials� The orthodromic spike starts

to catch up to the orthodromic spike train� and the process repeats itself�

Kepler and Marder also demonstrated some very interesting behaviour of the space�

clamped model� Kepler and Marder demonstrated that if two current pulses are applied

to the space�clamped model axon� then three qualitatively dierent outcomes can be

observed� Simulations� of these three possible outcomes are shown in Figure ���� For

su�ciently low Is �low serotonin concentration� and applied current frequency� only the

�All of the space�time simulations were implemented in the programming language C using a modi�ed
Crank�Nicolson method� The boundary condition used at each end was the outgoing wave condition�
vt � cvx � �� where c is the approximate speed of propagation of the action potentials�

�All of the simulations of systems of ordinary di	erential equations were done using the numerical
package LSODE 
Livermore Solver for Ordinary Di	erential Equations �����
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Figure ���� The membrane potential v as a function of axonal distance x along Kepler and

Marder�s model axon with Is �	
� �A and ����	 at time steps� 	 ms apart� Two rectangular

current pulses of amplitude 	�� �A and duration 	 ms are applied between x�� and x�	 with

a frequency of � Hz starting at time t�
� �Based on Fig� �� Kepler and Marder �����

two directly initiated action potentials are observed� �This type of behaviour is typical of

a squid axon type model lacking the slow inward current�� For a higher applied current

frequency� several secondary spikes may occur� If Is is su�ciently high �Figure ���c�� the

two directly initiated action potentials may be followed by continuous secondary spiking
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Figure ���� The response of Kepler and Marder�s space�clamped model axon when two rectan�

gular current pulses of amplitude 	�� �A and duration 	�
� msec are applied� The qualitative

response depends on the amplitude Is of the z�current and the frequency f of the applied cur�

rent pulses� When f�� Hz� the lag between the beginning of the �rst and second current pulse

is 	��� msec and when f�	�� Hz� the lag is 	��� msec� �Based on Fig� 	� Kepler and Marder

����

which will go on inde�nitely unless reset by a hyperpolarizing pulse�

To examine how the Hodgkin�Huxley currents produce continuous secondary spiking�

Kepler and Marder plotted the frequency of tonic �ring for the Hodgkin�Huxley equations

as a function of applied inward current� On this graph� they superimposed the slow

inward current that would result from tonic �ring at a given frequency �see ���� for
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details� for several dierent values of the amplitude parameter Is� They suggested that

the intersections of the two curves for each given value of Is might represent possible

steady states of the model� Based on this numerical evidence� they predicted that the

only stable states for low values of Is would be the rest state� For higher values of Is�

however� they found three intersections� one corresponding to rest� one corresponding to

high frequency tonic �ring� and the third corresponding to an unstable �xed point at an

intermediate frequency� They stated that the intermediate frequency was the minimum

frequency of stimulation required to initiate continuous secondary spiking� Because ks is

small but �nite� the slow inward current is not constant but 
uctuates slightly� Therefore�

the above analysis does not prove that the intersections of the curves are in fact �xed

points of the system� In our work� we use bifurcation analysis to demonstrate that Kepler

and Marder�s predicted �xed points do exist in particular ranges of Is� Furthermore� we

examine the eects on the model�s behaviour of changing the time constant of the slow

inward current�

We examine the behaviour of the space�clamped model in detail in subsequent sec�

tions� In the meantime� it is important to realize that the slow inward current builds up

during an action potential and decays between action potentials� If the inward current

gets large enough� it can initiate a spontaneous secondary spike� Keeping this in mind� we

can recognize that the buildup of the slow inward current over the time course of several

action potentials is analogous to its buildup in space during a train of propagating action

potentials� Thus� when the model is not space�clamped� a train of action potentials must

achieve a certain minimum spatial �frequency� before a spontaneous secondary spike can

arise behind it �����

Kepler and Marder noted that for low Is� the secondary spike does not arise close

enough to the preceding spike train to immediately initiate another secondary spike�

Since the secondary spike must propagate a small distance in order to catch up to the
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Figure ���� Tracings of the peaks of the action potentials as a function of distance x along

the axon and time t for �a� low Is �Is�		��� �A� and �b� high Is �Is�	���� �A�� At an Is
large enough to allow regenerative �ring in the space�clamped model� the spike generation zone

ceases to move� as in case �b�� �The applied current Iapp�t� is turned on at t�
 ms and t�	�

ms �freq�	
� Hz� for 	 ms with an amplitude of 	�� �A between x�	� and x�		�

preceding spike train before another secondary spike is initiated� the point at which the

spontaneous secondary spike is initiated� called the spike generation zone� also propagates

forward� The speed at which the spike generation zone moves depends on the dierence

between the spatial frequency between the last two action potentials in the spike train

required to initiate a secondary spike and the spatial frequency �spacing� at which the

secondary spike initially arises ����� Since the spatial frequency at which the secondary

spike arises increases with Is� the speed of propagation of the spike generation zone

decreases until it stops moving altogether� This occurs when Is is su�ciently large to

allow regenerative spontaneous secondary spiking in the space�clamped model ����� Thus�

an increase in Is increases the number of secondary spikes and hence the total number

of spikes in the spike train impinging on the muscles� Figure ��� shows tracings of the

peaks of the action potentials during numerical simulations for a high and a low value of

Is� Serotonin may be able to control the duration of contraction of some of the muscles

by in
uencing the number of secondary spikes that arise in the LG axon�
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The frequency of the initial spike train is also important on a �nite axon� since it

determines where the spike generation zone �rst arises� and hence how many secondary

spikes are initiated before the end of the axon ����� The secondary spiking would continue

inde�nitely on an in�nite axon� but on a �nite axon� it stops when the secondary spiking

zone propagates o the end of the axon or out of the zone where the slow inward current

is expressed� Kepler and Marder termed the process whereby higher frequency incoming

signals result in more spontaneous secondary spikes �frequency to duration transduction�

�����

Because of the analogy between the spatial and temporal behaviour� we have chosen

to spend most of our eort to understand the space�clamped version of Kepler and

Marder�s model� Before discussing this space�clamped model� we should mention that

the phenomenology exhibited by the full model in one or more spatial dimensions is

extremely rich� Some very complicated patterns can arise due to the interactions of

colliding pulses or refractory regions� For instance� in Figure ��� we show what happens

when two action potentials are initiated near each end of the axon� In this case� secondary

spikes arise as before� In addition� colliding pulses annihilate each other� Because the

axon is relatively short and pulses can propagate �o the end� of the axon� the action

potentials eventually end up annihilating each other faster than new action potentials

arise and activity dies out� However� for a longer axon� it would take much longer for

activity to cease because there would be room for additional secondary spikes to arise�

Adding another spatial dimension would increase the complexity further� especially when

geometry or inhomogeneities are factored in�
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Figure ���� Tracing of the peaks of the action potentials as a function of distance x along the

axon and time t when Is�		��� �A� Two action potentials are initiated near each end of the

axon� �Action potentials are initiated by current pulses of amplitude 	�� �A and duration 	

ms between x�	� and x�		 near the left end and x��� and x��� near the right end� The

current pulses are applied at both positions at time t�
 ms and t�� ms��

�� Reduction of Kepler and Marder�s Model

The Kepler and Marder �KM� model is a �minimal� model and is not meant to be quan�

titatively or even biologically accurate� Rather� it illustrates one possible spontaneous

spiking mechanism� It reveals the interplay between Hodgkin�Huxley�type dynamics for

an action potential and a slow inward current� In the following work� we seek reduc�

tions of the space�clamped KM model which illustrate the qualitative mechanisms of the

system and are easy to analyze�

The key assumption of our analysis is that the KM model can be split up into a

fast subsystem representing the dynamics of the action potential and a slow subsystem

consisting of the slow inward current� Thus the �ve�dimensional KM model can be split

up into a fast four�dimensional and a slow one�dimensional subsystem as shown in Figure

���� Our objective is to reduce the four�dimensional fast subsystem to a two�dimensional

subsystem� If we make the assumption that the slow subsystem has a much larger time
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constant than any of the time constants in the fast subsystem� then we can approximate

the slow variable as a parameter� reducing the whole system to two dimensions� This

is advantageous because it allows us to use phase�plane analysis to get a qualitative

understanding of the interactions between the fast and slow subsystems�

Full �D System

Reduced �D System
C
dv

dt
� �IHH�v�m� h� n�  zIs  Iapp�t�

dm

dt
�

m��v��m

�m�v�

dh

dt
�

h��v�� h

�h�v�

dn

dt
�

n��v�� n

�n�v�

dz

dt
� ks���v � VT �� z�

dV

dt
� F �V�U�  zIs  Iapp�t�

dU

dt
� G�V�U�

dz

dt
� ks���v � VT �� z�

Figure ���� Kepler and Marder�s equations can be viewed as a �D fast subsystem �dashed box�

and a 	D slow subsystem� Reduction of the �D subsystem to a 
D subsystem �dashed box�

allows the use of phase�plane analysis by viewing the slow z variable as a parameter�

A number of methods have been used to reduce the Hodgkin�Huxley equations to a

two�dimensional approximation� One of these approximations is the FitzHugh�Nagumo

equations ����� Other methods take advantage of empirical relationships between some of

the variables� For instance� Krinskii and Kokoz ���� and Rinzel ���� assume that m is an

instantaneous function of v and that some linear combination of h and n is approximately

constant� Kepler et al��s method of equivalent potentials ���� is a general method for

reducing the order of systems of conductance�based equations� In the following two

sections we will discuss the two three�dimensional approximations of Kepler and Marder�s
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model using the FitzHugh�Nagumo equations and the method of equivalent potentials�

��� Reduction Using a FitzHugh�Nagumo Approximation

FitzHugh ���� suggested a useful two�dimensional approximation of the four�dimensional

Hodgkin�Huxley equations which exhibits many of the properties of the full Hodgkin�

Huxley system and yet lends itself to analytical techniques and phase�plane analysis�

These equations� also used by Nagumo ����� are called the FitzHugh�Nagumo equations�

Replacing the Hodgkin�Huxley variables v� m� h� and n by the FitzHugh�Nagumo vari�

ables� a potential variable V and a recovery variable W � in the KM model gives the zFN

model�

dV

dt
� �f�V 	 a��W  zIs  Iapp�t�� ����a�

dW

dt
� ��V � rW �� ����b�

dz

dt
� ks���V � VT �� z�� ����c�

where

f�V 	 a� � V �V � ���V � a� ����d�

and

��V � VT � � �����  tanh�c�V � VT ���� ����e�

We refer to this set of equations as the zFN model because it contains the FitzHugh�

Nagumo �FN� equations plus an extra variable z� The zFN model is a caricature of

the original KM model� For more information on how the FitzHugh�Nagumo equations

relate to the Hodgkin�Huxley equations� see Rinzel ����� In order to reproduce the type

of behaviour seen in the KM model� we have chosen the following parameters for the zFN

model� a����� r����� ������� ks � ������ VT����� and c���� This parameter set will
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be referred to as the standard parameter set for the zFN model� The reasons for this

choice of parameters will be discussed in detail in later sections� Choosing such a small

value for � slows down the dynamics considerably� For plotting purposes� the dynamics

of the zFN equations have been sped up by multiplying the right�hand sides of equations

����a�c� by a factor of �����

��� Reduction Using the Method of Equivalent Potentials

Kepler et al� ���� have created a �recipe� for systematically reducing conductance�based

models like the Hodgkin�Huxley equations to lower�dimensional approximations whose

parameters can be related directly to the original system of equations� These models

retain a certain amount of realism which the FitzHugh�Nagumo equations lack� This

method� called the method of equivalent potentials� transforms the gating variables into

�equivalent potentials� so that all the variables in the equations are dimensionally equiv�

alent� These transformed variables are then placed into groups exhibiting similar be�

haviour and replaced by a weighted average of all the members of the group� found using

a perturbation method� We have used a simpli�ed version of this method to replace

the four�dimensional Hodgkin�Huxley equations in the KM model by a two�dimensional

approximation�

The conductance equations for m� h� and n all have the form

dx

dt
�

x��v�� x

�x�v�
� �����

Since x��v� is a monotonic function of v� we can make the exact transformation x �

x��vx�� as illustrated in Figure ���� Using the chain rule� equation ����� can be rewritten

in terms of the new equivalent potential vx�

dvx
dt
�

x��v�� x��vx�

�x�v�x
�

��vx�
� �����
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Figure ���� The monotonicity of the gating function x��v� ensures the invertibility of the

transformation x � x��vx��

Therefore� the Hodgkin�Huxley equations can be rewritten in terms of the equivalent

potentials v� vm� vh� and vn�

C
dv

dt
� �IHH�v� vm� vh� vn�� ����a�

dvm
dt

�
m��v��m��vm�

�m�v�m
�

��vm�
� ����b�

dvn
dt

�
n��v�� n��vn�

�n�v�n
�

��vn�
� ����c�

dvh
dt

�
h��v�� h��vh�

�h�v�h
�

�
�vh�

� ����d�

where

IHH � !gNam
�
�
�vm�h��vh��v � vNa�  !gKn

�
�
�vn��v � vK�  !gL�v � vL�� ����e�

The change of variables reveals that this fourth�order system does not fully utilize

all four degrees of freedom� In fact� v and vm have a very similar time evolution� as
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do vh and vn� According to the method of equivalent potentials� we could calculate a

representative equivalent potential for each pair �v� vm� and �vh� vn� using an optimized

weighted average� However� we are not looking for accuracy and would prefer the simplest

approximation possible� Therefore� we have simply chosen to replace vm by v and vn by vh�

We will name these new representative equivalent potentials V and U � respectively� This

reduction produces action potentials whose time courses agree well with simulations of

the full system� as shown in Figure ���� In this way we have obtained a two�dimensional

reduction whose parameters are fully determined by the original system of equations�

Reinstating the slow inward current� we get the following three�dimensional model� which

we will refer to as the MEP model�

C
dV

dt
� �IMEP �V�U�  zIs  Iapp�t�� ����a�

dU

dt
�

h��V �� h��U�

�h�V �h�
�

�U�
� ����b�

dz

dt
� ks���V � VT �� z�� ����c�

where

IMEP �V�U� � !gNam
�
�
�V �h��U��V � vNa�  !gKn

�
�
�U��V � vK�  !gL�V � vL� ����d�

and

��V � VT � � �����  tanh�c�V � VT ���� ����e�

�	 Analysis of the Fast Subsystem Using the Slow Inward Current as a

Parameter

The goal of this section is to give a graphical demonstration of the mechanism of sponta�

neous secondary spiking� We hope to provide an intuitive understanding of the qualitative
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Figure ���� Action potentials produced by the KM and MEP models�

behaviour of the KM model�s responses to various types of stimuli� To do this we will

compare the behaviour of the full three�dimensional zFN and MEP models with the

dynamics of their fast subsystems given various �xed values of the slow inward current

Iz � zIs� This technique is particularly useful for demonstrating the behaviour of the zFN

equations when ks is very small� or� equivalently� when the inward current is very slow�

We will present the results of the zFN model �rst� since the dynamics of the FitzHugh�

Nagumo equations are already well understood� The simplicity of the FitzHugh�Nagumo

equations allows the use of analytical techniques from bifurcation theory � to gain insight

into the parameter dependence of the solutions� The analysis of the MEP model to follow

will rely more heavily on numerical techniques due to the increased complexity of the

equations�

�Readers unfamiliar with basic terminology from dynamical systems theory and the concept of bifur�
cation diagrams may wish to review Appendix B 
Guide to Bifurcation Diagrams� at this point�
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�	� Analysis of the zFN Model Assuming Constant Iz

To begin the analysis of the zFN model� we assume that z is so slow� or equivalently� that

ks is so small that we can approximate Iz � zIs at any particular moment as a constant�

This leaves the FitzHugh�Nagumo equations�

dv

dt
� �f�v	 a�� w  Iz� �����a�

dw

dt
� ��v � rw�� �����b�

where Iz is simply a parameter� The v�nullcline� the line where "v � �� is a cubic w �

�f�v	 a�  Iz which is raised or lowered by Iz� The w�nullcline � "w � �� is a straight line

w � vr� independent of Iz� These nullclines separate regions of increasing and decreasing

v and w� respectively� and de�ne �xed points of the system where they intersect�

The FitzHugh�Nagumo model is known to exhibit two types of behaviour ����� de�

pending on the relative slopes of the nullclines where they intersect� bistability and

excitability� The two possible con�gurations are shown in Figure ���� The con�guration

shown in Figure ���a has a single �xed point which may act as a sink or a source de�

pending on the value of Iz� For low Iz� the �xed point tends to be a stable equilibrium�

If the system is perturbed su�ciently far away from this equilibrium� for example by

an injected current pulse� it will respond with a large excursion in membrane potential

followed by a return to equilibrium� We say that the system has been �excited� by the

current pulse and refer to this kind of system as an �excitable� system� The con�guration

in Figure ���b� on the other hand� has three �xed points� the middle one being a sad�

dle� This system can have a low and a high resting potential for a given Iz� and� hence�

is referred to as a bistable system� To mimic the behaviour of a Hodgkin�Huxley�type

system which is known to be excitable� we want to �nd conditions which ensure that the

FitzHugh�Nagumo equations will be excitable rather than bistable� In the next section�
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we will �nd these conditions analytically and calculate the stability of the single �xed

point ��� ��� ����

�a� �b�

"w � �
"v � �

v

w

������������������

���

���

���

�

����

"w � �
"v � �

v

w

������������������

���

���

���

�

����

Figure ���� Two con�gurations of the nullclines of the FitzHugh�Nagumo equations correspond�

ing to �a� excitable �single �xed point� and �b� bistable �� �xed points� behaviour� �Parameters�

�a� a���
�� r�
��� Iz���� and �b� a���
�� r�	���� Iz�����

Analytical Calculation of Stability

The �xed points �vss� wss� of the FitzHugh�Nagumo equations occur when
dv
dt
� � and

dw
dt
� �� Thus vss is de�ned implicitly as a function of Iz by the equation �f�vss	 a� �

vssr  Iz � �� and then wss is given by wss � vssr ���� Let�s examine the stability of

the �xed points �vss� wss� in terms of the slopes of the two nullclines� The slope of the

w�nullcline is �
r
� If we denote the v�nullcline by w � N�v	 a� Iz� � �f�v	 a� Iz� then the

slope is given by Nv�v	 a� � �fv�v	 a�� which is now independent of Iz� Equations ������
can be rewritten as

dv

dt
� N�v	 a� Iz�� w� �����a�

dw

dt
� �v � �rw� �����b�
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The Jacobian of ������ at the �xed point �vss� wss� corresponding to Iz is

J�vss� wss� �

�
B� Nv�vss	 a� ��

� ��r

�
CA �

�
B� �fv�vss	 a� ��

� ��r

�
CA � ������

The eigenvalues are determined from

jJ�vss� wss�� �Ij � �Nv � �����r � ��  � � �� ������

or

��  ��Nv  �r��  ���� rNv� � �� ������

If we let � � Trace�J� � Nv � �r and � � determinant�J� � ��� � rNv�� then the

eigenvalues are given by

� � ������ �
q
�� � ���� ������

so that

� � ������Nv � �r��
q
��r  Nv�� � ��� � ��������r fv��

q
��r � fv�� � ���� ������

Speci�c conditions on � and � determine whether the �xed point �vss� wss� is a source�

sink� or saddle ����� If � 	 �� then the �xed point is a saddle� Since � is positive� this is

equivalent to the condition Nv 

�
r
� If � 
 �� then the �xed point is a sink if � 	 � and

a source if � 
 �� This means that the �xed point is a sink if Nv 	
�
r
and Nv 	 �r� It is

a source if �r 	 Nv 	
�
r
�

As mentioned earlier� in order to get an excitable system� we require that the Fitz�

Hugh�Nagumo equations have a single �xed point for any given value of Iz� As Iz

increases� the �xed point changes from a sink to a source and back again via Hopf

bifurcations� The Hopf bifurcations give rise to limit cycles� which we can view as

tonic �ring� In order to avoid having any �xed points which are saddles� we must

ensure that Nv�vss	 a� 	
�
r
for any vss� The maximum slope Nvmax of the v�nullcline
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is Nvmax �
�
�
��
�
� a��  �

�
� occurring at v � a��

�
� Thus� we must restrict r such that

�
�
��
�
� a��  �

�
	 �

r
or� equivalently� that r 	 �

��a��a
���� To ensure that this is true for all

small a �� 	 a 	 ����� we can make sure that r 	 �� This statement says that the slope

of the w�nullcline is greater than the slope of the v�nullcline at any point� regardless of

our choice of a�

A second restriction on the parameters is obtained by requiring that some of the �xed

points be sources� Since the equation �r 	 Nv 	
�
r
must be satis�ed for some of the �xed

points� we must ensure that �r 	 �
r
or � 	 �

r�
�

At Nv � �r� both eigenvalues � � �i
q
���� �r�� are imaginary and the �xed point

vss is given by

v�HB � ������a ���
p
a� � a �� ��r�� ������

As vss crosses v
�

HB � the Hopf bifurcation points� the �xed point changes from a source

to a sink or vice versa� Comparing v�HB with the maximum and minimum #v� of the

v�nullcline�

#v� � ������a ���
p
a� � a ��� ������

we see that if �r is small� then most of the positive slope of the v�nullcline is unstable�

as illustrated in Figure ���� In the limit as � approaches �� the Hopf bifurcation points

occur at the maximum and minimum of the v�nullcline� as shown in Figure ����a� As �r

increases� the unstable region shrinks �Figure ����b�� When �r 
 �
� � the unstable region

disappears at intermediate values of a� as shown in Figure ����d� Then as �r exceeds �
��

the unstable region ceases to exist for any a�

These analytical results indicate that we should restrict r 	 � and �r 	 �r in order

to get an excitable system� In addition� small �r and small a tend to give a wider unstable

region� which may make it easier to observe the secondary spiking�
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Figure ���� Stability of �xed points �vss� wss� in di�erent regions of the v�nullcline�
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Figure ����� v�HB �solid line� and �v� �dotted line� as a function of a for a� �r � �� b� �r � ��
�

c� �r � ��
�� d� �r � ��
� There are no Hopf bifurcation points for any a when �r � 	���
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Numerical Results

Based on the previous analysis� we can expect three qualitatively dierent responses to

suddenly switching Iz on� as shown in Figure ����� For low Iz� an action potential will

be followed by a return to steady state at a low membrane potential� For medium Iz�

tonic �ring of action potentials will occur� For very high Iz� the system will approach an

elevated steady state�

Notice the damped oscillation following the action potential in Figure ����a� We could

damp out this oscillation more rapidly by choosing smaller r or smaller �� so that the

response would look more like that of the Hodgkin�Huxley equations� However� we will

see later that such a choice is not appropriate in the context of the full zFN equations�

While we have calculated the direction of the Hopf bifurcation �supercritical or sub�

critical� analytically as Iz is increased� the resulting analytical expressions are too com�

plicated to be illuminating� �Numerical evaluation of these expressions for speci�c pa�

rameter sets� however� correctly predicted the directions of the Hopf bifurcations�� In

addition� the calculation only gives local information near the Hopf bifurcation points�

The numerical bifurcation analysis package AUTO��� on the other hand� uses a contin�

uation algorithm to obtain a more global picture� including the �xed points� and the

maxima� minima� and periods of the limit cycles� Figure ���� shows the bifurcation

diagram calculated by AUTO�� for the FitzHugh�Nagumo equations using Iz as the bi�

furcation parameter� A fairly small � has been chosen to mimic the strong all or nothing

response of the Hodgkin�Huxley equations� A larger value of � would result in a softer

onset of tonic �ring in which the magnitude of the oscillations would slowly grow larger

with increasing Iz�

If we now recall that Iz is not actually �xed but slowly varying� continuous secondary

spiking can be explained qualitatively in terms of the zFN model as follows� The �rst
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Figure ����� Response of the FN equations �a � ��	�� r � 
��� � � ���	� 	 � 	�� to sudden

steps in Iz starting at Iz � �� �a� low resting potential �Iz � ���
�� �b� tonic �ring �Iz � ������

and �c� high resting potential �Iz � ��	��� The �rst column shows �v�t�� w�t�� �solid line�

superimposed on the cubic v�nullcline and the straight w�nullcline �dashed lines�� The second

column shows v�t��

applied current pulse causes an action potential which in turn causes z to slowly increase�

When the voltage drops below the voltage threshold VT � z will slowly decrease back

towards zero� If a second current pulse is applied� another action potential will cause z

to increase again� If the two action potentials are close enough together� z will have a

�headstart� when the second action potential occurs and will rise even further the second
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Figure ����� Bifurcation diagram of the FN equations �a � ��	�� r � 
��� � � ���	� 	 � 	��

calculated by AUTO� for equations �
�	�� using Iz as the bifurcation parameter� �a� steady

states and maxima and minima of v and �b� period of limit cycles� �Stable and unstable steady

states are indicated by solid and dashed lines� respectively� Filled circles correspond to stable

limit cycles� while open circles correspond to unstable limit cycles� For more information on

bifurcation diagrams� see Appendix B��

time� If the z current rises high enough� the v�nullcline may be high enough to put the

�xed point in the unstable region� As a result the trajectory may begin to oscillate about

the unstable �xed point� If z is moving slowly enough� the �xed point will stay in the

unstable region and continuous spontaneous secondary spiking can occur� On the other

hand� if z is moving too quickly� z will decay fast enough to bring the �xed point out

of the unstable region� allowing only a few secondary spikes or none at all� before the

voltage decays to zero�

A �ne balance is required for continuous secondary spiking� The natural frequency

of the fast subsystem must be su�ciently high that Iz does not decay enough in between

action potentials to place the system in an inexcitable regime� On the other hand� if

the frequency is too high� Iz may continue to increase� until it reaches its maximum Is�

In this case� the system can reach a stable elevated resting potential� depending on the
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magnitude of Is� The balancing act involving the time constants of the fast subsystem�

the slow rate constant ks� and the magnitude Is will be explored for the full system in a

later section�

�	� Analysis of the MEP Model Assuming Constant Iz

The MEP model is more complicated than the zFN model and� hence� requires more

numerical rather than analytical techniques� As before� if we treat Iz as a parameter�

then we can examine the U and V nullclines of the resulting two�dimensional model� The

U �nullcline is de�ned by the straight line V � U � The V �nullcline is de�ned implicitly

by the equation�

!gNam
�
��V �h��U��V � vNa�  !gKn

�
��U��V � vK�  !gL�V � vL�� Iz � �� ������

This equation can be plotted as a surface in terms of �V �U �Iz� as shown in Figure ����a�

Taking �slices� of this surface for particular values of Iz gives the V �nullclines in Figure

����b� These nullclines share certain similarities with the nullclines of the FitzHugh�

Nagumo equations in Figure ����� In particular� there is always a single �xed point

which shifts as Iz changes� However� in the case of the MEP equations� an increase in Iz

merely deforms the left�hand branch rather than raising the whole nullcline� In addition�

the shapes of the nullclines at Iz � � dier substantially� A hyperpolarizing pulse would

tend to invoke an action potential in the FitzHugh�Nagumo equations �postinhibitory

rebound� while the MEP equations would merely hyperpolarize and then return to rest�

The bifurcation diagram with Iz as the bifurcation parameter was calculated using

AUTO�� for the MEP model and the original KM model� The bifurcation diagrams of

the two models are qualitatively similar� although they dier somewhat quantitatively

due to the approximations made in the reduction process� Since spontaneous secondary

spiking involves a transition from a low resting potential to tonic �ring� the behaviour
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Figure ����� �a� V �nullsurface and �b� U nullcline �straight line� and V nullclines for several

values of Iz in the MEP model� Note that the V �nullcline is deformed upwards as Iz increases

�Iz ����� ���� ��	�� �Hopf bifurcation point�� ���� 	��� 	��� 
��� 
��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ��� �Hopf

bifurcation point�� and ����� while the U �nullcline is a straight line independent of Iz �

of the models near the left Hopf bifurcation point is the most important� The MEP and

KM models have a hard �abrupt� bifurcation at the left end and a softer bifurcation at

the right end� as shown in Figure ����� The hard bifurcation at the left Hopf bifurcation

point means that the spontaneous secondary spikes will have an all or nothing response�

The FitzHugh�Nagumo equations� on the other hand� have either two hard bifurcations

or two soft bifurcations depending on the choice of �� The behaviour near the right

Hopf bifurcation point is not particularly important in studies of spontaneous secondary

spiking�

Due to the similarities between the MEP and zFN models� we see that the qualitative

explanation of spontaneous secondary spiking advanced for the zFN model also holds for
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Figure ����� Bifurcation diagram calculated by AUTO� using bifurcation parameter Iz � �a�

MEP model and �b� KM model� Projection onto V and period are shown�

the MEP model� The chief dierence between the two models is that the MEP model

does not exhibit a large undershoot in membrane potential after each action potential�

�� E�ect of the Slow Inward Current in the Full �D and 	D Models

In the previous section� we gained a qualitative understanding of spontaneous secondary

spiking by assuming that Iz was su�ciently slow that we could treat it as a parameter�

Intuitively� we see that continuous spontaneous secondary spiking occurs when the fre�

quency of �ring is high enough that z grows as much as it decays every cycle� However�

it is not clear from the previous analysis how large Is must be for this to occur� nor is it

clear how slow the rate constant ks must be� In the following two sections we discuss the
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role of these two very important parameters of the slow inward current in determining

when spontaneous secondary spiking may occur�

��� The Role of Is

As mentioned before� Is is the maximumamplitude of the current Iz� corresponding to the

case z � �� However� z can take on intermediate values so it is di�cult to predict whether

spontaneous secondary spiking will occur based on the value of Is� To understand the

eect of the amplitude of Is� we examine its eect on the stability of the full �D and �D

models� We �rst calculate the position and stability of the steady states analytically in

the �D zFN model� We then use AUTO�� to obtain a more global picture of all of the

models� including the steady states and limit cycles corresponding to dierent values of

the bifurcation parameter Is� We �nd that the bifurcation diagrams obtained using Is as

the bifurcation parameter in the zFN� MEP� and KM models are qualitatively similar�

These bifurcation diagrams allow us to predict when spontaneous secondary spiking is

likely to occur based on the value of Is�

Calculating The Steady States and their Stability in the zFN Model

The nullsurfaces of the zFN equations are de�ned by the three equations

"v � � � w � �f�v	 a�  zIs� �����a�

"w � � � w �
v

r
� �����b�

"z � � � z � ��v � VT �� �����c�

The �xed points of the zFN equations occur at the points where all three nullsurfaces

intersect� These points are di�cult to see in three dimensions� It is easier to see the

eects of Is on the �xed points if we combine the two equations �����a� and �����c�
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Figure ����� The �xed points of the zFN equations occur at the intersections of the straight

line describing �w � � �solid line� and the piecewise cubic function describing �v � �z � � �dashed

line�� The right branch of the latter function rises as Is increases� as shown here for �a� Is � ��

�b� Is � ���Is�SN�� �c� Is � Is�SN�� �d� Is � 	��Is�SN�� �e� Is � Is�HB�� and �f� Is � 	��Is�HB��

�zFN equations using a step function for 
�v � VT �� a � ��	� r � 
��� � � ���	� VT � ��� ��

describing the v and z nullsurfaces� Then we look for intersections in the v�w plane of

the two lines described by

"v � "z � � � w � �f�v	 a�  Is��v � VT �� �����a�

"w � � � w �
v

r
� �����b�

as illustrated in Figure �����

We have chosen to use the continuous function ��v � VT � � �����  tanh�c�v � VT ��
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to describe the activation curve for z for the purpose of some numerical computations�

However� it is easier to analyse the zFN equations in the limit of very large c when �

approximates a step function� When this is the case� the curve described by equation

�����a� consists of three distinct pieces� The left branch is described by w � �f�v	 a�
since ��v�VT � � � for v 	 VT � The right branch is described by w � �f�v	 a� Is since

��v � VT � � � for v 
 VT � In the limit of very large c� the near vertical middle branch

connecting the left and right branches can be described by v � VT �

As shown in Figure ����� the number of �xed points depends on the value of Is� We

see from Figure ����b that for low Is� there is only a single �xed point corresponding to

the rest state of the system� Since z � ��v� VT � � � on the left branch� this �xed point

occurs when v � w � z � �� This �xed point persists for all Is and represents quiescence

in the zFN equations�

As Is increases past a critical value Is�SN�� a pair of �xed points arises via a saddle�

node bifurcation� as shown in Figure ����d� Is�SN� is the value of Is required so that the

right branch of �����a� �w � �f�v	 a� Is� intersects with the line described by equation

�����b� �w � vr� at v � VT �Figure ����c�� Thus� Is�SN� � VTr  f�VT 	 a��

For Is 
 Is�SN�� there are two �xed points� At the �xed point on the right branch of

equation �����a�� z � � and w � vr where v is de�ned implicitly by vr � �f�v	 a� Is�
On the middle branch� the �xed point occurs when zIs � Is�SN�� so that z � Is�SN�Is�

v � VT � and w � VTr�

To �nd the stability of the �xed points� we calculate the Jacobian of the zFN equations

����a�c� at the �xed point �vss� wss� zss��

J�vss� �

�
BBBBB�

�fv�vss	 a� �� Is

� ��r �

ks�v�vss � VT � � �ks

�
CCCCCA � ������
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When v �� VT � �v�v � VT � � � so the Jacobian reduces to

J�vss� �

�
BBBBB�

�fv�vss	 a� �� Is

� ��r �

� � �ks

�
CCCCCA � ������

The eigenvalues are determined by setting

jJ�vss�� �Ij � ��ks � �����fv�vss	 a�� �����r � ��  �� � �� ������

One eigenvalue is � � �ks� which is negative for all ks under consideration and� hence�
does not destabilize the system� The remaining two eigenvalues satisfy the same equation

������ that we already saw in our analysis of the ��D FitzHugh�Nagumo equations� Thus�

from our previous analysis� we know the �xed point v � w � z � � is stable� VT is

between the two Hopf bifurcation points found earlier and v 
 VT on the right branch

where z � �� Therefore� we expect to see a single Hopf bifurcation point at Is�HB� �

vHBr  f�vHB	 a� where vHB � ������a  ��  
p
a� � a �� ��r�� The �xed point

on the right branch is� therefore� a source for Is 	 Is�HB� �Figure ����e� and a sink for

Is 
 Is�HB� �Figure ����f�� Figure ���� illustrates the dependence of the steady states on

Is� and indicates the positions of the Hopf bifurcation point and the saddle�node point

corresponding to Is�SN��

The stability of the �xed points on the branch where vss � VT is more di�cult to

analyse than on the other branches because the term ks�v�vss � VT � in equation ������

does not disappear� Instead� it reduces to ks�v���� To �nd the eigenvalues� we set the

determinant

jJ�VT �� �Ij �

�����������

�fv�VT 	 a�� � �� Is

� ��r � � �

ks�v��� � �ks � �

�����������
������
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Figure ����� Fixed points of the zFN equations as a function of Is� The values of �a� v� �b� w�

and �c� z at the �xed points are shown� The positions of the Hopf bifurcation point �HB� and

the saddle�node point �SN� corresponding to Is � Is�SN� are also indicated� The �xed points

are stable on the branch where v � w � z � � and to the right of the HB point when z � 	�

To the left of the HB point and on the branch where v � VT � the system is unstable� �zFN

equations using a step function for 
�v � VT �� a � ��	� r � 
��� � � ���	� VT � �����

equal to zero� Using expansion by minors and rearranging� we see that the eigenvalues

are determined by the equation

��  A��  B� C � � ������

where

A � �r  fv�VT 	 a�  ks� �����a�

B � ��rfv�VT 	 a�  � ks�r  ksfv�VT 	 a��� ksIs�v���� �����b�

C � �ks�rfv�VT 	 a�  ks��� ksIs�r�v���� �����c�

Rather than solving for the eigenvalues � directly� we apply the Routh�Hurwitz crite�

rion ����� We must �rst establish the signs of A� B� and C in equation ������� Since VT is

between the two Hopf bifurcation points found in our analysis of the FitzHugh�Nagumo

equations� it lies on the part of the cubic with positive slope� so fv�VT 	 a� 
 �� Since all

of the parameters ��� r� ks� Is� are also positive� we know that A 
 �� B and C each
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consist of a set of �nite positive terms and one negative term containing �v���� Since we

have assumed that �v�v�VT � approximates a step function� we know that when v � VT �

�v�v � VT � has a positive� nearly vertical slope� Therefore� �v��� approaches  �� so
B 	 � and C 	 �� A similar analysis shows that AB � C 	 ��

Following the method used in ���� to determine the stability of our system� we con�

struct the Routh table as follows�

��

��

��

��

���������������

� B

A C

�AB � C�A

C

������

The Routh�Hurwitz criterion states that the number of roots of the characteristic poly�

nomial �equation ������� with positive real parts is equal to the number of changes in

sign of the �rst column of the Routh table ����� Since � 
 �� A 
 �� �AB � C�A 	 ��

and C 	 �� there is only one sign change in the �rst column of the table ������� Hence�

there is one root �eigenvalue� with positive real part� This means that when v � VT � the

�xed point is unstable�

Numerical Bifurcation Analysis Using AUTO��

The analysis in the previous section only gave us information about the steady states�

However� in order to understand spontaneous secondary spiking� we need to �nd out

when large amplitude limit cycles �tonic �ring� can occur� To get a more global overview

of the behaviour of the equations� we calculate bifurcation diagrams using the numerical

bifurcation analysis package AUTO�� ����� These diagrams concisely summarize all the

possible limiting behaviours of the system� including stable and unstable limit cycles or

steady states�
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We begin by calculating the bifurcation diagram for the zFN equations using Is as

the bifurcation parameter� In order to avoid potential numerical di�culties caused by

discontinuities� we choose to use the smooth function �equation ������ with c � �� to

describe �� The results of this computation are given in Figure �����

The position and stability of the steady states calculated by AUTO�� look quite

similar to those calculated analytically in the previous section �Figure ������ The values
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Figure ����� Bifurcation diagram for the �D zFN equations using Is as the bifurcation param�

eter� The projections of the steady states and limit cycles onto v� w� and z and the period T

of the limit cycles are shown� A pair of �xed points arises at the saddle�node point �SN�� while

a pair of limit cycles arises at the saddle�node of periodics �SNP� when Is�Is�SNP ����		���

�zFN equations using the smooth function �equation �
���� for 
�v � VT �� a � ��	� r � 
���

� � ���	� ks � ������ VT � ���� c � ��� 	 � 	���
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of Is at the Hopf bifurcation points found analytically and numerically agree to four

decimal places �Is�HB� � �������� Because we have chosen to use a smooth function

rather than a step function to describe �� the corner at the saddle�node point is rounded

instead of sharp� As a result� the value of Is at the saddle�node point calculated by

AUTO�� only agrees with our predicted value to one signi�cant �gure �Is�SN� � ������

As one would expect� a limit cycle arises at the Hopf bifurcation point� What is

not obvious from our previous analysis is that the limit cycle grows in amplitude� even�

tually giving rise to stable large amplitude oscillations� Before commenting further on

the branches of limit cycles in Figure ����� we compute the corresponding bifurcation

diagrams for the KM and MEP equations�

Figure ���� compares the bifurcation diagram of the original �D KM model with that

of the �D MEP model for the bifurcation parameter Is� The branches of �xed points are

qualitatively similar and resemble those in the zFNmodel� Careful inspection reveals that

the stable branches of limit cycles for the KM and MEP models are also qualitatively

similar� The only major dierence between the two sets of bifurcation diagrams is in

the shape of the branches of unstable limit cycles� Numerical simulation suggests that

the dierences in the unstable branches of limit cycles are relatively unimportant when

studying spontaneous secondary spiking� The bifurcation diagram for the zFN equations

shares the same qualitative features as for the KM and MEP models� The shape of

the branches of the limit cycles diers slightly because of the dierent dynamics of the

excitable subsystem discussed earlier�

From these bifurcation diagrams� we see that each system has a stable resting potential

corresponding to z��� regardless of the value of Is� This is the quiescent mode� An

additional branch of steady states is seen at an elevated membrane potential� A branch

of limit cycles arises from this branch via a Hopf bifurcation� After a couple of turning

points in which the stability of the limit cycles changes� we see a branch of stable large
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Figure ����� Bifurcation diagrams for �a� the original �D KM model and �b� the �D MEP

model using Is as the bifurcation parameter� The projections of the steady states and limit

cycles onto v and z and the period T of the limit cycles are shown� �Note that v and Is have

been scaled by a factor of �� to make them order one�� The saddle�nodes of periodics� marked

SNP� occur at Is�
����������	�	��� �A in the KM model and Is������������
	
�
�� �A in

the MEP model�
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amplitude oscillations� This branch corresponds to tonic �ring with oscillations in z at

intermediate levels�

It is interesting to note that for high values of Is� the system can act as a bistable

switch between a high and a low resting potential� At intermediate values of Is� the

system is� in fact� tristable� with two stable steady states and a stable limit cycle or two

stable limit cycles and a stable steady state� This mathematically interesting behaviour is

biologically implausible in this particular study since it is unlikely that the neuron would

exhibit a stable elevated resting potential� so we should restrict ourselves to relatively

low values of Is� The values of Is that we are interested in are those near or below the

saddle�node of periodics� marked SNP in Figure ����� where the stable large amplitude

limit cycles �rst arise�

To the right of the saddle�node of periodics� the system has two stable modes� quies�

cence or tonic �ring� The normally quiescent system may be perturbed by appropriate

stimulation so that it will respond transiently with a few spontaneous secondary spikes

followed by a return to quiescence or switch to tonic �ring mode� An example of the

latter was seen for the KM model in Figure ���c in which Is was set at ��� �A� well

above the saddle�node of periodics at Is���� �A�

For very low Is� the slow inward current Iz is negligible so the system behaves like a

normal Hodgkin�Huxley type system in which each induced action potential is followed by

quiescence� However� for Is just to the left of the saddle�node of periodics� the system can

exhibit transient behaviour consisting of a few spontaneous secondary spikes followed by

quiescence� As the system is driven� z builds up� as discussed earlier� If Is is su�ciently

large� then Iz becomes large enough to place the excitable subsystem in the tonic �ring

regime� However� the frequency of �ring is insu�cient to maintain z at its elevated level�

so Iz decays until the system returns to rest� The number of spontaneous secondary

spikes depends on how much Iz builds up� When Is���� �A in the KM model� which is
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below the saddle�node of periodics at Is���� �A� we saw in Figure ���a that insu�cient

stimulation may not lead to any spontaneous secondary spikes� Increasing the number

or frequency of stimuli can lead to enhanced buildup of Iz and� hence� more spontaneous

secondary spikes� as shown in Figure ���b�

In Figures ���� and ����� we show that the MEP and zFN models can exhibit the
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Figure ����� The responses of V �solid line�� U �lower dashed line�� and z �upper dashed line�

in the MEP model when two current pulses of amplitude �� �A and duration 	 msec are applied

for di�erent values of Is and applied current frequency f � �a� Is � 
���A � Is�SNP �� f � 	���

�b� Is � 
���A � Is�SNP �� f � 	��� and �c� Is � 
	��A � Is�SNP �� f � 	��� The saddle�node

of periodics occurs when Is � Is�SNP � � 
	
�A� �Note� V has been scaled by a factor of

vNa � ��� so that it is order�	���
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same types of qualitative behaviour as the original KM model� If Is 	 Is�SNP �� then

the models can respond to a train of stimuli with either a direct return to quiescence

�Figures ����a and ����a� or a few spontaneous secondary spikes followed by a return

to quiescence �Figures ����b and ����b�� For Is 
 Is�SNP �� the models can respond in
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Figure ����� The responses of v �solid line�� w �lower dashed line� and z �upper dashed line�

in the zFN model when four current pulses of amplitude ��	 and duration ��� are applied for

di�erent values of Is and applied current frequency f � �a� Is � ��		 � Is�SNP �� f � 	��� �b�

Is � ��		 � Is�SNP �� f � 	��� and �c� Is � ��	
 � Is�SNP �� f � 	��� �Note� if the unit of time

in these dimensionless equations is considered to be msec� then the unit of frequency shown

here would be Hz�� The saddle�node of periodics occurs when Is � Is�SNP � � ��		� �zFN

equations using the smooth function �equation �
���� for 
�v � VT �� a � ��	� r � 
��� � � ���	�

ks � ������ VT � ���� c � ��� 	 � 	���
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the same way or� more likely� with tonic �ring that lasts inde�nitely �Figures ����c and

����c��

Based on the results of the original model and its two dierent reductions� we can

conclude that the phenomenon of spontaneous secondary spiking is generic� The key

ingredients are a slow inward current and an excitable system that can have either a

stable steady state or a stable oscillation� The exact shape of the action potential is

unimportant� but the relative time constants of the system are crucial� In the next

section� we will use the relatively simple zFN equations to explore the importance of the

relative magnitude of the rate constant ks�

��� The Role of ks

In our preliminary attempt to understand spontaneous secondary spiking� we assumed

that the slow inward current was much slower than the dynamics of the excitable sub�

system� While spontaneous secondary spiking does occur when this is true� a very slow

rate constant ks is not a necessary condition� In the following sections we will study the

eects of the magnitude of ks on the behaviour of the models� We will demonstrate that

the bifurcation structure and hence the behaviour of the models changes when ks exceeds

a particular value� We also will show that when ks is too small� spontaneous secondary

spiking is unlikely to occur�

The E�ect of Large ks on the Bifurcation Structure of the zFN Equations

In an attempt to answer the question of how slow the slow inward current must be� the

bifurcation diagrams of the zFN equations are plotted using the bifurcation parameter

Is for several values of ks� In order for spontaneous secondary spiking to occur� the

bifurcation diagram should look qualitatively like the one shown in Figure ����� In this

diagram� a Hopf bifurcation gives rise to a branch of limit cycles� which� after a few
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turning points� leads to a branch of stable large amplitude oscillations� At the left end

of this branch is the saddle�node of periodics� near which spontaneous secondary spiking

tends to occur� Such behaviour occurs when ks 		 �r�

When ks increases towards �r� the bifurcation diagram changes drastically� as shown

in Figure ����� The branch of limit cycles emanating from the Hopf bifurcation eventu�

ally appears to run into the unstable �xed point at v � VT � The fact that the period

suddenly starts increasing rapidly suggests that this is a homoclinic connection� Thus�

instead of giving rise to stable large amplitude limit cycles� the branch simply terminates�

We will see in the next section that if ks � �r� the three�dimensional zFN equations col�

lapse to two dimensions� Thus� for ks near �r� the zFN equations don�t have enough

degrees of freedom to exhibit spontaneous secondary spiking� which is an inherently

three�dimensional phenomenon� It requires a two�dimensional excitable system at the

minimum plus another dimension which contains its memory of the past �the variable z��

Analysis of the zFN Equations when ks � �r

To understand the behaviour of the system when the slow inward current has approxi�

mately the same time constant as the recovery variable of the action potential� we follow

Hindmarsh and Rose�s method of reducing the order of the system ����� In particular� if

ks � �r� we make the transformation Iz � zIs and rewrite the zFN equations as

dV

dt
� �V �V � ���V � a��W  Iz� �����a�

dW

dt
� �r�Vr �W �� �����b�

dIz
dt

� �r�Is��V � VT �� Iz�� �����c�
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Figure ����� Bifurcation diagrams for the �D zFN model using Is as the bifurcation parameter

for �a� ks � ������ � 	���r� �b� ks � ���
� � �r� and �c� ks � ���	 � �r�
��� The projections

onto v� w� and z� and the period T are shown� �zFN equations using the smooth function

�equation �
���� for 
�v � VT �� a � ��	� r � 
��� � � ���	� VT � ���� c � ��� 	 � 	���
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This allows us to de�ne a new variable� Y �W �Iz� and combine the last two equations�

reducing the system to two dimensions�

dV

dt
� �V �V � ���V � a�� Y� �����a�

dY

dt
� �r�Vr � Is��V � VT �� Y �� �����b�

The nullclines of this system are de�ned by

"V � � � Y � �f�V 	 a�� �����a�

"Y � � � Y �
V

r
� Is��V � VT �� �����b�

The V �nullcline is a cubic� The Y �nullcline is a piecewise linear function� as shown in

Figure ����� consisting of three branches described by Y � Vr for V 	 VT � Y � Vr�Is
for v 
 VT � and a vertical branch connecting the two at V � VT �

Let �Vss� Yss� denote the �xed points of the system ������� namely the simultaneous

solution of equations �����a�b� such that "V � "Y � �� As in the �D system of Section ������

Vss � Yss � � is a �xed point regardless of the value of Is� since VT 
 � by de�nition and�

hence� ��v � VT � � �� As Is increases past a particular value Is�SN� � VTr  f�VT 	 a��

a pair of �xed points arises via a saddle�node bifurcation� The �xed point where the

middle branch of the Y �nullcline intersects the V �nullcline is described by Vss � VT

and Yss � �f�VT 	 a�� For Vss 
 VT � the �xed point is described implicitly by � �

f�Vss	 a�  Vssr � Is and by Yss � �f�Vss	 a��
To �nd the stability of the �xed points� we calculate the Jacobian of the system ������

at the �xed point �Vss� Yss��

J�Vss� �

�
B� �fv�Vss	 a� ��

�� �rIs�v�Vss � VT � ��r

�
CA � ������

The eigenvalues are determined by setting

jJ�Vss�� �Ij � ��fv�Vss	 a�� �����r � ��  � �rIs�v�Vss � VT � � �� ������
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Figure ����� The �xed points of the 
D reduction of the zFN equations for ks � �r occur at

the intersections of the cubic function describing �V � � �dashed line� and the piecewise linear

function describing �Y � � �solid line�� The right branch of the latter function drops as Is
increases� as shown here for �a� Is � �� �b� Is � ���Is�SN�� �c� Is � Is�SN�� �d� Is � 	��Is�SN��

�e� Is � Is�HB�� and �f� Is � 	��Is�HB�� �zFN equations using a step function for 
�v � VT ��

a � ��	� r � 
��� � � ���	� VT � �����

which reduces to

jJ�Vss�� �Ij � ��fv�Vss	 a�� �����r � ��  � � � ������

if Vss �� VT � since then �v�Vss � VT � � �� This equation is exactly the same as the

stability equation ������ for the FitzHugh�Nagumo equations� Therefore� by the same

reasoning as in Section ������ the �xed point Vss � Yss � � is a sink� Similarly� the

�xed point for Vss 
 VT is a source if Vss 	 VHB and a sink if Vss 
 VHB where VHB �
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������a �� 
p
a� � a � � ��r�� When Vss � VT � � � detJ � �rfv�VT 	 a� ���rIs�v����

Since we are assuming that � is a step function� the term Is�v��� is very large� so �

approaches ��rIs�v���� which is clearly less than zero� Thus� the middle �xed point
where Vss � VT must be a saddle�

Figure ���� shows the bifurcation diagram calculated using AUTO�� for the degener�

ate zFN equations using Is as the bifurcation parameter� Figures ����a and ����d are the
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Figure ����� Bifurcation diagram for the degenerate zFN equations where ks � �r using Is as

the bifurcation parameter� The projections of the steady states and limit cycles onto V and Y

and the period T of the limit cycles are shown� �Note that �c� is an expanded view of �a��� A

branch of unstable limit cycles arises at the Hopf bifurcation point �HB� and terminates in a

homoclinic connection �HC�� �Degenerate zFN equations using the smooth function �equation

�
���� for 
�v � VT �� a � ��	� r � 
��� � � ���	� ks � �r � ���
�� VT � ���� c � ��� 	 � 	���
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same as in Figure ����b since the �D and �D systems are equivalent when ks � �r� The

�xed points appear as expected from our previous analysis except for a rounding of the

corners due to the smooth approximation for ��v�VT�� At the Hopf bifurcation� labelled

HB in Figure ����a� a branch of unstable limit cycles arises� The Hopf bifurcation occurs

at Vss������� and Is�������� in agreement with our theoretical predictions� Zooming in

on this branch in Figure ����c� we see that the limit cycle increases in amplitude with

increasing Is as it circles the stable �xed point to the right of the Hopf bifurcation� At

Is�HC� � ������� the limit cycle collides with the saddle� The period �Figure ����d� tends

towards in�nity� suggesting a homoclinic connection� Instead of giving rise to a branch

of large amplitude stable limit cycles� the branch of unstable limit cycles simply termi�

nates� Clearly� this behaviour is very dierent from the behaviour exhibited by Kepler

and Marder�s original model� Thus we conclude that the rate constant ks of the slow

inward current must necessarily be slower than �r� which is related to the rate of recovery

of the action potential�

The E�ect of Small ks on the zFN Equations

The examples of spontaneous secondary spiking that we have seen so far all involved

models with relatively large ks values� In these models� z oscillated substantially� as

seen� for instance� in the bifurcation diagram of Figure ����� The result was that Iz built

up relatively quickly so that spontaneous secondary spiking could occur after only a few

action potentials�

As ks is reduced� z changes more slowly� As we can see in Figure ����� the oscillations

in z during tonic �ring are much smaller when ks is small� Comparing this with Figure

����� we also see that the saddle�node of periodics occurs at a lower Is� Thus� continuous

spontaneous secondary spiking is possible at lower Is values when ks is small� The

positions of the steady states and the Hopf bifurcation point are unchanged by a change
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in ks�

Because z changes so slowly� we can view the system with small ks as a fast subsystem

with a slow modulating inward current� as discussed in Section ���� Our previous analysis

suggested that we could expect spontaneous secondary spiking if Iz reached the minimum

value Izmin for which the fast subsystem �rst exhibited tonic �ring� Referring to Figure

����� we see that this is just below the Hopf bifurcation point since the Hopf bifurcation

is subcritical� Thus we can approximate the minimum value Izmin by Iz�vHBmin� where
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Figure ����� Bifurcation diagram for the �D zFN equations using Is as the bifurcation pa�

rameter when ks is small� The projections of the steady states and limit cycles onto v� w� and

z and the period T of the limit cycles are shown� The saddle�node of periodics �SNP� occurs

when Is � Is�SNP � � �����	
� �zFN equations using the smooth function �equation 
��� for


�v � VT �� a � ��	� r � 
��� � � ���	� ks � ����	� VT � ���� c � ��� 	 � 	���
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Iz�v� � v�v� a��v� �� v
r
and vHBmin � ������a ���

p
a� � a �� ��r�� For a given

value of Is� we would expect spontaneous secondary spiking to occur only if z achieves a

minimum value of z � IzminIs�

Kepler and Marder predicted that� in the limit of very small ks� the asymptotic value

of z as the system is driven will be equal to the duty cycle �the spike width divided by

the period of the oscillation� ����� We �rst derive this prediction and then discuss how it

can be used to determine when spontaneous secondary spiking can occur�

Let us denote the time for which v 
 VT by ton and the time for which v 	 VT by

toff � Then the duty cycle is ton�ton toff�� If ks is very small� then we can assume that

z does not change appreciably over one cycle� If z is approximately equal to z�� then

"z �
���
��

ks��� z�� v 
 VT

�ksz� v 	 VT

� ������

Thus the change in z over one cycle is %z � ks��� z��ton � ksz�toff � Setting %z � � is

equivalent to the condition z� � ton�ton  toff�� If z� 
 ton�ton  toff�� then %z 	 ��

so z must decrease� Similarly� if z� 	 ton�ton  toff�� then %z 
 �� so z must increase�

Thus� z asymptotically approaches the duty cycle when ks is small� This means that we

know how big z will be after driving the system for a long time with a particular duty

cycle�

If the duty cycle is less than IzminIs� we predict that z will never reach the minimum

value necessary for spontaneous secondary spiking� Since neither z nor the duty cycle

can exceed one� there is a lower bound on Is� namely Is � Izmin � where spontaneous

secondary spiking will not occur� regardless of the rate of stimulation� As Is increases�

the minimum z and hence duty cycle required to achieve spontaneous secondary spiking

decreases� so spontaneous secondary spiking is more likely�

Whether spontaneous secondary spiking occurs and how many spikes occur depends
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on how much Iz builds up� How much Iz builds up depends on two factors� The duty

cycle of the drive determines the asymptotic value of z� so that the maximum value of

Iz is just Iz�max� � Is�duty cycle�� How long the drive is determines whether Iz achieves

this maximum value� Thus� the longer the drive� the bigger Iz will get until it reaches

its maximum�

To understand why Iz decays when Is 	 Is�SNP �� let�s examine the duty cycle of the

two�dimensional fast subsystem as a function of applied current Iz� as shown in Figure

����� Notice that the duration of the action potential in the FitzHugh�Nagumo equations

increases substantially with Iz� The result is that the duty cycle increases monotonically

with Iz� In the limit of low ks� the current value of Iz dictates the duty cycle� The duty

cycle� in turn� dictates the asymptotic value of z�

T � ton� toff

�ms�

T
tontoff

�

�

DC DC

Iz

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16

Figure ����� The duty cycle �DC�ton��ton� toff �� of tonic �ring increases monotonically as a

function of applied current Iz in the FitzHugh�Nagumo equations� The period T and the times

ton and toff for which the voltage is above and below VT����� respectively� also are shown

�a � ��	� r � 
��� � � ���	� 	 � 	���

Only when the current value of Iz equals the product of Is and the duty cycle� will

the system exhibit a stable oscillation� Thus� we can predict the values of Is for which

stable spontaneous secondary spiking can occur using the duty cycle from Figure ����

and the relationship� Is � Iz�duty cycle�� The resulting z versus Is bifurcation diagram
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�Figure ������ which is valid in the limit as ks approaches zero� agrees reasonably well

with Figure ����c� where ks is small but �nite� Figure ���� tells us that for very small

ks� continuous spontaneous secondary spiking only occurs for Is between Is�SNP��������

and Is�SNP���������

z
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SNP�
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Figure ����� Values of z as a function of Is during continuous spontaneous secondary spiking in

the zFN equations predicted from the duty cycle in Figure 
�
� in the limit of small ks �a � ��	�

r � 
��� � � ���	� 	 � 	�� VT � �����

Figure ���� shows the duty cycle of tonic �ring in the FitzHugh�Nagumo equations as

a function of Iz� It also shows the actual value of z corresponding to a particular value

of Iz given various values of Is� using the relationship z � IzIs� Based on the facts that

z asymptotically approaches the duty cycle dictated by the current Iz value and that the

duty cycle is monotonically increasing with Iz� we see that if Is 	 Is�SNP��� then z will

eventually decay back to �� On the other hand� if Is�SNP�� 	 Is 	 Is�SNP��� then the two

curves intersect to give a stable steady state corresponding to continuous spontaneous

secondary spiking�

In Figures ���� to ���� we examine the eects of dierent pacing protocols on the

zFN equations for a particular parameter set� Panel �a� of each of these �gures shows

simulations of v� z� and sometimes w as functions of time� Panel �b� shows the trajectory

of the voltage v as a function of the slow inward current Iz� It is superimposed on the v
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Figure ����� z asymptotically approaches the duty cycle dictated by its current Iz value �curved

line�� The actual value of z given its current Iz value depends on Is according to the equation

z � Iz�Is �straight lines shown here for several values of Is�� Continuous spontaneous secondary

spiking is only possible when Is�SNP�� � ����� � Is � Is�SNP�� � ��	��� �a � ��	� r � 
���

� � ���	� 	 � 	�� VT � �����

versus Iz bifurcation diagram of the two�dimensional fast subsystem �FitzHugh�Nagumo

equations� where Iz is assumed to be a constant applied current� Panel �c� shows the

trajectory in v�w phase space� superimposed on the nullclines of the fast subsystem� The

v�nullcline is shown for Iz�� and Iz � Iz�vHBmin��

For the parameter set used in the bifurcation diagram in Figure ����� the saddle�node

of periodics at which continuous spontaneous secondary spiking �rst arises in the zFN

equations is at Is � Is�SNP � � �������� This value is slightly larger than the value of

����� predicted in the limit of very small ks� The �rst Hopf bifurcation point where

limit cycles arise in the two�dimensional fast subsystem occurs when vHBmin � �������

and Iz�vHBmin���������� Thus� we expect that Iz must build up to a minimum value

of approximately ����� before spontaneous secondary spiking will occur� Since the duty

cycle and� hence� the asymptotic value of z are less than one during drive� spontaneous

secondary spiking only can occur in the zFN equations if Is 
 Iz�min� � ������ For

����� 	 Is 	 ������ any spontaneous secondary spiking will be followed by a return to
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Figure ����� Simulation of the zFN equations with small ks and Is � Is�SNP �� 
� current

pulses of amplitude ��	 and duration ��� are applied with a frequency of 	�� Hz� When the

drive ceases� the system exhibits continuous spontaneous secondary spiking� �a � ��	� r � 
���

� � ���	� 	 � 	�� Is � ��	��� ks � ����	� VT � ���� c � ���
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Figure ����� Simulation of the zFN equations with small ks and Is � Is�SNP �� Spontaneous

secondary spiking fails to occur when the rate of stimulation is inadequate� even after very long

drives� �� current pulses of amplitude ��	 and duration ��� are applied with a frequency of

�� Hz� When the drive ceases� the system returns to rest without exhibiting any spontaneous

secondary spikes� �a � ��	� r � 
��� � � ���	� 	 � 	�� Is � ������ ks � ����	� VT � ���� c � ���
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Figure ����� Simulation of the zFN equations with small ks and Is � Is�SNP �� Spontaneous

secondary spiking fails to occur when the system is not driven for a long enough time� 	� current

pulses of amplitude ��	 and duration ��� are applied with a frequency of 	�� Hz� When the

drive ceases� the system returns to rest without exhibiting any spontaneous secondary spikes�

�a � ��	� r � 
��� � � ���	� 	 � 	�� Is � ������ ks � ����	� VT � ���� c � ���
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Figure ����� Simulation of the zFN equations with small ks and Is � Is�SNP �� 
� current

pulses of amplitude ��	 and duration ��� are applied with a frequency of 	�� Hz� When the

drive ceases� the system exhibits � spontaneous secondary spikes followed by a return to rest�

�a � ��	� r � 
��� � � ���	� 	 � 	�� Is � ������ ks � ����	� VT � ���� c � ���
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Figure ����� Simulation of the zFN equations with small ks and Is � Is�SNP �� � current

pulses of amplitude ��	 and duration ��� are applied with a frequency of 	�� Hz� When the

drive ceases� the system exhibits 	� spontaneous secondary spikes followed by a return to rest�

�a � ��	� r � 
��� � � ���	� 	 � 	�� Is � ������ ks � ����	� VT � ���� c � ���
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Figure ����� Simulation of the zFN equations with small ks and Is � Is�SNP �� � current

pulses of amplitude ��	 and duration ��� are applied with a frequency of 	
� Hz� When the

drive ceases� the system exhibits �� spontaneous secondary spikes followed by a return to rest�

�a � ��	� r � 
��� � � ���	� 	 � 	�� Is � ������ ks � ����	� VT � ���� c � ���
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quiescence� If Is 
 ������ continuous spontaneous secondary spiking is possible� An

example of this is shown in Figure �����

If we set Is������� which is below Is � Is�SNP � � ������ then z would need to achieve

a minimum value of Iz�min�Is � ��� before spontaneous secondary spiking could occur�

This corresponds to a minimum frequency of ���� Hz� since the duration of a driven

action potential is about ��� ms� Simulations in which we paced the system at frequencies

above and below ���� Hz con�rmed that ���� Hz is the �approximate� minimumfrequency

required for spontaneous secondary spiking� Thus� if we drove the zFN equations with

a duty cycle less than ��� or equivalently� with a frequency of less than ���� Hz� Iz

would never reach Iz�min�� Even very long drives would be followed directly by a return

to quiescence� with no spontaneous secondary spikes� as shown in Figure ����a� Figure

����b shows that after a very long drive� the oscillation in z stabilizes so that Iz remains

in the region below the limit cycles in the bifurcation diagram for the two�dimensional

subsystem�

If the system is driven with a duty cycle greater than ���� but the drive is terminated

before z reaches its maximum value� we may again see a direct return to quiescence�

as shown in Figure ����� If the drive is su�ciently long� however� we may see some

spontaneous secondary spikes� as shown in Figures ����� Spontaneous secondary spikes

will tend to occur as long as Iz remains above Iz�min�� Thus� the number of spikes is

proportional to the time it takes Iz to decay to Iz�min�� Longer drives can increase z until

it reaches its maximum� resulting in more spontaneous secondary spikes� as shown in

Figure ����� Increasing the duty cycle of drive increases the maximum possible value of

z and� hence� can result in even more spontaneous secondary spiking� as shown in Figure

����� While low ks means that z builds up very slowly making spontaneous secondary

spiking more di�cult to achieve� it also means that z decays very slowly� Thus� long

drives can result in very long trains of continuous spontaneous secondary spikes when ks
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is low� When ks is higher� the length of the drive does not have as profound an in
uence

on the length of the resulting spontaneous secondary spike train�

The E�ect of ks on the Bifurcation Structure of the KM and MEP Equations

The eects of increasing ks in the KM and MEP equations are qualitatively the same as

in the zFN equations� The bifurcation diagrams of Figures ����a and ����a show that

when ks is large� the branch of periodic orbits terminates in a homoclinic connection

instead of giving rise to stable large amplitude oscillations� Thus� the KM and MEP

equations do not exhibit continuous spontaneous secondary spiking for large ks�

As ks becomes small� we also see the same kind of qualitative changes in the KM

and MEP equations seen in the zFN equations� For instance� comparing the bifurcation

diagrams of Figures ����a and ����b with those of Figures ����b and ����b� respectively�

we see that the saddle�node of periodics �SNP� occurs at a lower value of Is for small ks�

Thus continuous spontaneous secondary spiking is possible at lower Is values when ks is

small�

As we did for the zFN equations� we can predict the behaviour of the KM and MEP

equations in the limit of very small ks� Figure ���� shows the period and duty cycle

of tonic �ring in the fast subsystems of the KM and MEP equations as a function of

applied current Iz� It also shows the times ton and toff for which the membrane potential

is above and below VT � Comparing Figures ���� and ����� we see that while the period

T is monotonically decreasing in the KM and MEP equations� the period in the zFN

equations decreases and then increases again with increasing Iz� The duration of the

action potentials �ton� in the KM and MEP equations is roughly constant� while in the

zFN equations it is monotonically increasing� Despite these dierences� the net result

is that the duty cycle DC in all three systems is monotonically increasing� Using the

relationship Is � Iz�duty cycle�� we can predict the dependence of z on Is during tonic
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Figure ����� Bifurcation diagrams for the original �D KM model for �a� ks � ��
 and �b�

ks � ���	 using Is as the bifurcation parameter� The projections of the steady states and

limit cycles onto v and z and the period T of the limit cycles are shown� There is a homo�

clinic connection �HC� near Is � ��	� for large ks when the limit cycles run into the �xed

point corresponding to v � VT � For small ks� there is a saddle�node of periodics �SNP� at

Is�	��������������� �A�
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Figure ����� Bifurcation diagrams for the �D MEP model for �a� ks � ��� and �b� ks � ���	

using Is as the bifurcation parameter� The projections of the steady states and limit cycles

onto v and z and the period T of the limit cycles are shown� There is a homoclinic connection

�HC� near Is � ��
 � ���� � ��
��	 for large ks �ks����� when the limit cycles run into the

�xed point corresponding to v � VT � For small ks �ks����	�� there is a saddle�node of periodics

�SNP� at Is�	�	����������
�� �A�
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�ring from the duty cycles in Figure ����� The results� shown in Figure ����� indicate

that there is a stable branch of tonic �ring in which z is monotonically increasing for

Is�SNP�� 	 Is 	 Is�SNP��� Thus� despite the many quantitative and some qualitative

dierences between the zFN equations and the KM and MEP equations� the phenomenon

of spontaneous secondary spiking is qualitatively the same in all three systems because

of the way the duty cycles of the fast subsystems depend on Iz�

�
 Conclusions

In this chapter� we examined Kepler and Marder�s model ���� of spontaneous secondary

spiking in the lateral gastric axon in the stomatogastric nervous system of the crab Cancer

borealis� Kepler and Marder demonstrated numerically that their model exhibited some

fascinating spatial and temporal behaviour in which action potentials seemed to arise

�spontaneously�� One of their key predictions was that the space�clamped model has a

quiescent state� as well as a tonic �ring mode for su�ciently large Is� They demonstrated

numerically why this tonic �ring mode might occur by plotting the dependence of the

�ring frequency of the Hodgkin�Huxley equations on the amplitude of an applied inward

current� They superimposed this on a plot of the dependence of the slow inward current

on �ring frequency for dierent values of Is� The stable tonic �ring mode for large Is

occurred when these two curves intersected at a high frequency�

We used Kepler and Marder�s results as a starting point from which we could extend

our understanding of spontaneous secondary spiking� By calculating the bifurcation dia�

gram using Is as the bifurcation parameter for their �ve�dimensional model� we con�rmed

their prediction and showed that the tonic �ring mode arose via a saddle�node of peri�

odics bifurcation� It is near this bifurcation that the model exhibits its most interesting

behaviour� namely transient and continuous spontaneous secondary spiking�
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In order to gain an intuitive understanding of the fundamental mechanism underlying

spontaneous spiking� we reduced the �ve�dimensional model to three dimensions in two

ways� First we replaced the four�dimensional Hodgkin�Huxley equations by the two�

dimensional FitzHugh�Nagumo equations� yielding the zFN model� These well�known

equations are a caricature of the Hodgkin�Huxley equations and do not accurately re
ect

the quantitative and even some of the qualitative aspects of the original system� To gain a

more accurate approximation to the original system� which we called the MEP model� we

also reduced the four�dimensional Hodgkin�Huxley equations using a simpli�ed version

of Kepler and Abbott�s method of equivalent potentials �����

Both of these reduced models exhibit qualitatively the same behaviour as the original

�ve�dimensional model� We advanced a qualitative explanation for spontaneous spiking

by showing how the slow inward current modulates the behaviour of the two�dimensional

excitable subsystem� To quantitatively predict when continuous spontaneous secondary

spiking can occur� we performed a bifurcation analysis using the amplitude parameter

Is of the slow inward current as the bifurcation parameter� For the zFN model� we

calculated analytically the position and stability of the branches of �xed points including

local �Hopf and saddle�node� bifurcations� For a more global picture� namely to calculate

the branches of limit cycles� we used the numerical bifurcation analysis package AUTO��

to calculate the bifurcation diagrams for each of the models�

Our analysis showed that the bifurcation diagrams of the original �D model and

the reduced �D models shared certain important features� Firstly� all three models had a

stable low resting potential for all values of Is� Secondly� a branch of high amplitude limit

cycles� corresponding to a stable tonic �ring mode� arose via a saddle�node of periodics

bifurcation as Is increased� The occurrence of spontaneous secondary spiking depends

on the location of Is relative to this saddle�node of periodics�

Our bifurcation analysis of the models shows that for spontaneous secondary spiking
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to occur� the time constant of the slow inward current must be slower than the time

constant of the fast excitable subsystem� In particular� this analysis shows that for the

zFN model continuous spontaneous secondary spiking is not possible when ks is too large�

As ks increases towards �r� instead of giving rise to a branch of stable large amplitude

limit cycles� the unstable branch of limit cycles terminates in a homoclinic connection�

and at ks � �r� the three�dimensional zFN model collapses to two dimensions� Thus�

when ks is large� the zFN equations do not exhibit continuous spontaneous secondary

spiking for any values of Is� We showed that the branches of limit cycles in the bifurcation

diagrams for the KM and MEP models also terminate in a homoclinic connection rather

than giving rise to stable large amplitude limit cycles when ks is large�

Kepler and Marder ���� stated that� in the limit of small ks� the asymptotic value of the

gating variable z is equal to the duty cycle of tonic �ring of the excitable subsystem� We

employed Kepler and Marder�s assertion to predict the range of Is for which continuous

spontaneous spiking would occur� thus �nding the critical value of Is at the saddle�node

of periodics bifurcation� Also we showed how to calculate numerically the minimum

frequency of stimulation which can lead to spontaneous spiking when ks is small and

calculated the smallest value of Iz that must be achieved in order to see spontaneous

spiking� These results give us a better understanding of why certain types of stimulation

lead to spontaneous spiking while others do not�

When the time constant for the slow inward current is much larger than that for the

fast subsystem� we can analyze the two systems separately and use the results to predict

the behaviour of the full model� Our analysis shows that the slow inward current must

reach a su�cient level to induce tonic �ring in the excitable subsystem� and thus induce

spontaneous secondary spikes� The number of spontaneous secondary spikes is propor�

tional to the amount of time it takes the inward current to decay below the minimum

level for tonic �ring� Thus� the number of spontaneous secondary spikes depends on the
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length of the original drive� the maximum attainable amplitude of the slow inward cur�

rent� and how fast the slow inward current decays� As a result� very slow inward currents

can lead to long trains of spontaneous secondary spikes following lengthy initial drives�

A faster slow inward current can lead to a few spontaneous secondary spikes after only

a very short initial drive�

Based on our analysis in this chapter� we conclude that the phenomenon of sponta�

neous secondary spiking is� in a certain sense� generic� A model must have a minimum of

three dimensions� namely a two�dimensional excitable subsystem plus a one�dimensional

slow inward current� The excitable subsystem must exhibit either a steady state or tonic

�ring depending on the amplitude of the applied inward current� The slow inward cur�

rent must build up during the action potentials and decay in between action potentials�

The exact shape of the action potential is not important� The feedback between the

slow inward current and the excitable subsystem is bidirectional� On the one hand� the

amplitude of the slow inward current dictates the �ring mode of the excitable subsystem�

including the duty cycle of �ring� On the other hand� the duty cycle of the excitable

subsystem dictates the asymptotic value of the slow inward current� Because the duty

cycle of the excitable subsystem is an increasing function of the slow inward current� a

stable oscillation� known as continuous spontaneous secondary spiking� can be achieved

for certain Is values�

Spontaneous secondary spiking is of particular interest from a signal processing point

of view in neurophysiology because the system responds dierently to incoming signals

of dierent frequencies and to trains of dierent lengths� In addition� the response of the

system can be modulated� e�g�� by regulating factors such as hormones� by changing either

the maximum amplitude or the rate of change of the slow inward current� In a crab� the

spontaneous spikes are important because they in
uence the duration of contraction of

certain muscles in the gastric mill� Furthermore� the number of spontaneous spikes and�
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hence� the contraction of the muscles can be regulated by serotonin� The simplicity of the

mechanism of spontaneous secondary spiking suggests that it may occur elsewhere and�

therefore� play an important physiological role in many other biological systems� Indeed�

as we shall see in the next chapter� a qualitatively similar phenomenon called triggered

activity occurs in cardiac cells and may have important physiological implications for

pathological functioning of the heart�
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CARDIAC TRIGGERED ACTIVITY AND THE DIFRANCESCO�NOBLE

EQUATIONS

Kepler and Marder�s spontaneous secondary spiking bears a striking resemblance to a

phenomenon in cardiac electrophysiology in which some normally quiescent cardiac cells

can exhibit �spontaneous� action potentials following high frequency or lengthy stimula�

tion� These �spontaneous� action potentials are referred to as cardiac triggered activity

in the cardiac literature� In this chapter� we will introduce some basic concepts in cardiac

electrophysiology and give the necessary background required for understanding cardiac

triggered activity and its clinical relevance�

In Section ���� we brie
y review the electrophysiology of the heart and cardiac cells�

including some relevant medical terminology� Then we discuss the sequence of events

involved in a cardiac action potential� Using the de�nitions of the phases of an action

potential� we dierentiate between delayed afterdepolarizations� which give rise to the

type of triggered activity we are studying here� and early afterdepolarizations�

In Section ���� we discuss the normal and arrhythmogenic responses of a cell to being

paced or driven at high frequency� namely overdrive suppression or overdrive excitation

�triggered activity�� We discuss the theoretical mechanism thought to be responsible

for triggered activity	 then� in Section ���� we review some experimental methods of

promoting or suppressing triggered activity in view of this mechanism� Some clinical

implications of triggered activity are discussed�

In Section ���� we review the existing mathematical models of cardiac cells and the

��
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modeling work relating to triggered activity that may be relevant to our work� Then�

in Section ���� we discuss a speci�c model� known as the DiFrancesco�Noble model� and

explain what the model consists of and how the ionic currents interact to give a resting

potential or action potentials� Then� in Section ���� we introduce a few simpli�cations

which reduce both the dimension �the number of dierential equations� and the com�

plexity of the model� without signi�cantly altering its behaviour�

In Section ���� we review some previous work done by Varghese and Winslow in which

they examined the Ca�� subsystem ���� and the full system ���� of equations� Later� we

extend some of their results and use them as a basis for the remainder of our work�

Finally� in Section ���� we discuss the model in the context of coupled oscillators and try

to de�ne the dierence between normal and calcium�driven �ring�

�� Introduction to Cardiac Electrophysiology

In the following sections� we brie
y review the basic electrophysiology of the heart and

cardiac cells� Then we introduce some de�nitions relevant to cardiac action potentials

which are needed for future discussion of cardiac triggered activity�

��� Introduction to the Biology of the Heart

The heart has four main compartments� the left and right atria and the left and right

ventricles� as shown in Figure ���� In order to pump blood e�ciently throughout the

body� the sequence and timing of contraction in these compartments must be carefully

regulated� The heart has a preferential electrical conduction system �His�Purkinje� to

help coordinate its activities�

The sinoatrial �SA or Sinus� node� located in the right atrium� is the heart�s natural

pacemaker� It normally sends out electrical impulses at a rate of �� to ��� beats per
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Figure ���� Electrical conduction system of the heart� �Adapted from Fig� 
��� Mohrman and

Heller �����

minute in humans ����� The electrical impulse spreads outward from the SA node through

the atrial myocardium �muscle in the atria�� causing the atria to contract� This wave of

depolarization reaches the atrioventricular �AV� node� at which point the tricuspid and

mitral valves open and blood enters the ventricles from the atria� The impulse then is

conducted rapidly through the bundle of His into the left and right bundle branches and

then into the Purkinje �bers� The Purkinje �bers stimulate the ventricular myocardium

�muscle� causing the ventricles to contract�
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Under normal conditions� the property of beating is con�ned to certain cells� partic�

ularly those in the SA node� AV node� and His�Purkinje system� While the SA node is

the primary pacemaker for the heart� other areas of the heart also are capable of pacing

or beating at their own intrinsic rate in emergency or pathological situations� Each stage

in the electrical conduction system has a slower intrinsic rate than its predecessor� In

humans� the atria� AV junction �where the AV node meets the bundle of His�� and the

ventricles can pace at their inherent rates of �� to ��� �� to ��� and �� to �� beats per

minute� respectively ����� Normally� the SA node entrains the slower pacemakers� so they

beat at the faster rate of the SA node� However� under certain pathological conditions�

the other pacemakers may fail to be entrained and start to beat at their own intrinsic

rates� These new pacemakers are referred to as ectopic foci� Besides beating at their in�

trinsically slow rate� each of these ectopic foci also may beat at a very rapid rate ���� to

��� beats per minute� under an emergency or pathological condition� If the beat rate is

unusually high� it is referred to as a tachycardia� and if it is unusually slow� it is referred

to as a bradycardia� As will be discussed later� cardiac triggered activity may play a role

in promoting various types of tachyarrhythmias� such as ventricular tachycardia�

While our study of cardiac triggered activity will focus on single cell electrophysiology�

many other issues must be addressed when relating the behaviour of an individual cell

to cardiac arrhythmias �abnormal rhythms�� For instance� it is di�cult to predict the

behaviour of a collection of cells based on the behaviour of a single cell� Sometimes a

lack of entrainment may lead to many dierent ectopic pacemakers� so that rather than

beating synchronously� dierent segments of tissue beat out of phase� Geometrical and

conduction issues become important when an artery becomes occluded �blocked�� cutting

o the blood supply to a particular area of the heart� This area of myocardium becomes

electrically dead� changing the conduction properties of the tissue� Such a change to

the geometry may result in an electrical impulse moving in a �circular� pathway outside
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of the patch� a phenomenon known as re�entry� Reduced blood supply or ischemia also

can promote triggered activity in Purkinje �bers ����� Sometimes experimentalists have

di�culty distinguishing between triggered activity and re�entry due to the limitations of

experimental procedures�

��� Electrophysiology of a Cardiac Cell

Cardiac cells are typical excitable cells� but the dynamics are very complex� The currents

are typically due to four types of ions �Na�� K�� Ca��� Cl�� 
owing through at least nine

distinct voltage or ligand operated ion channels ����� The shape of the cardiac action

potentials varies among the dierent types of cells� These dierences are due to dierent

proportions and types of ionic currents�

Figure ��� shows the directions of the various depolarizing and repolarizing currents


owing through the membrane due to transmembrane ion gradients and electrical poten�

tial dierences� These ion gradients are maintained via the Na�K pump and the Na�Ca

exchanger� The ATP�dependent Na�K pump extrudes three intracellular Na� in exchange

for the uptake of two K�� resulting in a net outward current� The Na�Ca exchanger� on

the other hand� uses the energy of the Na� gradient to pump out one Ca�� for every three

Na� that enter the cell� This results in a net inward current� The gradients result in

inward or depolarizing Na� currents� outward or repolarizing K� currents� depolarizing

Ca�� currents� and repolarizing chloride currents�

Besides the transmembrane currents� another crucial component of single cell cardiac

electrophysiology is the intracellular Ca�� dynamics� An organelle inside the cell called

the sarcoplasmic reticulum� or SR for short� regulates intracellular Ca�� concentration�

Ordinarily it takes up Ca�� in order to keep the intracellular Ca�� concentration low�
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Figure ���� Typical ionic concentrations and currents found in a cardiac ventricular cell �resting

potential � ��� mV�� Gated membrane currents include inward Na� and Ca�� currents and

outward K� and Cl� currents� There is also a net inward current due to the Na�Ca exchanger

and a net outward current due to the Na�K pump� In addition� the sarcoplasmic reticulum

�SR� exchanges Ca�� with the cytoplasm� Large� negatively charged impermeant proteins help

to balance the intracellular charge� �Adapted from Fig� �� Whalley et al� ������

However� as Ca�� 
ows into the cell during the action potential� it exhibits calcium�

induced calcium release �CICR�� causing a temporarily high intracellular Ca�� concen�

tration� This high intracellular Ca�� concentration is responsible for muscle contraction

����� The process by which an action potential initiates a cellular contraction via Ca��

e&ux from the SR is called excitation$contraction coupling�

��� Electrophysiology and Phases of the Cardiac Action Potential

Figure ��� illustrates the phases of a typical cardiac Purkinje cell action potential�
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Figure ���� The phases of �a� a typical cardiac action potential starting from rest and �b� a

series of action potentials exhibiting phase � depolarization�

which either starts from rest �panel �a�� or is continuously �ring �panel �b��� Initially the

membrane is at its resting potential or experiencing slow phase � depolarization� which

starts at the most negative membrane potential� known as the maximum diastolic poten�

tial or MDP� The mechanism of phase � depolarization in SA nodal cells is still subject to

controversy� but is thought to involve the inactivation of an outward K� current� a time

independent background current carried predominantly by Na�� and a hyperpolarization

activated inward current �If� ����� In Purkinje cells� the hyperpolarization activated in�

ward current� If � is the major current responsible for phase � depolarization ����� Either

phase � depolarization or a stimulus brings the membrane potential to a threshold� In

Purkinje� atrial� and ventricular cells� the membrane potential reaches the Na� thresh�

old� at which the Na� current turns on rapidly� The resultant sharp upstroke of the

membrane potential is called phase � depolarization� In SA and AV nodal cells� however�

this upstroke is generated by a Ca�� current� In these cells� the MDP is at a signi�cantly

more depolarized level� so that the Na� current is largely inactivated� The next phase�
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phase � repolarization� is a short rapid repolarization due to voltage dependent inactiva�

tion of the Na� current� combined with activation of a transient outward current� During

the plateau phase �phase ��� the inward and outward currents are roughly balanced� An

inward Ca�� current� which only activates at membrane potentials above ��� mV� causes

an in
ux of Ca�� into the cell� The resulting high intracellular Ca�� causes the SR to

release more Ca��� which is pumped out by the Na�Ca exchanger or pumped back into

the SR� Finally� phase � repolarization� which returns the membrane to rest or to its

MDP� results from the dominance of outward K� currents�

Some other terms commonly found in the literature are systole and diastole� Sys�

tole refers to the portion of the cycle during which muscle excitation and contraction

occur� Diastole refers to the period during which the cell recovers from muscle excitation

and contraction� Thus phase � depolarization also is referred to as slow diastolic depo�

larization� A cell which can spontaneously depolarize during phase �� attain threshold

potential� and initiate an action potential is said to exhibit �normal� automaticity ����

��� Afterdepolarizations and Triggered Activity

We now can use our de�nitions of the phases of the action potential to de�ne afterdepo�

larizations� Afterdepolarizations come in two forms� early and delayed� as illustrated in

Figure ����

Early afterdepolarizations� which will be referred to as EADs� occur before phase �

repolarization is complete� interrupting or retarding membrane repolarization� EADs can

lead to secondary upstrokes from a depolarized membrane potential� considered to be a

form of cardiac triggered activity� While this form is clinically very important because

it is thought to be associated with a fatal condition known as Torsades de Pointes� it is

mechanistically very dierent from the other type of cardiac triggered activity which we

are about to discuss� Therefore� we will not be discussing triggered activity involving
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Figure ���� Sketches of �a� early and �b� delayed afterdepolarizations�

EADs here� but leave it for future work�

Delayed afterdepolarizations or DADs� unlike EADs� occur after phase � repolar�

ization is complete� These small depolarizations in the membrane potential can reach

threshold �e�g�� Na� threshold� and hence lead to the upstroke of an action potential�

The resulting action potentials are the second form of triggered activity� which is the

focus of our work� This form of triggered activity will be referred to as DAD�induced

triggered activity�

A key dierence between these two types of triggered activity is how they are initiated�

DADs and their resultant triggered activity are most likely to occur when the cell is

�overdriven� �paced at a very fast rate� higher than the intrinsic pacemaking rate�� They

are generally associated with tachycardias� EADs and their resultant triggered activity�

on the other hand� are more likely to occur when the cell is paced at a very slow rate

and are associated with bradycardias�
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�� Theoretical E�ects of Overdrive and Ca�� Loading

Normally� driving a cell at a higher rate than its intrinsic rate of pacing leads to a

slowing down or suppression of the cells natural pacemaking activity called overdrive

suppression� However� under certain circumstances� known as calcium overload� the cell

may respond arrhythmogenically by pacing at an even higher rate� This behaviour is

referred to as triggered activity or overdrive excitation� In the following sections� we

will review the theoretical mechanisms that are thought to account for this normal and

abnormal behaviour�

��� Normal E�ects of Overdrive �Overdrive Suppression�

As mentioned earlier� the cell maintains transmembrane ion gradients via the Na�K pump

and Na�Ca exchanger� While all the ion concentrations aect the magnitudes of the

transmembrane currents� the changes in some of the ion concentrations over the course

of a few action potentials are insigni�cant� The intracellular K� and intracellular Na� are

two examples of slowly varying ion concentrations� Under normal operating conditions�

such as quiescence or normal pacing� these two ions reach approximate equilibrium values

and can be viewed as �xed� since their changes in concentration are insigni�cant over the

course of an action potential�

However� if the cell is overdriven� or driven at a rate faster than the cell�s intrinsic

rate� the cell has less time to recover from each action potential� Initially the Na�K

pump cannot cope with the increased ion load� As a result� since Na� 
ows into the cell

during each action potential and K� 
ows out of the cell� the intracellular Na� initially

builds up while the intracellular K� is depleted� At the same time� K� builds up in

the small space between cells known as the extracellular cleft� As intracellular Na� and

cleft K� build up� the Na�K pump responds by increasing its activity to try to restore
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the ions back to their original concentrations� The increased pump activity restores the

cleft K� back to its original level� However� the intracellular Na� reaches a new elevated

concentration� When overdrive ceases� the intracellular Na� concentration is still high�

so the Na�K pump activity is still high� As a result� cleft K� can decrease transiently�

Intracellular Na� will decrease slowly back to its original level� and the Na�K pump will

slow down accordingly�

Vassalle discusses overdrive suppression �and excitation� in some detail ����� He cites

an illustrative experiment ���� performed on a cardiac Purkinje �ber� In this experiment�

the �ber is spontaneously active at a rate of �� beats$min� It then is overdriven at a rate

of ��� beats$min for � minutes� Initially the maximum diastolic potential decreases in

amplitude �depolarizes�� probably due to the initial transient increase in cleft K�� The

cleft K� is restored to its original value while the Na�K pump activity is still increasing�

Because the Na�K pump is actually a net outward current� it serves to hyperpolarize the

membrane so that the amplitude of the maximum diastolic potential increases� When

overdrive ceases� the outward Na�K pump current is still high� so that it takes longer

�about �� seconds� for the membrane potential to reach threshold� This temporary sup�

pression of the cell�s natural pacemaking activity is referred to as overdrive suppression�

As the Na�K pump current decreases with intracellular Na�� the cell begins to pace again

slowly� The cell�s pacemaking then speeds back up to its original rate�

Like Na�� Ca�� also 
ows into the cell during an action potential� Thus� intracellular

Ca�� also can build up during overdrive� Increased intracellular Ca�� concentration is

thought to play a minor role in overdrive suppression by increasing K� conductance

and hence increasing the amplitude of the maximum diastolic potential� We will see in

the next section that intracellular Ca�� concentration plays a more important role in

abnormal behaviour resulting from overdrive�
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Overdrive suppression plays an important role in cardiac electrophysiology� As men�

tioned earlier� each stage in the electrical conduction path is overdriven� and hence en�

trained� by the preceding stage� If the overdriving entrainment signal ceases temporarily�

due to a skipped beat� for example� then the overdriven cells experience temporary over�

drive suppression� Thus they do not immediately �escape� entrainment and start to beat

at their own intrinsic rate every time there is some kind of lag in the pacemaking rhythm�

Thus overdrive suppression ensures that the cell waits for its entrainment signal so that it

remains synchronized with the other cells� As Vassalle ���� puts it� overdrive suppression

keeps �latent pacemakers in check when not needed��

��� Calcium Overload and Triggered Activity

Because high cytoplasmic Ca�� concentrations signal myocardial cells to contract� it is

important that intracellular Ca�� concentrations increase during systole and remain low

during diastole� Under normal operating conditions� cytosolic Ca�� levels are kept low by

the Na�Ca exchanger which pumps Ca�� out of the cell and an uptake pump which pumps

it into the sarcoplasmic reticulum inside of the cell� As Ca�� 
ows into the cell during

an action potential� the small increase in intracellular Ca�� triggers release of Ca�� from

the SR via calcium�induced calcium release� Intracellular Ca�� increases substantially�

causing the cell to contract� and then it returns to its normally low level as it is taken

up by the SR again or pumped out of the cell�

In certain unusual circumstances� the cell may develop what is called calcium over�

load� If too much Ca�� enters the cell� the storage capabilities of the SR may not be able

to handle it� As Ca�� builds up in the SR in its attempt to reduce the calcium overload�

it may start to release Ca�� back into the cytoplasm in an oscillatory manner at the

beginning of diastole� This oscillatory release of Ca�� is an arrhythmogenic behaviour�
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As Vassalle ���� points out� it may either be a simple failure of the mechanism for main�

taining stable low Ca�� concentrations �Ca�� homeostasis� or �a last resort attempt at

diminishing Ca�� overload through the exchange with Na���

This spontaneous release of Ca�� by the SR during diastole increases the intracellular

Ca�� concentration substantially� The resulting high intracellular Ca�� concentration

turns on at least one of two possible inward currents in the cell membrane� One current

that it activates is the Na�Ca exchanger current� which tries to pump the excess Ca��

out of the cell� This current is referred to as an electrogenic current because more

charge enters the cell �� Na�� than leaves �� Ca���� As a result� the net inward current

serves to depolarize the membrane� Another current� a nonspeci�c Ca���activated current

carried largely by Na� ions� also may help depolarize the membrane� If the membrane

is depolarized past the Na� current threshold� a Na� upstroke can occur� In this case�

a full action potential results� The process will repeat itself until the cell is no longer

overloaded with Ca��� If the depolarization is not su�cient to induce a full action

potential� a small depolarization hump is seen� known as a delayed afterdepolarization

or oscillatory afterpotential�

As mentioned earlier� overdrive causes the buildup of Ca�� inside the cell by reducing

the diastolic interval� so that the Na�Ca exchanger cannot keep up with the Ca�� in
ux

�high Ca�� load�� Thus� experimentalists use high frequency or prolonged drive to induce

triggered activity� Because of this� the action potentials following a period of overdrive

are sometimes referred to as overdrive excitation� They also are referred to as triggered

activity since one or more action potentials are required to trigger them�
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�� Experimental Interventions for Promoting and Suppressing Delayed Af�

terdepolarizations and Triggered Activity

In view of the proposed mechanism for triggered activity outlined above� we see that two

classes of interventions can promote or suppress it� First of all� the Ca�� dynamics can

be modi�ed to promote the occurrence of calcium overload� Secondly� the membrane

currents can be modi�ed so that the cytosolic Ca�� oscillations are able to depolarize the

membrane potential past threshold�

Of the membrane dynamics� the Ca���activated inward currents are the most impor�

tant currents involved in depolarization of the membrane potential� Enhancement of the

Na�Ca exchanger current� for instance� would tend to result in a larger depolarization

when the cytosolic Ca�� concentration goes high� Modi�cation of other currents that set

the resting membrane potential also can promote triggered activity by depolarizing the

resting potential so that it is closer to threshold�

A number of factors individually or in combination can contribute to the development

of calcium overload and the resulting depolarizations of the membrane� Calcium overload

occurs for one of three reasons� increased Ca�� loading �in
ux�� decreased Ca�� e&ux�

or changes in the SR dynamics� Overdriving the cell� as mentioned earlier� is one of

the most obvious ways of increasing Ca�� loading� However� on its own� overdrive is

not necessarily su�cient to result in calcium overload� Recall that triggered activity is

considered to be arrhythmogenic behaviour� so� in general� certain other experimental

interventions are necessary�

��� High Extracellular Ca�� Concentrations

Another way of enhancing Ca�� in
ux is to increase the extracellular Ca�� concentration�

This ensures that more Ca�� 
ows into the cell via the slow inward Ca�� current during
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each action potential and also enhances the Ca�� leak current somewhat� Ferrier and

Moe ���� demonstrated that increased extracellular Ca�� concentration enhances the

magnitude of DADs following overdrive in Purkinje tissue in vitro	 see ����� Figure ��

They demonstrated that an untreated Purkinje �ber does not exhibit DADs in response

to pacing at basic cycle lengths of ���� ���� and ��� msec when the extracellular Ca��

concentration is ��� mM� However� at an extracellular Ca�� concentration of ���� mM�

DADs arise and grow with decreasing basic cycle length�

��� Application of Catecholamines

Application of catecholamines� such as epinephrine and norepinephrine �adrenaline and

noradrenaline�� also enhances Ca���in
ux by directly increasing the slow inward Ca���

current during an action potential� While catecholamines promote triggered activity�

Ca�� channel blockers such as verapamil� D���� nifedipine� and manganese� can suppress

it ����

Wit and Crane�eld published several papers ���� ��� ��� which demonstrate the pro�

motion of DADs and triggered activity in the simian mitral valve and canine coronary

sinus by catecholamines and the eects of various pacing protocols� An example of the

eects of epinephrine on the simian mitral valve is given in ����� Figure ��� The un�

treated membrane normally repolarized smoothly following an action potential� After

the addition of epinephrine� however� DADs clearly could be seen following each action

potential� At higher frequencies of pacing� the amplitudes of the DADs grew until they

reached threshold and resulted in an action potential� In some cases� sustained triggered

activity resulted� The rate of triggered activity could be signi�cantly higher than the rate

of pacing� as seen in ����� Figure ��� Further experimental evidence of catecholamines

promoting triggered activity was supplied by Valenzuela and Vassalle ���� who applied
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noradrenaline and high extracellular Ca�� concentrations to canine Purkinje �bers sep�

arately and in combination�

��� Inhibition of the Na�K Pump

Another factor that can contribute to calcium overload is reduced Na�K pump activity�

Reduced extrusion of intracellular Na� by the Na�K pump results in a buildup of Na�

inside the cell� Increased intracellular Na� reduces the Na� gradient across the cell

membrane� and hence reduces the force driving the Na�Ca exchanger� This in turn

reduces the ability of the Na�Ca exchanger to extrude Ca��� resulting in a buildup of

Ca�� in the cell� Cardiac glycosides� also referred to as digitalis glycosides� are known to

reduce the Na�K pump activity ���� ��� and promote triggered activity in vitro� This type

of triggered activity is generically referred to as digitalis�induced triggered activity� The

eect of digitalis in inducing DADs has been studied most extensively in canine Purkinje

�bers ����� A nice example is given in Figure ���� where Ferrier� Saunders� and Mendez

���� induce triggered activity in a canine Purkinje �ber in the presence of digitalis by

pacing it at various basic cycle lengths�

While all of the examples discussed so far have only had a single DAD following the

action potentials� multiple DADs can occur� Rosen and Danilo paced a canine cardiac

Purkinje �ber superfused with digitalis� In Figure ���� of their paper ����� they demon�

strated that the �rst three driven action potentials were followed by not one� but three

DADs with decaying amplitudes�

��� Altering the Sarcoplasmic Reticulum Dynamics

Yet another way of promoting or suppressing triggered activity is to modify the uptake

and release of Ca�� by the sarcoplasmic reticulum� For instance� application of small

amounts of caeine can facilitate the release of Ca�� from the SR and hence amplify
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Figure ���� DADs and triggered activity in a canine cardiac Purkinje �ber exposed to acetyl�

strophanthidin �a digitalis glycoside�� Sequences of six driven beats �denoted by dots� were

produced at basic cycle lengths �BCL� of ���� ���� ��� and ��� msec� resulting in zero� one�

two� and three triggered spikes� respectively� �Reproduced by permission of Lippincott Williams

� Wilkins from Fig� � Ferrier et al� �
����

DADs� On the other hand� large amounts of caeine suppress the uptake of Ca�� by

the SR and hence suppress the occurrence of DADs� Ryanodine also can suppress the

occurrence of DADs by blocking the release of Ca�� from the sarcoplasmic reticulum ����

��	 Delayed Afterdepolarizations and Cardiac Arrhythmias

Delayed afterdepolarization�induced triggered activity is thought to play an important

role in the genesis of a number of cardiac arrhythmias� However� to date� no de�nitive

recordings of DADs have been made in vivo ���� The evidence for DAD related car�

diac arrhythmias is based on indirect evidence� Triggered activity and DADs have been

recorded in many in vitro experiments under conditions which are known to promote

certain cardiac arrhythmias in vivo� For instance� digitalis clearly has been shown to

promote DADs and triggered activity in vitro� Digitalis toxicity also has been associated
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with bigeminal rhythms and tachyarrhythmias in vivo� Many characteristics of DAD�

induced triggered activity� such as their response to various pacing protocols and drugs�

support their supposed role in some types of cardiac arrhythmias ���� However� often it

is impossible to rule out other mechanisms such as reentry or enhanced automaticity�

There are many experimental interventions� including drugs� modi�cation of the ionic

solutions surrounding the cell� and pacing protocols� which can promote or� alternatively�

suppress triggered activity� We have only reviewed some of the more popular methods for

inducing triggered activity� For a more complete review of interventions which suppress

and enhance DADs and triggered activity and their clinical relevance� refer to the review

articles ��� ��� or the textbooks ���� ����

�� Modeling Studies of Cardiac Cells and Triggered Activity

Finding cardiac mathematical models suitable for a study of triggered activity is not a

trivial task� On the one hand� simplemodels are easier to analyze� On the other hand� the

model must have su�cient details so that it at least qualitatively represents the dynamics

being studied� Early models such as the Beeler�Reuter model ��� are inappropriate for

the study of triggered activity because they are missing some of the most important

processes� namely the Ca���activated inward current responsible for depolarizing the

membrane and the dynamics of the sarcoplasmic reticulum�

Traditional Hodgkin�Huxley�style models take account of currents 
owing through

voltage�gated ion channels in the membrane� These currents depend on electrochemical

gradients established by a dierence in the concentrations of ions inside and outside

the membrane� In some cases� these concentration gradients are assumed to be static�

However� changes in the concentrations of ions on either side of the membrane can have

a substantial eect on the dynamics of the membrane potential�
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��� The DiFrancesco�Noble Model and Its Successors

One of the �rst cardiac models to try to take into account the important changes in

intracellular ionic concentrations was the DiFrancesco�Noble model of the Purkinje �ber

����� This comprehensive model took into account not only ion channels� but also the

sodium$potassium �Na�K� pump� the sodium$calcium �Na�Ca� exchanger� and the sar�

coplasmic reticulum Ca�� pump and release mechanisms ����� This model� which essen�

tially made the earlier Purkinje �ber model by McAllister et al� ���� obsolete� seems to

be the most up to date model of the Purkinje �ber�

It has been adapted to describe other cells� such as the mammalian sinoatrial node

�Noble and Noble ������ The sinoatrial node model was in turn modi�ed for a single

sinoatrial cell by Noble et al� ����� Later� Wilders et al� ���� presented another model

of a rabbit sinoatrial cell� In trying to describe the mammalian atrium� Hilgemann and

Noble improved the Ca���related equations ����� These equations were used by Earm

and Noble to develop a single�cell atrial model ����� Later Noble et al� developed a model

of the guinea pig ventricular cell ����� Another model of a guinea pig ventricular myocyte

was developed from the DiFrancesco�Noble equations by Nordin �����

��� The Luo�Rudy Models

At about the same time� Luo and Rudy also developed a model of the membrane potential

of a mammalian ventricular cell ����� Their model attempted to improve upon a much

earlier model by Beeler and Reuter ��� by using more up to date experimental data�

A recent� improved version of their model of the cardiac ventricular action potential

���� ��� contains extensive information relating to processes that regulate or depend

upon intracellular Ca�� concentration� This model exhibits triggered activity involving

both early and delayed afterdepolarizations�
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A number of simulation studies have been performed on Luo and Rudy�s models

���� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���� In addition� Gibb et al� ���� conducted both simulation and

bifurcation studies of the Luo�Rudy model ���� to understand the eects of K� block�

ade on ventricular tachyarrhythmias� with a particular emphasis on the role of early

afterdepolarizations�

The emphasis of most of these studies has been on early afterdepolarizations� How�

ever� Luo and Rudy also have conducted some fairly detailed simulation studies of delayed

afterdepolarizations and DAD�induced triggered activity ���� ��� using their most recent

model ����� Their focus was on which Ca���activated inward current was largely respon�

sible for depolarization at dierent levels of calcium overload�

��� Analysis and Simulations of the Models

While many researchers have performed simulations of the above models� few have con�

ducted more analytical studies� Bifurcation studies of some of the older or simpli�ed

cardiac models have been carried out by Landau et al� ���� ���� Vinet et al� ���� ���� and

Chay and Lee ��� �� ��� Vinet and Roberge ���� performed an extensive bifurcation anal�

ysis of the modi�ed Beeler�Reuter model and several lower dimensional approximations

to it� None of these studies� however� related to DADs or triggered activity�

The modeling studies most relevant to the present work were conducted by Varghese

and Winslow� Varghese and Winslow studied the DiFrancesco�Noble model of the cardiac

Purkinje cell� They performed fairly detailed bifurcation and simulation studies of the

eects of inhibition of the Na�K pump on the dynamics of the Ca�� subsystem ���� and

the membrane potential ����� Their work set the stage for the work in this report and

will be discussed in detail later�
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�	 Introduction to the DiFrancesco�Noble Equations

In the previous sections� we introduced the background necessary for understanding car�

diac triggered activity� We now will focus on the analysis of one speci�c cardiac model�

namely the DiFrancesco�Noble equations for a mammalian cardiac Purkinje �ber �����

The DiFrancesco�Noble equations were originally developed in ���� to describe cardiac

action potentials and pacemaker activity ����� While our understanding of the dynamics

underlying the action potentials has improved since then� the model has the necessary

features required for triggered activity� and its relatively simple form makes it easier to

analyze than some other cardiac models� This particular model was chosen for a number

of reasons� The most recent Luo�Rudy model ���� of a ventricular cell could have been

chosen since it has been shown to exhibit triggered activity involving DADs� However�

the complex Ca�� dynamics in this model would tend to obscure the essential features of

triggered activity� The DiFrancesco�Noble model has all of the components theoretically

necessary for describing triggered activity� With it we can study the eects of overdriv�

ing quiescent or pacemaking cardiac cells� since the parameters are readily adjusted for

the cell to exhibit quiescence or tonic �ring� Lastly� a considerable amount of experi�

mental work has been conducted on the Purkinje �ber to examine the eects of various

interventions in producing triggered activity ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ����

In this section� we describe the various features of the model and show how these

features de�ne its behaviour� We show which features are important in determining

resting potential or equilibrium values of ion concentrations� We then examine the events

during an action potential and during tonic �ring�
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�	� What the DiFrancesco�Noble Equations Include

The DiFrancesco�Noble equations are a system of sixteen ordinary dierential equations

representing the electrical activity of an equipotential mammalian cardiac Purkinje �ber�

A schematic view of the model is given in Figure ���� while the full system of equations

is listed in Appendix C �taken from the Appendix of Varghese and Winslow�s paper

������ The external ion concentrations have been set to agree with those used in the

standard bathing solution in Ferrier and Moe�s experiments on canine cardiac Purkinje

�bers ���� ���� Unless stated otherwise� all of our calculations will use the standard

equations and standard parameter set listed in Appendix C� which lead to tonic �ring�
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Figure ���� Schematic view of the various compartments and the currents between these com�

partments in the DiFrancesco�Noble equations� The sarcoplasmic reticulum consists of two

compartments� Caup and Carel� �Adapted from Fig� 	� Varghese and Winslow ������
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The DN equations contain a simple model for the sarcoplasmic reticulum� which

helps regulate the intracellular Ca�� dynamics� The SR in the DN equations consists

of two compartments� the uptake and release compartments� sometimes referred to in

the modern literature as the network and junctional SR� respectively� The extracellular

K�� Na�� and Ca�� concentrations �Ko� Nao� Cao� are assumed to be �xed� The model

keeps track of the cytosolic K�� Na�� and Ca�� concentrations �Ki� Nai� Cai� and the

Ca�� concentrations in the SR �Caup� Carel�� In addition� it also keeps track of the

K� concentration� Kc� in the restricted subspace surrounding the cell� known as the cleft

space� Kc remains near the bulk extracellular K� concentration� Ko� but also is in
uenced

by the 
ow of K� ions across the cell membrane� The sarcoplasmic reticulum regulates

Cai by pumping Ca�� into the uptake compartment via the current Iup and releasing it

from the release compartment via the current Irel� The current Itr transfers Ca�� from

the uptake compartment to the release compartment�

�	� How the Resting Membrane Potential and Concentrations Are Set

The DiFrancesco�Noble �DN� equations normally exhibit two distinct modes of behaviour�

namely quiescence �stable steady state� or tonic �ring �pacing�� We will begin by dis�

cussing how to adjust the parameters to make the system quiescent�

In principle� the steady states of a quiescent �ber can be found simply by setting

the right�hand sides of all the DN equations equal to zero� Unfortunately� the resulting

algebraic equations are highly nonlinear and have to be solved numerically� Nevertheless�

an examination of the steady state equations can be insightful�

A comparison of the equations for Ki
� � � and Kc

� � � reveals that Kc must equal

Ko� In addition� all of the equations for the gating variables of the form

x� � �x�v���� x�� �x�v�x � � �����
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have explicit solutions in terms of v� namely�

x � x��v� where x��v� �
�x�v�

�x�v�  �x�v�
� �����

Similarly� f�
� � � has an explicit solution in terms of Cai�

f� � f���Cai� �
kmf�

�kmf�  Cai�
� �����

Taken together� the conditions Caup
� � � and Carel

� � � imply that

Iup�Cai�Caup� � Itr�Caup�Carel� v� � Irel�Cai�Carel�� �����

Explicit formulas can be found for Caup and Carel in terms of Cai and v�

Carel �
CaiCaup

Cai  �
Ca�i

Ca�i�k
�
mCa
�� �tr
�relp��v�Cai  

Vrel
Vi

�up
�relCaup�

� ����a�

Caup �
CaiCaup��  

�tr
�relp��v��

Ca�i
Ca�i�k

�
mCa
��

Cai  �
Ca�i

Ca�i�k
�
mCa
�� �tr
�relp��v�Cai  

Vrel
Vi

�up
�relCaup�

� ����b�

Using the above results� we see that rather than �� equations in �� unknowns� we

now have � equations in terms of the � unknowns v� Nai� Ki� and Cai� The remaining

equations are

v� � � � IfK  IfNa  IK  IK�  Ito  IbNa  INaK

 INaCa  INa  IbCa  IsiCa  IsiK � �� ����a�

Nai
� � � � IfNa  IbNa  �INaK  �INaCa  INa � �� ����b�

K �

i � � � IfK  IK  IK�  Ito � �INaK  IsiK � �� ����c�

Cai
� � � � IbCa � �INaCa  IsiCa � �� ����d�

The resting membrane potential is close to the Nernst potential for K� since the

sarcolemmal K� permeability is about �fty times larger than the permeabilities of the
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other ions ����� However� it is slightly positive to this value because of some inward leak

currents �particularly IbNa� and IfNa� Because the resting potential is at a hyperpolarized

voltage� much below the Na� threshold� only a subset of the currents are active in a

quiescent �ber� As shown in Table ���� Ito� IsiCa� and IsiK are essentially completely

turned o� while IK and INa only make a small contribution towards the steady state�

Because IsiCa is negligible� Cai
� � � is determined by the relatively simple relationship

IbCa�v�Cai� � �INaCa�v�Cai�Nai�� Though we still cannot solve this equation for Cai

because of the other unknowns Nai and v� we will �nd this relationship useful in our

analysis later�

IK� ���� IsiCa ����e��
INaK ���� INa ����
IfK ��� INaCa ����
IK ��� IbCa ����
Ito ���e�� IfNa �����
IsiK ���e�� IbNa �����

Table ���� Magnitude of membrane currents at steady state in the DiFrancesco�Noble equations

�standard parameters� quiescence via vshift�
� mV��

Another consequence of the hyperpolarized resting potential is that p��v� is very

close to � �see the activation curves for the gating variables in Appendix C�� This means

that our equations for Caup and Carel no longer depend on v� but are only functions of

Cai� Figure ��� illustrates their Cai dependence�

One would expect to be able to solve equations ���a�d for the steady state values

of v� Nai� Ki� and Cai numerically� However� it turns out that this set of equations

is underdetermined� Notice that adding equations ���c�d together gives equation ���a�

Therefore� there are really only three equations for four unknowns� This degeneracy is

the result of a conservation equation� inherent to the original DN equations ���� ���� We
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Figure ���� Steady state values of Caup and Carel as functions of Cai�

will discuss this in more detail in section ������ In the meantime� the degeneracy may be

overcome by �xing the value of one of the variables such as Ki�

�	� Ionic Events During an Action Potential

Figure C�� in Appendix C shows the sequence of events that occur during tonic �ring�

It illustrates the changes in membrane potential and all of the other variables� as well as

the time course of all the currents� We will brie
y summarize the main features here�

During phase � depolarization �denoted P� in Figure C���� the membrane potential

slowly depolarizes toward the Na� threshold� At such subthreshold voltages� four of the

currents� Ito� IsiK� IsiCa� and INa� are turned o� The Na�K pump provides a fairly large

outward current� INaK� which does not change over the course of the action potential� The

inward Na�Ca exchanger current� INaCa� on the other hand� is generally small because

Cai is relatively low� As the membrane depolarizes� the inward background currents�
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the large IbNa and the smaller IbCa� decay somewhat� The change in the time�dependent

delayed K� current� IK� is relatively small� A more substantial change is seen in the large

background K� current IK�� The most important current� however� is the hyperpolar�

ization activated current If � This current has a small outward component� IfK� carried

by K� and a larger inward component� IfNa� carried by Na
�� The magnitude of the If

current increases substantially during phase � depolarization� resulting in a net inward

current which depolarizes the membrane� Also� the current Itr transfers Ca�� from the

uptake compartment of the sarcoplasmic reticulum to the release compartment� depleting

Caup and charging up Carel�

Once the membrane potential reaches the Na� threshold� around ��� mV� the fast

inward Na� current� INa� turns on rapidly� causing a sharp upstroke �phase �� in the

membrane potential� Rapid inactivation of INa combined with activation of the transient

outward K� current� Ito� is responsible for phase � repolarization �P��� When the mem�

brane potential reaches about ��� mV� the inward IsiCa and outward IsiK turn on� IsiCa

causes Ca�� to 
ow into the cell� The resulting increase in Cai causes release of Ca�� via

Irel from the sarcoplasmic reticulum with a corresponding drop in Carel� This positive

feedback mechanism causes Cai to increase even further� The cell attempts to reduce Cai

by pumping Ca�� back into the sarcoplasmic reticulum via Iup �increasing Caup� and out

of the cell via INaCa� The enhanced INaCa provides a net inward current which� along

with IbNa� competes with the outward currents� The dominance of IK results in early

phase � repolarization �P��� As the membrane repolarizes� IK� turns on and repolarizes

the membrane back to its maximum diastolic potential with the help of INaK and IK�

This leads to phase � depolarization� and the cycle repeats itself� The sequence of events

during an action potential in a normally quiescent �ber is the same as in a pacing �ber�

except that a stimulus depolarizes the membrane to the Na� threshold instead of IfNa�

While Purkinje �bers can be found in the pacemaking mode� they are often quiescent
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in vitro� Thus� in order to simulate a number of triggered activity experiments� we must

make the DN equations quiescent� Since the the If currents� IfNa and IfK� strongly

in
uence the rate at which the DN equations beat� quiescence can be established by

adjusting their dynamics� One method is to shift the activation curve y��v� for the If

currents� gating variable y to a more negative potential� DiFrancesco and Noble� for

instance� make their equations quiescent by shifting y��v� to the left by �� mV ����� A

shift of �� mV establishes quiescence in our model since the parameters in our model are

only slightly dierent from those published in the original paper ����� A further shift of

� mV �vshift��� mV� ensures a stable resting potential at a more hyperpolarized voltage

�v � ��� mV�� The parameter choice of vshift��� mV will be convenient for separating

normal and arrhythmogenic forms of tonic �ring�

Another way to achieve quiescence is to eliminate the current altogether or to scale it

by a factor of Af����� While this method is not biologically motivated� it does serve to

further separate the two dierent mechanisms responsible for initiating action potentials�

We get qualitatively similar results by setting Af���� or vshift��� mV�

�� Reducing the Dimension of the DN Equations

The full ���dimensional DiFrancesco�Noble equations� shown in Figure ���� are far too

complicated to yield much insight into triggered activity� In this section� we will simplify

the model signi�cantly� by reducing the number of ODEs and the complexity of the

interactions� We �x the values of several of the variables because they change relatively

slowly compared to the other dynamics� or because they are not directly involved in

triggered activity and do not qualitatively alter the observed behaviours� Finally� we will

demonstrate how the DiFrancesco�Noble equations can be divided into two subsystems�

the membrane oscillator and the subcellular oscillator�
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��� Treating Slow Variables as Parameters

Triggered activity typically involves time scales of the order of several action potentials�

Therefore� we are only interested in variables which vary signi�cantly over the course of

a few action potentials� Variables which do not vary signi�cantly over this time frame

may be set to appropriate values and treated as parameters� However� treating them as

parameters may not be appropriate for longer simulations�

If the cell is quiescent� we expect the intracellular Na� and K� to reach stable values

dictated by the two equations Nai
� � � and Ki

� � �� Simulations also show that Nai

and Ki do not vary signi�cantly over the course of one �see Appendix C� or even several
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Figure ���� Schematic diagram illustrating the complexity of interactions in the full 	�di�

mensional DiFrancesco�Noble equations� as outlined in Appendix C� �Circled quantities are

variables� boxed quantities are currents� arrows point in the direction of in�uence��
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Figure ���� Positions of �steady state values of Nai and Ki in quiescent and pacing �bers

at di�erent Na�K pump rates �ANaK�	��� ���� ����� �DiFrancesco�Noble equations� standard

parameters�

action potentials� The cell attempts to maintain constant gradients across the membrane

by pumping Na� out of the cell and K� into the cell via the Na�K pump� Under normal

circumstances� we can treat Nai and Ki as constants� However� during prolonged over�

drive� Nai can build up while Ki is depleted� and we must allow these variables to vary

slowly�

If we are to treat Nai and Ki as constants� choosing the correct parameter values

is essential� because they strongly modulate the behaviour of the system� The Na�K

pump rate has a signi�cant eect on the values of Nai and Ki� as illustrated in Figure

��� by changing the Na�K pump parameter ANaK� The mode� �ring or quiescence� also

in
uences their values� Proportionately� the change in Ki is small compared with its

magnitude�

Figure ���� illustrates the eects of prolonged overdrive� At a relatively low rate of

overdrive �e�g�� CL���� msec�� Nai does not change much� However� as the rate increases�
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Nai increases substantially as overdrive continues �e�g�� CL���� msec�� plateaus� and then

decays extremely slowly� Ki� on the other hand� decreases monotonically throughout the

overdrive� It does not appear to reach a new equilibrium value� but is continuously

depleted while overdrive continues� This may re
ect a 
aw in the Na�K pump dynamics

in the DN equations�
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Figure ����� Response of Nai and Ki to overdrive� The cell is initially pacing at its own

intrinsic rate� with a period of approximately 
 seconds� The system is then overdriven at

cycle lengths �CL� of ���� ���� and ��� msec for ���� seconds� �DiFrancesco�Noble equations�

standard parameters�

While �xing either Ki or Nai or both is useful for simplifying the dynamics of the

DN equations� �xing at least one variable actually is necessary to prevent di�culties in

performing certain stability calculations� Varghese and Sell ���� showed that the �� vari�

ables in the DN equations are mathematically dependent due to an inherent conservation

equation�

v �
ViF

Cm
�Nai  Ki  �Cai  

�Vup
Vi
Caup  

�Vrel
Vi
Carel�  Co� �����

where Co is a constant of integration� Guan et al� ���� demonstrated that� as a result of

this degeneracy� the �xed points and limit cycles are not isolated� Thus� if a stable limit

cycle has been obtained� a new stable limit cycle can be obtained by perturbing either
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Nai or Ki� This would explain di�culties experienced computing branches of limit cycles

using AUTO�� for the full ���dimensional DN equations� These di�culties are overcome

by �xing the value of Ki� so that the Jacobian of the DN equations is no longer singular�

��� Fixing Variables That Do Not Qualitatively Alter the Dynamics of

Interest

In this section� we will �x the values of two variables �Kc� p� which have been shown to

be unimportant in the study of triggered activity�

The �rst of these two variables is the cleft K� concentration Kc� which� during normal

pacing� 
uctuates by less than one percent �see Appendix C�� When the cell is being

overdriven� K� can build up in the cleft so that 
uctuations of Kc are more signi�cant�

This phenomenon can be important in studies of overdrive suppression� These 
uctu�

ations may modulate the occurrence of triggered activity somewhat� but their eects

are much less important than other factors causing triggered activity� Experience has

shown that setting Kc�Ko does not alter the qualitative results� Therefore� in all of the

following work� we will assume that Kc�Ko�

Before stating our next approximation� we �rst review some of the history of the Ca��

dynamics in the DN equations� The DN model was one of the �rst models to try to keep

track of the intracellular ion concentrations� In particular� it attempted to model the

Cai dynamics� including Ca�� sequestering by the sarcoplasmic reticulum� DiFrancesco

and Noble acknowledged that their model was� in some sense� preliminary with their

statement� �It is extremely unlikely that our representation of the Ca�sequestering pro�

cesses or of the Na�Ca exchange mechanism or of other Ca�activated currents �such as

Ito� will remain among the best available for very long� ��	
� In the ten years since then�

there still is no de�nitive model of all the Ca�� dynamics� Later� we will review some of

the progress made and discuss some of the controversial issues in Ca�� modeling� Here�
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we will make one small modi�cation to the DN equations for the sake of simplicity and

consistency with modern views�

In discussing their modeling of the sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca�� dynamics� DiFran�

cesco and Noble stated that �this part of the modelling is not thought to be very se�

cure���the major issue of whether Ca�� release is Ca���induced or voltage�induced �or�

perhaps� both� is still controversial� ��	
� Recent models favour Ca���induced dynamics�

Over the course of a single action potential� the variable p 
uctuates dramatically �see

Appendix C�� It gates the current Itr which transfers Ca�� from the uptake compartment

to the release compartment of the sarcoplasmic reticulum� In all of the following work�

we set p��� unless otherwise stated� because the results with and without p dependence

on voltage dier quantitatively but not qualitatively� This approximation simpli�es the

model and also brings it into agreement with more recent models of Ca�� dynamics�

By setting Kc�Ko and p�� and �xing the values of Nai and Ki as discussed above�

the ���dimensional DN system has been reduced to �� dimensions	 see Figure ����� The

complexity of the system has also been reduced considerably� Theoretically� the steady

states then can be found by solving the equations v� � � and Cai
� � � for v and Cai� since

the remainder of the variables can be determined directly from these two quantities�

��� Viewing the DiFrancesco�Noble Equations as Two Coupled Oscillators

The simpli�cations made above make it possible to divide the system into two interact�

ing subsystems� the membrane oscillator and the subcellular oscillator �terminology of

Varghese and Winslow ������ As shown in Figure ����� the membrane oscillator consists

of all the membrane currents which directly modify the membrane potential v and their

associated gating variables� The subcellular oscillator is comprised of the Ca�� subsys�

tem� including Cai� Caup� Carel� the gating variable f�� and all of the Ca�� currents� The

two subsystems are coupled together by several shared currents� INaCa� IbCa� and IsiCa�
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Figure ����� Schematic diagram illustrating the reduced complexity of the 	
�dimensional

approximation to the DiFrancesco�Noble equations �Kc�Ko� p�	� Ki
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� � ��� Dashed

boxes represent the membrane and subcellular oscillators and their interaction in the overlap

region� �Circled quantities are variables� boxed quantities are currents� arrows point in the

direction of in�uence��

The membrane oscillator additionally is in
uenced by Cai through the Cai�dependent Ito

and the f��dependent IsiK�

At subthreshold voltages� the division between the two oscillators is even cleaner

since Ito� IsiK� and IsiCa are all turned o� Then the two subsystems share only the two

currents INaCa and IbCa�
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�
 Varghese and Winslow�s Results

Varghese and Winslow laid the foundation for our work in their studies of the dynamics of

the Ca�� subsystem �subcellular oscillator� in the DN equations ���� and of the interaction

of the subcellular and membrane oscillators ����� In this section� we summarize the key

results which are relevant to our work�

�
� Subcellular Oscillator

Experimentalists have shown that cardiac cells exposed to the drug digitalis� which in�

hibits the Na�K pump� can exhibit oscillations in some of its membrane currents even

when the membrane potential is clamped at a �xed voltage ����� Varghese and Winslow

���� mimicked the eect of Na�K pump inhibition under voltage�clamp conditions by �x�

ing the voltage v at ��� mV �a common value used in experiments� and changing the

parameter Nai to re
ect dierent degrees of digitalis poisoning� They point out that

changes in Nai caused by Na�K pump blockade occur over periods of tens of minutes�

which is a few orders of magnitude longer than the time scale of the Ca�� subsystem�

Fixing v isolates the Ca�� dynamics� yielding the simpler subsystem shown in Figure

����� This four�dimensional subsystem could have been reduced to three dimensions by

�xing f� at its steady state value without signi�cantly changing their results� However�

they did not see any particular advantage to doing this�

Theory predicts that inhibition of the Na�K pump should cause Nai to increase� which

in turn should decrease Ca�� extrusion by the Na�Ca exchanger� The resulting Ca�� over�

load can result in oscillatory or transient release of Ca�� from the sarcoplasmic reticulum�

One of Varghese and Winslow�s most important contributions was to demonstrate that

as Nai increases in the voltage�clamped Ca�� subsystem� the stable steady state of the
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system becomes unstable and stable Ca�� oscillations arise� Figure ���� shows the bifur�

cation diagram for the voltage�clamped subcellular oscillator in terms of the bifurcation

parameter Nai� This �gure is similar to Figure � in ���� except here we use Cao���� mM

and Nao���� mM to be consistent with our other results� Normally� the system has a

stable steady state to the left of the left�most Hopf bifurcation point� As Nai increases

�with increasing digitalis poisoning�� the system undergoes a Hopf bifurcation followed

by a very complicated sequence of period doublings �not shown�� and large amplitude

stable orbits arise� Thus we see that Ca�� oscillations occur in the DN Ca�� subsystem�

The stable Ca�� oscillations decrease in amplitude with increasing Nai and eventually

disappear through another Hopf bifurcation�

Varghese and Winslow computed the same bifurcation diagram for a number of dier�

ent voltage clamp values and showed that the amplitudes of the oscillations diminished

with increasing v� They also computed the two�parameter curve of Hopf bifurcations

in the v�Nai parameter space� Results similar to theirs are shown in Figure ����� from
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which we see that the position of the Hopf bifurcation points shifts towards smaller Nai

values with increasing v� while the range of Nai decreases until the oscillations disappear

altogether�

�
� Coupled System

Varghese and Winslow ���� examined the full DiFrancesco�Noble equations under various

degrees of digitalis poisoning �Na�K pump inhibition�� The �nding most relevant to

our work was that the DN equations have two dierent modes of tonic �ring depending

on their positions in Nai�Ki parameter space� When they set Nai�� mM and Ki����

mM� they obtained normal tonic �ring �see Figure � in ������ In this mode� the initial

voltage upswing of the action potential is followed by a Ca�� upswing resulting from IsiCa

and then calcium�induced calcium release from the sarcoplasmic reticulum� However� at

Nai��� mM and Ki���� mM� a Ca
�� upswing occurs before the voltage upswing �see

Figure �� in ������ Rather than the normal pacemaking mechanism in which If brings the

membrane potential to threshold� the action potential becomes entrained to the faster

subcellular oscillator� Later� we will study the interaction of the Ca�� and membrane

oscillators to try to understand these two types of behaviour and their relationship with

triggered activity� They also showed �see Figure �� in ����� that when Nai��� mM and

Ki���� mM� Cai can exhibit a �double humped� behaviour in which the initial Ca��

upstroke decays before the voltage upstroke� This represents a complete reversal of the

normal sequence of events� With this parameter set and the appropriate initial conditions�

they showed that the system can transiently exhibit action potentials alternating with

DADs� Eventually �the DADs disappear as the calcium oscillations appear to dominate

the usual pacemaking mechanism� �����
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�� Normal and Calcium�Driven Firing� Which Oscillator Drives Which�

Varghese and Winslow�s work suggests that triggered activity involving DADs results

from the dominance of the subcellular oscillator� In order to study this� we �rst de�

�ne some terminology� In this section� we will examine the behaviour of the simpli�ed

DiFrancesco�Noble equations with Ki���� mM� Kc�Ko� p��� and Nai a bifurcation pa�

rameter� While large changes in Ki aect the behaviour� small changes do not alter it

qualitatively� so we will neglect them for the time being� Nai� on the other hand� has a

large eect on the qualitative behaviour� The bifurcation diagram in Figure ����� which

uses Nai as the bifurcation parameter� shows that dierent ranges of Nai correspond to

qualitatively dierent behaviours �also see the simulations in Figures ���� and ������

The system exhibits normal tonic �ring or automaticity for low values of Nai

up to and including approximately Nai��� mM� In this region� v leads Cai� as shown

in Figure ����a� Thus� the membrane oscillator is driving the Ca�� oscillations� As Nai

increases in this region� the period of oscillation increases� largely due to an increase in

INaK� This increase in period with increasing Nai is related to overdrive suppression�

As we see in Figure ����b� a small Ca�� upstroke precedes the voltage upstroke when

Nai����� mM� Between Nai��� mM and Nai��� mM� we have a transition region in

which the two oscillators compete to initiate the action potential� Neither mechanism

dominates� so both the subcellular and membrane oscillator properties are important in

establishing the rhythm�

For Nai between �� mM and �� mM� Cai leads v �Figure ����c�� Here the subcel�

lular oscillator is entraining the membrane oscillator� We will refer to these kinds of

oscillations as calcium�driven� We will see later that overdrive�excitation and triggered

activity consist of calcium�driven action potentials� Notice that the period decreases with

increasing Nai� the result of enhanced calcium overload� As the subcellular oscillations
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Figure ����� Bifurcation diagrams showing the voltage v� the intracellular Ca�� concentration

Cai� and the period T as functions of the bifurcation parameter Nai� The diagram can be split up

into six behavioural regions of interest� �a� normal tonic �ring �	�� � Nai � 	��� �b� transition

between normal and calcium�driven tonic �ring �	� � Nai � 		�� �c� calcium�driven tonic

�ring �		 � Nai � 	�� �d� transition between suprathreshold and subthreshold oscillations

�	�� � Nai � 	���� �e� subthreshold Cai�driven oscillations �	�� � Nai � 
����� and �f�

quiescence �Nai � 
����� �DiFrancesco�Noble equations� standard parameters with Ki�	��

mM� Kc�Ko� and p�	�
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Figure ����� Simulations of the DiFrancesco�Noble equations in �a� normal tonic �ring

mode �Nai�	��� mM�� �b� the transition region between normal and calcium�driven tonic �r�

ing �Nai�	�� mM�� and �c� calcium�driven tonic �ring mode �Nai�	
�� mM�� Simulations

of voltage �v� and intracellular Ca���Cai� as functions of time are shown� along with the

two�dimensional projection of the trajectories on v and Cai� �DiFrancesco�Noble equations�

standard parameters with Ki�	�� mM� Kc�Ko� and p�	�
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Figure ����� Simulations of the DiFrancesco�Noble equations in the transition region be�

tween suprathreshold and subthreshold oscillations� �a� calcium�driven tonic �ring with

�double�humped Ca�� spikes �Nai�	�� mM�� �b� action potentials alternating with DADs

�Nai�	�	 mM�� �c� action potentials alternating with two DADs �Nai�	�� mM�� and �d�

subthreshold calcium�driven oscillations �Nai�	�� mM�� Simulations of voltage �v� and intra�

cellular Ca�� �Cai� as functions of time are shown� along with the two�dimensional projection

of the trajectories on v and Cai� �DiFrancesco�Noble equations� standard parameters with

Ki�	�� mM� Kc�Ko� and p�	�
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speed up� we �nd that Cai starts to decay before the action potential begins� and we see

Varghese and Winslow�s �double�humped� Cai oscillations �Figure ����a��

The region ���� mM 	 Nai 	 ���� mM is the transition region between suprathresh�

old and subthreshold calcium�driven oscillations� In this region� there appears to be a

�bifurcation of subharmonics� �Figure ������ At Nai����� mM �Figure ����a�� we see

suprathreshold calcium�driven oscillations with the �double�humped� Ca�� spikes�

At Nai����� mM �Figure ����b�� every second DAD misses threshold so that action po�

tentials alternate with DADs� The Ca�� spikes associated with the DADs only have a

single hump� This is because the voltage never goes high enough for IsiCa to turn on and

cause a secondary release of Ca�� from the sarcoplasmic reticulum� At Nai����� mM

�Figure ����c�� only one of every three DADs is reaching threshold� For Nai����� mM

�Figure ����d�� only subthreshold oscillations occur� The amplitude of these subthreshold

oscillations decays with Nai� until �nally at Nai����� mM� they disappear altogether� to

be replaced by a stable steady state�

The subthreshold oscillations are due almost entirely to the subcellular oscillator�

which drives the voltage via the Ca���dependent INaCa� There is relatively little feedback

from the membrane oscillator to the subcellular oscillator in this region since IsiCa re�

mains o� Figure ���� compares the subthreshold oscillations in the isolated subcellular

oscillator and the coupled system� The voltage in the subcellular oscillator is �xed at

��� mV� the resting potential seen just to the right of the subcellular oscillations in the

bifurcation diagram in Figure ����a� In the coupled system� v actually oscillates by as

much as �� mV� Figure ���� shows that the magnitudes of the Cai oscillations are very

similar in the isolated and coupled systems� especially for large Nai� The periods of the

oscillations are also similar at large Nai� As Nai decreases� however� the voltage oscil�

lations resulting from the Ca�� oscillations increase in magnitude until they are close

to threshold� At this point� the membrane dynamics start to become important� In
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Figure ����� Comparison of subthreshold Cai oscillations in �a� the isolated subcellular oscilla�

tor �v���� mV� IsiCa��� p�	� and �b� the coupled system� The bifurcation diagrams show Cai
and the period T as functions of the bifurcation parameter Nai� �DiFrancesco�Noble equations�

standard parameters with Ki�	�� mM� Kc�Ko� and p�	�

fact� near Nai��� mM� the oscillations become unstable as the membrane oscillator and

subcellular oscillator begin to interact� The period of oscillation is faster in the coupled

system because the membrane currents� like If � assist depolarization�

During suprathreshold oscillations� the feedback between the membrane and subcellu�

lar oscillators goes both ways� While the subcellular oscillator may be largely responsible

for initiating the action potential� the resulting voltage upswing turns on IsiCa� which in
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turn increases Cai� causing calcium�induced calcium release from the sarcoplasmic retic�

ulum� The suprathreshold Cai oscillations are much larger than those associated with

DADs�
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RESULTS FOR THE DIFRANCESCO�NOBLE EQUATIONS

In the previous chapter� we introduced the background material necessary for understand�

ing triggered activity in the context of the DiFrancesco�Noble model of a mammalian

cardiac Purkinje �ber� In this chapter� we use a combination of bifurcation analysis

and simulation of the DiFrancesco�Noble model to explain the roles of various experi�

mental interventions in promoting or suppressing triggered activity� We begin with an

analysis of the subcellular oscillator� Then we simulate experimental interventions such

as high extracellular Ca�� concentration and application of digitalis in the pacemaking

and quiescent versions� of the model� We examine the eects of changes in intracellular

K� concentration� which we assume to be constant throughout most of our work� To

conclude� we discuss some of the drawbacks and inadequacies of the DiFrancesco�Noble

equations that we have discovered in our study of triggered activity�

�� Subcellular Oscillator

In this section� we extend some of Varghese and Winslow�s results for the subcellular

oscillator� We begin by simplifying the equations� We then simulate certain experimental

interventions by adjusting appropriate parameters� Lastly we examine the mechanisms

responsible for subcellular oscillations and calcium�induced calcium release�

�The pacemaking and quiescent versions of the DN equations di	er only in the values of the parameters

vshift or Af � describing the If currents�

���
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��� Simplifying the Equations

The voltage�clamped subcellular oscillator with Nai �xed consists of the following equa�

tions�

dCai
dt

�
��
�ViF

�IbCa � �INaCa  IsiCa  Iup � Irel�� ����a�

dCaup
dt

�
�

�VupF
�Iup � Itr�� ����b�

dCarel
dt

�
�

�VrelF
�Itr � Irel�� ����c�

d f�
dt

� ��� � f��� �Cai
kmf�

f�� ����d�

where

IbCa�Cai	 v�Cao� � GbCa�v � ECa��

INaCa�Cai	 v�Cao�Nai�Nao� � kNaCa
e�v��RT�F �Nai

�Cao�e������v��RT�F �Nao
�Cai

��dNaCa�Nao
�Cai�Nai

�Cao�
�

IsiCa�Cai	 v�Cao� � �PCad��v�f��v�f���Cai��
�v�	����RT�F �

��e��v������RT��F �
�

	�Caie	���RT��F �� Caoe��v�	����RT��F ���
Iup�Cai�Caup� �

�ViF
�up
Cai�

Caup�Caup
Caup

��

Itr�Cai�Caup�Carel	 v� �
�VrelF
�tr

p��v��Caup �Carel��
Irel�Cai�Carel� �

�VrelF
�rel

Carel�
Cai

�

Cai
�
�k�

mCa

��

The voltage�clamped subcellular oscillator has four adjustable parameters� v� Cao�

Nao� and Nai� and four variables� Cai� Caup� Carel� and f�� We are only interested in the

subthreshold behaviour of the isolated system� Above threshold� the interaction between

v and Cai is too large for voltage�clamped results to be useful� At subthreshold voltages�

IsiCa is virtually turned o� so the eects of f� are negligible� Therefore� the subthreshold

subcellular oscillator really only consists of three variables� as shown in Figure ����

In Figure ���� we recompute the two�parameter curve of Hopf bifurcations in v�Nai

space with and without the approximations IsiCa�� and p��v���� We see that the

approximation IsiCa�� has a small eect at high voltages� and a negligible eect at
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Figure ���� Subthreshold subcellular oscillator� Ca�� subsystem resulting from DiFran�

cesco�Noble equations with Ki
� � �� Nai

� � �� and membrane potential clamped at a sub�

threshold voltage� �Circled quantities are variables� boxed quantities are currents� arrows point

in the direction of in�uence��

subthreshold voltages� The variable p normally turns o oscillations of the subcellular

oscillator at high voltages	 however� setting p�� has little eect on the subthreshold

behaviour�

Given these two approximations� we can solve explicitly for Caup and Carel in terms

of Cai� as shown earlier� Cai is de�ned implicitly by the equation IbCa�Cai	 v� Cao���

INaCa�Cai	 v� Cao� Nai� Nao��

��� Adjusting the Parameters to Simulate Experimental Interventions

The behaviour of the subthreshold voltage�clamped subcellular oscillator may be modi�ed

by adjusting any one of the four observables v� Cao� Nai� and Nao� These four parameters

modulate the membrane currents� but not the currents in the sarcoplasmic reticulum�

Nai and Nao only aect the behaviour through modulation of INaCa� while v and Cao

modulate INaCa and IbCa�

In the triggered activity experiments� Nao is typically �xed� On the other hand�
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Figure ���� Two�parameter curves of Hopf bifurcations for the voltage�clamped subcellular

oscillator in the v�Nai parameter space� �a� full four�dimensional system� �b� IsiCa��� �c� p�	�

and �d� IsiCa�� and p�	� The curve of Hopf bifurcation points separates regions of stable and

unstable �xed points� �standard parameters� Cao�
�� mM�

Nai re
ects the eects of experimental interventions such as fast pacing or application

of digitalis and strongly in
uences the behaviour of the subcellular oscillator� In most

of the analysis to follow� it will be treated as the primary bifurcation parameter� A

second important parameter is Cao� which experimentalists have shown to promote the

occurrence of DADs and triggered activity when increased�

From Figure ���� we see that Cao only has a minor eect on IbCa� while Nai does

not aect it at all� The major eects of Cao and Nai on the subcellular oscillator are
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Figure ���� The intersection �dot� of IbCa �solid line� with 
INaCa �dashed line� determines

the steady state value of Cai� �a� As Cao increases from 
�� to ��� mM� the magnitude of IbCa
increases slightly� 
INaCa moves to the right� and the steady state value of Cai increases� �b�

As Nai increases from � to 	 mM� IbCa remains �xed� while 
INaCa moves to the right� and

the steady state value of Cai increases� �v���� mV� Nao�	�� mM� Nai�	� mM� Cao�
�� mM�

through modulation of INaCa� As Nai increases� the Na� gradient� which drives the Na�

Ca exchanger� decreases� resulting in reduced INaCa� As a result� Ca�� builds up inside

the cell� Increased Cao also reduces INaCa� causing an increase in the steady state value

of Cai� If we neglect the relatively minor eect of Cao on IbCa� then we see that Cao and

Nai only aect the subcellular oscillator�s behaviour through the term Nai
�Cao in INaCa�

Because Nai and Cao are coupled� any behaviour observed for a pair �dNai�dCao� will also
occur for other pairs �Nai�Cao� de�ned according to the equation Nai

�Cao � dNa
�

i
dCao�

Figure ��� shows the magnitude of the Cai oscillations and their corresponding periods

as a function of the bifurcation parameter Nai at two values of Cao� An increase in Cao

results in compression of the Nai scale without signi�cantly altering the dynamics� and the

steady state value of Cai increases more steeply with Nai� The magnitudes and periods

of the oscillations are not signi�cantly aected but the region of oscillations shrinks and

shifts to the left�
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Figure ���� Bifurcation diagram showing Cai and the period T for the voltage�clamped sub�

cellular oscillator as a function of the bifurcation parameter Nai for �a� Cao�
�� mM and �b�

Cao���� mM� �standard parameters� p�	� IsiCa��� v���� mV�

We determine the values of Nai at the bifurcation points when Cao���� mM for the

exact system� Using these quantities from Figure ���a for dNai and dCao� we use the
relation Nai

�Cao � dNa
�

i
dCao to calculate the ��parameter curve of Hopf bifurcations for

the voltage�clamped subcellular oscillator in Cao�Nai parameter space �Figure ���b�� A

comparison of this curve with that in Figure ���a calculated using XPPAUT con�rms

that neglecting the eect of Cao on IbCa is valid here� An important result of this analysis

is that the region of subcellular oscillations shrinks and shifts to lower values of Nai as

Cao is increased� These results are used later when we study the coupled system to
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explain the eects of pacing� digitalis� and high extracellular Ca�� concentration�
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Figure ���� Two�parameter curve of Hopf bifurcations for the voltage�clamped subcellular

oscillator in the Cao�Nai parameter space �v���� mV� calculated �a� using XPPAUT on the

exact equations and �b� using the relationship Nai
�Cao �dNa

�
i
cCao where cCao�
�� mM anddNai

is the corresponding bifurcation point found in Figure ���a� The curve of Hopf bifurcation points

separates regions of stable and unstable �xed points� �standard parameters� p�	� IsiCa���

��� Subcellular Oscillations and Calcium�Induced Calcium Release

The sequence of events involved during subcellular oscillations is illustrated in Figure

���� When Cai is low� Ca�� is transferred from the uptake compartment to the release

compartment of the sarcoplasmic reticulum� Carel continues to build up until the release

current Irel� which is proportional to Carel� becomes larger than the uptake current Iup�

which pumps Ca�� back into the SR� A strong positive feedback between Cai and Irel

causes further release known as calcium�induced calcium release or CICR� The release

compartment is quickly depleted� While Cai is high� the uptake compartment attempts

to pump the Ca�� back in� restoring Caup to its high value� At the same time� the Na�

Ca exchanger removes Ca�� from the cell� resulting in a large inward INaCa capable of

depolarizing the membrane in the full system� Cai is restored to its normally low value�
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and the process is ready to repeat itself�

Normally� the resting value of Cai lies below the threshold at which Cai turns on

Irel� and small increases in Cai are insu�cient to trigger Irel signi�cantly� At very high

steady state values of Cai� caused by high Nai� Cai is so large that Irel is mostly turned

on� Further increases in Cai cannot initiate a large increase in Irel� However� if Cai is

somewhere in between� a small increase in Cai can initiate a large CICR� and oscillations

are possible� Whether this positive feedback is su�cient to cause an avalanche eect

resulting in a large increase in Cai depends on many factors� including the rate of removal

of Ca�� from the cytoplasm by INaCa and Iup and the rate of transfer of Ca��between

the two SR compartments�

At values of Nai just to the left of the oscillatory range� spontaneous oscillatory

behaviour cannot occur� but CICR is possible with the right initial conditions �calcium

overload�� Figure ��� illustrates what happens if Caup starts at an unusually high value�
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Figure ���� Simulation of stable oscillations in the subcellular oscillator� �a� Ca�� concen�

trations in the cytoplasm �Cai�� the uptake compartment of the SR �Caup�� and the release

compartment of the SR �Carel�� and �b� currents �owing into the cytoplasm �Irel� �IbCa�� out

of the cytoplasm ��Iup� 
INaCa�� and from the uptake to release compartment of the SR �Itr��

�subcellular oscillator� standard parameters� p�	� IsiCa��� Nai�	�� mM� Cao�
�� mM�
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which could occur in the coupled system if the cell was paced at a high rate to �charge

up� the uptake compartment of the SR� Because Caup is above its equilibrium value� the

uptake compartment keeps charging up the release compartment with Ca�� until CICR

occurs� The process continues to occur while Caup remains high� Then Caup gradually

decreases to its equilibrium value as Ca�� is removed from the cell by INaCa� Eventually

the system returns to rest�
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Figure ���� Simulation of the transient response of the subcellular oscillator to an initially high

Caup� Ca�� concentrations in the cytoplasm �Cai�� the uptake compartment of the SR �Caup��

and the release compartment of the SR �Carel�� The system is initially at steady state except

Caup which is set to 	�� mM instead of its steady state value of 	�	 mM� �subcellular oscillator�

standard parameters� p�	� IsiCa��� Nai�	��� mM� Cao�
�� mM�

�� Simulating Experimental Interventions in the Pacemaking System

Here� we examine the eects of various experimental interventions on the pacemaker

version of the DN equations� Our main purpose is to uncover the primary mechanism

for triggered activity� We use the simpli�cations discussed earlier to make the most

important events more visible� We set p�� and Kc�Ko� and in addition� Ki���� mM�

the approximate value seen in the pacemaking �ber under normal conditions� Numerical
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simulations of the full and reduced DN equations indicate that these approximations do

not signi�cantly alter the behaviour�

We compare the normal behaviour with the behaviour under the in
uence of digitalis

or in the presence of high extracellular Ca�� concentrations� Then we demonstrate the

eects of pacing the system�

��� Normal Behaviour

The normal pacemaking version of the DN equations exhibits tonic �ring with a period

of approximately ��� seconds� The intracellular Na� concentration remains within ����

mM of Nai����� mM� i�e�� the 
uctuation in Nai is less than ��� percent�

In Figure ���� we zoom in on the region of interest in the bifurcation diagram of

Figure ����� namely the normal and calcium�driven tonic �ring� We also include the

subthreshold oscillations to show how the suprathreshold oscillations arise� Comparing

the pseudo�steady state value of Nai with the bifurcation diagram� we see that the DN

equations undergo normal tonic �ring with Cao���� mM and no alterations to the If

currents� A simulation of this behaviour is given in Figure ����

��� The E�ects of Digitalis Poisoning and High Cao

Earlier we showed that normal and calcium�driven tonic �ring correspond to dierent

Nai ranges in the bifurcation diagram �Figure ���� or ����� However� Nai is not� in fact�

a parameter of the system� but tends to stay within ��� percent of some limiting value�

The result is that Nai remains in the range in which normal tonic �ring is seen� How

then is calcium�driven tonic �ring achieved�

To answer this question� we explore the eects of changing the parameters ANaK and

Cao on the behaviour of the system� The bifurcation diagrams showing v as a function

of the bifurcation parameter Nai are compared for four �ANaK� Cao� pairs in Figure �����
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Figure ���� Pacemaking DiFrancesco�Noble equations� Bifurcation diagram shows the voltage

v� the intracellular Ca�� concentration Cai� and the period T as functions of the bifurcation

parameter Nai� Under these conditions� Nai naturally tends towards a pseudo�steady state value

of Nai�tf����	 mM so that the system exhibits normal tonic �ring� �DN equations� standard

parameters with Ki�	�� mM� Kc�Ko� p�	� vshift�� mV� Af�	��� Cao�
�� mM� ANaK�	���
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Figure ���� Simulation of the pacemaking DiFrancesco�Noble equations� The membrane po�

tential v is plotted as a function of time� and intracellular Ca�� concentration Cai is plotted

against v� The system is exhibiting normal tonic �ring� �DN equations� standard parameters

with Ki�	�� mM� Kc�Ko� p�	� vshift�� mV� Af�	��� Cao�
�� mM� ANaK�	���

To see what happens to Cai and the period of the limit cycles for cases �b�� �c�� and �d��

see Figures D��� D��� and D�� in Appendix D�

Digitalis Poisoning

One method of achieving calcium�driven tonic �ring is to shift the pseudo�steady state

value of Nai to a higher value� This is the major eect of digitalis� which inhibits the

Na�K pump� We mimic this eect by scaling the outward current INaK by a factor

ANaK 	 � to re
ect graded inhibition of the Na�K pump� In this thesis� we refer to small

amounts of inhibition as �weak digitalis poisoning� and larger amounts of inhibition as

�strong digitalis poisoning�� The immediate eect of Na�K pump inhibition is to reduce

the net outward current� making it easier for the membrane to depolarize� This results in

tonic �ring at higher frequencies� Reduction of INaK also means that less Na� is pumped
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Figure ����� Pacemaking version of the DN equations at various ANaK and Cao� Bifurcation

diagrams show the voltage v as a function of the bifurcation parameter Nai� The approximate

value of Nai during tonic �ring �Nai�tf�� is indicated in each �gure� Note� v� Cai� and the

period of the limit cycles are shown as functions of the bifurcation parameters Nai in Appendix

D for �b�� �c�� and �d�� �DN equations� standard parameters with Ki�	�� mM� Kc�Ko� p�	�

Cao�
��� ���� or ��� mM� ANaK�	�� or �����
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out of the cell� resulting in an accumulation of Na� in the cell� and hence high Nai�

Figures ����b and D�� show the new bifurcation diagram with Nai as a bifurcation

parameter under weak digitalis poisoning �ANaK������� A comparison with Figures

����a or ��� shows that the bifurcation diagram has not changed signi�cantly� except for

a decrease in the period of tonic �ring �Figure D���� In particular� the transition from

normal to calcium�driven tonic �ring has not moved much� The pseudo�steady state

value of Nai� on the other hand� has increased from ��� mM to ���� mM� As a result� the

system now sits in the Nai range where it exhibits tonic �ring in the transition region

between normal and calcium�driven tonic �ring� A simulation of this behaviour is given

in Figure ����a� Stronger digitalis poisoning �ANaK����� causes a further increase in

Nai to ���� mM� As a result� the system exhibits calcium�driven tonic �ring� as shown

in Figure ����b�

High Extracellular Ca�� Concentration

Another method to achieve calcium�driven tonic �ring is to increase Cao� This increases

the Ca�� gradient across the cell membrane� resulting in enhanced Ca�� in
ux and re�

duced Ca�� extrusion by INaCa� Consequently� the steady state value of Cai increases�

resulting in calcium overload� We showed in Figure ��� that an increase in Cao shifts the

oscillations in the bifurcation diagram for the voltage�clamped subcellular oscillator to

lower values of Nai� In the coupled system� it also shifts the calcium�driven behaviour

to lower values of Nai� cf� Figures ����c and ����d� At the same time� Nai increases

slightly� When Cao���� mM� the system exhibits tonic �ring in the transition region be�

tween normal and calcium�driven �ring �Figure ����a�� When Cao���� mM� the system

exhibits calcium�driven tonic �ring �Figure ����b��

The bifurcations diagrams for Cao���� mM �Figure ����a or ���� and Cao���� mM

�Figure ����c or D��� look qualitatively quite similar� The important dierence is that for
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Figure ����� Simulation of the pacemaking DiFrancesco�Noble equations under �a� weak

�ANaK������ and �b� strong �ANaK����� digitalis poisoning� The membrane potential v is

plotted as a function of time� and intracellular Ca�� concentration Cai is plotted against v� For

weak digitalis poisoning� the system exhibits tonic �ring in the transition region between normal

and calcium�driven �ring� For strong digitalis poisoning� the system exhibits calcium�driven

tonic �ring� �DN equations� standard parameters with Ki�	�� mM� Kc�Ko� p�	� vshift��

mV� Af�	��� Cao�
�� mM� ANaK������ ����
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Figure ����� Simulation of the pacemaking DiFrancesco�Noble equations with �a� an interme�

diate Cao value ���� mM� and �b� a high Cao value ���� mM�� The membrane potential v is

plotted as a function of time� and intracellular Ca�� concentration Cai is plotted against v� For

intermediate Cao� the system exhibits tonic �ring in the transition region between normal and

calcium�driven �ring� For high Cao� the system exhibits calcium�driven tonic �ring� �DN equa�

tions� standard parameters with Ki�	�� mM� Kc�Ko� p�	� vshift�� mV� Af�	��� Cao�����

��� mM� ANaK�	���
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Cao���� mM� the transition between normal and calcium�driven tonic �ring is centered

around Nai� ���� mM� while for Cao���� mM� it is centered around a lower value of

Nai� ��� mM� As in the case for Cao���� mM� the subthreshold Ca�� oscillations in

the isolated voltage�clamped subcellular oscillator resemble those of the coupled system

when Cao���� mM�

For Cao���� mM� the bifurcation diagram �Figure ����d� looks qualitatively dierent

than those for the lower values of Cao �Figures ����a and ����c�� We see that rather than

a smooth transition from subthreshold oscillations to calcium�driven tonic �ring� there

are actually two distinct branches of periodic orbits� Comparing the subthreshold Cai

oscillations of the isolated �voltage�clamped� and coupled system in Figure ����� we see

that the subthreshold oscillations for high Nai are relatively undisturbed by the coupling�

However� as Nai decreases� the membrane depolarizes and the interactions between the

two oscillators begin to become more important� The behaviours of the isolated and

coupled systems diverge� The subthreshold oscillations of the coupled system become

unstable and eventually disappear� Calcium�driven tonic �ring arises� but not directly

out of the subthreshold oscillations of the subcellular oscillator�

This diagram helps to illustrate a very important point� The calcium�driven tonic

�ring is not merely an extension of the subthreshold oscillations� In the case of the sub�

threshold oscillations� the subcellular oscillations tend to drive the membrane potential

with very little feedback� Thus the subcellular oscillator alone sets the rhythm� The

calcium�driven tonic �ring� on the other hand� does not rely solely on the intrinsic oscil�

lations of the subcellular oscillator� It also requires the in
ux of Ca�� during each action

potential via IsiCa�
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Figure ����� Comparison of subthreshold Cai oscillations in �a� the isolated subcellular os�

cillator �v���� mV� IsiCa��� p�	� and �b� the coupled system for pacemaking DN equations

with Cao���� mM� The bifurcation diagram shows Cai and the period T as a function of the

bifurcation parameter Nai� �DN equations� standard parameters with Ki�	�� mM� Kc�Ko�

p�	� vshift�� mV� Af�	��� Cao���� mM� ANaK�	���

Digitalis Poisoning and High Cao Together

Digitalis and high Cao may be applied separately or together� Table ��� summarizes

some of the results� The �rst column �Cao���� mM� illustrates the rapid increase in the

pseudo�steady state value of Nai with increasing digitalis poisoning and the transition

from normal to calcium�driven tonic �ring� The �rst row �ANaK����� illustrates the

slower increase of Nai with increasing Cao� The transition from normal to calcium�driven
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tonic �ring with increasing Cao relies more heavily on the shift of the Ca�� oscillations

to lower Nai values� The remaining entries in the table show that the two interventions

act in concert to promote calcium�driven tonic �ring�

Cao���� Cao���� Cao���� Cao���� Cao����

ANaK���� normal normal transition Cai�driven Cai�driven
Nai��� Nai���� Nai��� Nai���� Nai����

ANaK���� normal transition Cai�driven
Nai����� Nai����� Nai�����

ANaK����� transition Cai�driven
Nai���� Nai�����

ANaK���� Cai�driven
Nai�����

ANaK���� Cai�driven
Nai�����

ANaK���� Cai�driven
Nai�����

Table ���� The type of tonic �ring and pseudo�steady state Nai value �in mM� exhibited by the

pacemaking version of the DN equations depends on the amount of digitalis poisoning �ANaK�

and the extracellular Ca�� concentration Cao �in mM�� The bifurcation diagrams using Nai as

a bifurcation parameter are given in Appendix D for the elements of the table shown in bold�

�DN equations� standard parameters with Ki�	�� mM� Kc�Ko� p�	� vshift�� mV� Af�	���

�normal � normal tonic �ring� transition � tonic �ring in transition region between normal

and calcium�driven� Cai�driven � calcium�driven tonic �ring�

��� The E�ects of Overdrive

Digitalis poisoning and application of high extracellular Ca�� lead to tonic �ring which

is calcium�driven� It is also possible to induce a transient response consisting of a train of

calcium�driven action potentials and then a return to normal tonic �ring by overdriving

the pacemaker using a train of relatively high frequency current pulses�

We examine the eects of short and long durations of overdrive on the occurrence of
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calcium�driven �ring� For the sake of illustration� we will use the pacemaking version

of the DN equations with Cao���� mM� This system is just barely at the edge of the

transition region between normal and calcium�driven tonic �ring� A slight perturbation

of the dynamics can lead to calcium�driven tonic �ring via two mechanisms� One mecha�

nism� namely the buildup of Nai requires long durations of overdrive� Shorter durations

of overdrive result in a buildup of Caup without signi�cant changes of Nai�

Prolonged Overdrive

Figure ���� illustrates the eect of prolonged overdrive on the Nai level� During overdrive

at a basic cycle length of ��� msec� Nai slowly builds up and then eventually plateaus at

an abnormally high value �Nai������ mM�� This temporarily high Nai level corresponds

with calcium�driven tonic �ring with a period corresponding approximately to the period
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Figure ����� Simulation of the e�ect of prolonged overdrive on the Nai level in the pacemaking

DN equations� The intracellular Na� concentration Nai is plotted as a function of time� The

system is overdriven with rectangular current pulses of amplitude ��� nA� duration � msec�

and basic cycle length of ��� msec for ���� sec� Nai builds up during the overdrive� eventually

reaching a plateau� When overdrive ceases� Nai immediately begins to decay back to its original

level� �DN equations� standard parameters with Ki�	�� mM� Kc�Ko� p�	� vshift�� mV�

Af�	��� Cao���� mM� ANaK�	���
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associated with its current Nai value� Thus we can view the major eect of prolonged

overdrive as a �parameter change� �the change in Nai� which puts the system in a dierent

�ring regime� When overdrive ceases� Nai slowly decays back to its original level�
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Figure ����� Simulation of the e�ect of prolonged overdrive on the pacemaking DN equations

with Cao���� mM� The system is overdriven with rectangular current pulses of amplitude ���

nA� duration � msec� and basic cycle length of ��� msec for �� cycles ���� sec�� The intra�

cellular Na� concentration Nai is plotted as a function of time in panel �a�� The intracellular

Ca�� concentration Cai is plotted as a function of the voltage v for a period of ten seconds

starting at times ���� ��� and 	��� seconds in panels �b�� �c�� and �d�� respectively� While Nai
is allowed to vary in these simulations� it varies so slowly that its e�ects are barely noticeable

over the course of several action potentials� �DN equations� standard parameters with Ki�	��

mM� Kc�Ko� p�	� vshift�� mV� Af�	��� Cao���� mM� ANaK�	���

In Figure ����� we give an example of this kind of eect� The system is driven at a

basic cycle length of ��� msec for ��� seconds� long enough to cause a substantial increase
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in Nai� We show the projections of the action potentials following overdrive onto Cai

and v at times ���� ���� and ���� seconds in panels �b�� �c�� and �d�� respectively�

Each plot shows a simulation �� seconds long� which corresponds to approximately �ve

action potentials� As we can see� the dynamics of the action potentials do not change

signi�cantly over the course of a few action potentials since Nai is decaying very slowly

in comparison with the period of the action potentials �of the order of � seconds�� Thus�

under these circumstances� we can view Nai as a slowly varying parameter�

At the end of overdrive� the Nai level is much further into the calcium�driven tonic

�ring region than it was before overdrive �see Figure ����c�� Thus� we would expect

that the system would exhibit action potentials that rely more heavily on the initial Cai

upstroke� An examination of panel �b� con�rms this� since there is a large increase in

Cai before the voltage upstroke� As Nai decreases� this eect become less pronounced

�panel �c�� until Nai decreases so much that the Cai upstroke is barely noticeable �panel

�d�� before the voltage upstroke�

Short Overdrive

Calcium�driven tonic �ring also can result from short instances of overdrive� even when

Nai is �xed� To demonstrate this� we overdrive the pacemaking version of the DN equa�

tions with Cao���� mM for �� seconds at a basic cycle length of ��� msec while �xing

Nai at its pseudo�steady state value of ��� mM� The results are shown in Figure �����

We see that Caup builds up slowly during overdrive� and when overdrive ceases� the

uptake compartment of the sarcoplasmic reticulum releases its excess Ca�� into the re�

lease compartment� This results in calcium�driven tonic �ring� as indicated in panel �b��

As Caup decays back to normal levels� the magnitude of the Cai upstroke preceding the

voltage upstroke decreases� Eventually� the system resumes its regular �ring mode at the

edge of the transition region between normal and calcium�driven tonic �ring�
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Figure ����� Simulation of the pacemaking version of the DN equations with Cao���� mM

in response to short overdrive with Nai �xed at ��� mM� Thirty stimuli induce thirty action

potentials� followed directly by calcium�driven tonic �ring which becomes less calcium�driven

with time� The stimuli are current pulses of amplitude ��� nA� duration � msec� and a basic

cycle length of ��� msec� Following overdrive� the system exhibits calcium�driven tonic �ring

which become less dependent on the Cai upstroke as Caup decays� �DN equations� standard

parameters with Ki�	�� mM� Kc�Ko� p�	� vshift�� mV� Af�	��� Cao���� mM� ANaK�	���
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Thus� we have seen that overdrive has two eects on the system� It results in Nai

buildup since the Na�K pump cannot keep up with the accelerated in
ux of Na� during

fast pacing� Since the buildup of Nai is relatively slow� its eects are generally only

noticeable after relatively long instances of overdrive� We can view Nai as a slowly

changing parameter� The buildup of Ca�� in the uptake compartment of the sarcoplas�

mic reticulum� on the other hand� happens relatively quickly� Therefore� it can lead to

calcium�driven �ring after short instances of overdrive� The rate of calcium�driven �ring

is not su�cient to maintain the high Caup level� so this behaviour does not persist�

�� Simulating Experimental Interventions in the Quiescent System

In this section� we examine the eects of various experimental interventions on the qui�

escent version of the DN equations with the same simpli�cations �p��� Kc�Ko� Ki����

mM� used in the pacemaking version in the previous section� We begin with a discussion

of the normal behaviour of the quiescent system� We then demonstrate the eects of

digitalis poisoning and high extracellular Ca��� We show that both of these two experi�

mental interventions lead to triggered activity� We also show that prolonged pacing can

result in triggered activity�

��� Normal Behaviour

To make the system quiescent� we shift the activation curve� y��v�� which gates the

If currents� by setting the parameter vshift equal to �� mV� The resulting bifurcation

diagram� where Nai is the bifurcation parameter� is shown in Figure ����� Comparing this

bifurcation diagram with the equivalent bifurcation diagram for the pacemaking system

�Figure ����� we see that the normal tonic �ring persists at very low Nai when vshift is set

to �� mV� Much of the calcium�driven tonic �ring also persists� However� normal tonic
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Figure ����� Quiescent version of the DN equations under normal conditions� Bifurcation

diagram shows the voltage v� the intracellular Ca�� concentration Cai� and the period T as

functions of the bifurcation parameter Nai� Under these conditions� the steady state value of

Nai is ��� mM and the system is quiescent� �DN equations� standard parameters with Ki�	��

mM� Kc�Ko� p�	� vshift�
� mV� Af�	��� Cao�
�� mM� ANaK�	���
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�ring disappears at intermediate values of Nai� to be replaced by a stable steady state�

Therefore� under normal conditions� the system is quiescent with Nai resting at ��� mM�

The resting value of Nai is lower than in the pacemaking version because there are no

action potentials and� hence� no rapid Na� in
ux� Simulations of this system �Figure

����� show that it does not yield triggered activity in response to pacing�
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Figure ����� Simulation of the quiescent version of the DN equations under normal conditions in

response to a train of stimuli� Twenty stimuli induce twenty action potentials� followed directly

by a return to quiescence� The stimuli are current pulses of amplitude ��� nA� duration �

msec� and a basic cycle length of ��� msec� The membrane potential v is plotted as a function

of time� �DN equations� standard parameters with Ki�	�� mM� Kc�Ko� p�	� vshift�
� mV�

Af�	��� Cao�
�� mM� ANaK�	���

��� The E�ects of Digitalis Poisoning and High Cao

We simulate the eects of applying digitalis and high extracellular Ca�� concentration

to the quiescent system� We present a table of our results �Table ����� and then discuss

each of the interventions in turn� using the relevant bifurcation diagrams to make sense

of our results�
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Cao���� Cao���� Cao���� Cao���� Cao����

ANaK���� no TA no T�A� short TA long TA bistable
Nai��	 Nai���� Nai��	 Nai��	 Nai��	���

ANaK���� no T�A� short T�A� long T�A� bistable
Nai���� Nai���� Nai���� Nai����$���

ANaK���� short TA long T�A� tonic �ring
Nai���� Nai����� Nai����

ANaK���� long T�A� tonic �ring
Nai����� Nai�����

ANaK���� tonic �ring
Nai�����

Table ���� The type of response to pacing and steady state Nai value �in mM� exhibited by

the quiescent version of the DN equations depends on the amount of digitalis poisoning �ANaK�

and the extracellular Ca�� concentration Cao �in mM�� The bifurcation diagrams using Nai as a

bifurcation parameter are given in Appendix E for the elements of the table shown in bold� �DN

equations� standard parameters with Ki�	�� mM� Kc�Ko� p�	� vshift�
� mV� Af�	��� �no

T�A� � no triggered activity� short T�A� � triggered activity that lasts less than a minute� long

T�A� � triggered activity that lasts for minutes� bistable � system has a stable steady state �ss�

and stable tonic �ring �tf� at the values of Nai indicated �ss!tf�� tonic �ring � calcium�driven

tonic �ring�

High Extracellular Ca�� Concentration

First� we look at the eects of changing the extracellular Ca�� concentration Cao in the

absence of digitalis poisoning� The system has a stable steady state with a resting Nai

value of ��� mM� Referring to the �rst row of Table ��� �ANaK������ we see that the

value of Nai is virtually unaected by a change in Cao� However� the system�s response

to stimuli changes considerably as Cao increases� An examination of the bifurcation

diagrams shown in Figure ���� for several values of Cao will make the reason clear� The

behaviour of the quiescent system parallels the behaviour of the pacemaking system as

Cao increases� The only major dierence is that the region of normal tonic �ring has been

replaced by a stable steady state� Thus� as Cao increases� the subthreshold oscillations
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Figure ����� Quiescent version of the DN equations at various Cao� Bifurcation diagrams show

the voltage v as a function of the bifurcation parameter Nai� The steady state value �Nai�ss��

or approximate value during calcium�driven tonic �ring �Nai�tf�� for Nai is indicated in each

�gure� The positions of the Hopf bifurcations �HB� and the saddle�node of periodics �SNP� are

indicated in panel �a�� �DN equations� standard parameters with Ki�	�� mM� Kc�Ko� p�	�

vshift�
� mV� Af�	��� Cao�
��� ���� ��� or ��� mM� ANaK�	���
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and the region of calcium�driven tonic �ring move to lower values of Nai� Since the

steady state value of Nai does not move� the net result is that the calcium�driven tonic

�ring region approaches the resting value of Nai� Let us examine each of the bifurcation

diagrams of Figure ���� in turn�

In each of the bifurcation diagrams of Figure ����� there is a region of normal tonic

�ring at very low Nai which has been omitted since it is not relevant to our study�

Around Nai�ss� is a region of stable steady states� the normal behaviour expected for the

quiescent �ber� The right�most branch of limit cycles� which contains the region of stable

calcium�driven tonic �ring� arises from two Hopf bifurcation points� At the left end of

this region� the stable and unstable limit cycles coalesce and annihilate each other� This

phenomenon is called a saddle�node bifurcation of limit cycles or saddle�node of periodics

�SNP�� This point is important since it marks the lowest value of Nai at which we can

expect stable calcium�driven tonic �ring for �xed Nai� If Nai is su�ciently close to this

point� we can expect a transient response resembling tonic �ring�

From Figure ����a� where Cao���� mM� we see that the resting value of Nai is far

away from any of the tonic �ring regions and in particular far away from the saddle�node

of periodics �SNP�� As a result� short durations of overdrive� which do not substantially

aect Nai� are quickly followed by a return to rest� as shown in the simulation in Figure

�����

From Figure ����b� where Cao���� mM� we see that the resting value of Nai is much

closer to the SNP� and we might expect the system to exhibit some transient behaviour

that closely resembles the nearby oscillations� In fact� two �spontaneous� spikes follow a

train of directly induced action potentials� as shown in Figure ����a� and are referred to as

triggered activity� From Figure ����b� we see that the triggered activity is a transient form

of calcium�driven �ring� It results from the buildup of Ca�� in the uptake compartment of

the sarcoplasmic reticulum during overdrive �Figure ����d� and the ensuing release from
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Figure ����� Simulation of the quiescent version of the DN equations with Cao���� mM in

response to overdrive� Twenty stimuli induce twenty action potentials� followed directly by two

�spontaneous action potentials �triggered activity�� The stimuli are current pulses of amplitude

��� nA� duration � msec� and a basic cycle length of ��� msec� v� Cai� Caup� and Carel are

plotted as functions of time during overdrive �OD� and triggered activity �TA�� The plot of Cai
vs v shows that triggered activity consists of calcium�driven action potentials� �DN equations�

standard parameters with Ki�	�� mM� Kc�Ko� p�	� vshift�
� mV� Af�	��� Cao���� mM�

ANaK�	���
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the release compartment of the SR �Figure ����e�� The resulting upstroke of Cai �Figure

����c� enhances INaCa �not shown�� which in turn depolarizes the membrane� The changes

in Nai during this whole episode are very small and do not contribute substantially to

the behaviour� In fact� if we �x Nai at its initial value rather than letting it vary� we still

get two spontaneous spikes in response to the same pacing protocol�
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Figure ����� Simulation of the quiescent version of the DN equations with Cao��� mM in

response to overdrive� Three stimuli induce three action potentials� followed directly by about

two minutes of triggered activity �TA� and then a return to quiescence �Q�� The stimuli are

current pulses of amplitude ��� nA� duration � msec� and a basic cycle length of ��� msec� v

and Nai are plotted as functions of time during overdrive �OD� and triggered activity �TA��

The plot of Cai vs v shows that triggered activity consists of calcium�driven action potentials�

�DN equations� standard parameters with Ki�	�� mM� Kc�Ko� p�	� vshift�
� mV� Af�	���

Cao��� mM� ANaK�	���
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When Cao increases to ��� mM� the calcium�driven behaviour shifts even further to

the left in the bifurcation diagram of Figure ����c� and Nai rests just inside of the bistable

region of the bifurcation diagram� Only a few stimuli cause the formerly quiescent system

to exhibit calcium�driven tonic �ring� This �ring persists for a couple of minutes� as shown

in Figure ����a� However� as the �ring continues� Nai decays slowly �Figure ����c�� until

�nally it overshoots the saddle�node of periodics at Nai����� mM and �falls o� the

branch of periodic orbits� The system becomes quiescent and Nai is eventually restored

to its prior resting value of ���� mM�

A further increase of Cao to ��� mM shifts the calcium�driven behaviour even further

to the left� as shown in Figure ����d� The system still has a stable steady state at Nai����

mM and can exhibit calcium�driven tonic �ring �Figure ����a�b�� Only this time� it does

not �fall o� the branch of periodic orbits� Instead Nai decreases slowly� until at Nai����

mM� it achieves a stable oscillation �Figure ����c�� Thus� at Cao���� mM� we have a

truly bistable system capable of quiescence or stable calcium�driven tonic �ring�

Comparing the E�ects of High Cao and Digitalis Poisoning

From the �rst column of Table ��� �Cao���� mM�� we see that inhibition of the Na�K

pump by digitalis has the major eect of increasing the steady state value of Nai in the

quiescent system� Figure ����c shows the bifurcation diagram of the quiescent system

as a function of the bifurcation parameter Nai under digitalis poisoning �ANaK������

A comparison with the equivalent diagram for the unpoisoned system �Figure ����a�

shows that the bifurcation diagram itself is relatively unchanged� Thus� while increasing

Cao causes the saddle�node of periodics to approach the resting value of Nai� digitalis

poisoning causes the resting value of Nai to approach the saddle�node of periodics�

Regardless of whether the saddle�node of periodics approached Nai�ss� or vice versa�

the eect on the response to overdrive is the same� Comparing the bifurcation diagrams
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Figure ����� Simulation of the quiescent version of the DN equations with Cao���� mM in

response to overdrive� Only one stimulus �amplitude ��� nA� duration � msec� is required to

switch this bistable system from quiescence with Nai���� mM to calcium�driven tonic �ring

with Nai���
 mM� v and Nai are plotted as functions of time during the �rst driven action

potential �OD� and triggered activity �TA�� The plot of Cai vs v shows that continuous triggered

activity consists of calcium�driven action potentials� �DN equations� standard parameters with

Ki�	�� mM� Kc�Ko� p�	� vshift�
� mV� Af�	��� Cao���� mM� ANaK�	���

of Figures ����b and ����c� we would expect the same type of response whether we

increased Cao to ��� mM or decreased ANaK to ���� If we apply the same pacing protocol

for ANaK���� as we did for Cao���� mM� we get one �spontaneous� action potential�

shown in Figure ����a� Thus� in both cases �see Figure ����a for comparison�� we get

a small amount of triggered activity following a train of twenty stimuli� If we increase

the number of stimuli� we get more triggered activity �shown in Figure ����b� as the cell
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Figure ����� Quiescent version of the DN equations at various ANaK and Cao� Bifurcation

diagrams show the voltage v as a function of the bifurcation parameter Nai� The steady state

value �Nai�ss�� or approximate value during calcium�driven tonic �ring �Nai�tf�� for Nai is

indicated in each �gure� �DN equations� standard parameters with Ki�	�� mM� Kc�Ko� p�	�

vshift�
� mV� Af�	��� Cao�
�� or ��� mM� ANaK�	�� or ����
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Figure ����� Simulation of the quiescent version of the DN equations with digitalis poisoning

�ANaK����� in response to a train of stimuli� �a� 
� stimuli induce 
� action potentials� followed

by one �spontaneous action potential �triggered activity�� �b� 
� stimuli induce 
� action

potentials� followed by two �spontaneous action potentials� The stimuli are current pulses

of amplitude ��� nA� duration � msec� and a basic cycle length of ��� msec� The membrane

potential v is plotted as a function of time� �DN equations� standard parameters with Ki�	��

mM� Kc�Ko� p�	� vshift�
� mV� Af�	��� Cao�
�� mM� ANaK�����

becomes more overloaded with Ca���

A combination of high Cao and digitalis poisoning promote triggered activity even

more by moving Nai�ss� and the saddle�node of periodics together simultaneously� We see

from Table ���� for instance� that while setting eitherANaK���� or Cao���� mM does not

result in triggered activity� the combination of the two produces short triggered activity

following overdrive� If we set ANaK���� and Cao���� mM simultaneously� we get a new
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behaviour� For these parameters� the system only exhibits stable calcium�driven tonic

�ring� It does not have a stable steady state� We can explain this by referring to Table

��� and the bifurcation diagram for this parameter set �Figure ����d�� For ANaK����

in Table ���� we see that Nai�ss� remains at ���� mM for Cao���� mM and ��� mM� In

Figure ����d� this value of Nai is just slightly to the right of the Hopf bifurcation point at

Nai������ Thus� the anticipated steady state is unstable when Cao���� mM� and only

stable calcium�driven tonic �ring is observed �Figure ������
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Figure ����� The �quiescent version of the DN equations exhibits only calcium�driven tonic

�ring when Cao���� mM and ANaK����� �a� The membrane potential v is plotted as a function

of time� �b� Plotting Cai as a function of v shows that this stable behaviour is calcium�driven

tonic �ring� �DN equations� standard parameters with Ki�	�� mM� Kc�Ko� p�	� vshift�
�

mV� Af�	��� Cao���� mM� ANaK�����

��� The E�ects of Prolonged Overdrive

If we overdrive the quiescent version of the DN equations for a long time� then Nai can

build up signi�cantly� This eect is added to the transient eect due to Caup buildup�

The system may or may not exhibit triggered activity� depending on where the �nal Nai

level is with respect to the calcium�driven tonic �ring region�

If we overdrive the quiescent system with ANaK���� and Cao���� mM at a basic cycle
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length of ��� msec for about ���� seconds� we �nd that Nai plateaus at about ���� mM�

This Nai level is still very far away from the saddle�node of periodics at the beginning of

the calcium�driven tonic �ring region �Figure ������ Therefore� under normal conditions

in the quiescent system� no triggered activity is seen�
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Figure ����� Simulation of the e�ect of prolonged overdrive on the quiescent DN equations

with Cao���� mM� The system is overdriven with rectangular current pulses of amplitude ���

nA� duration � msec� and basic cycle length of ��� msec for 
��� sec� The intracellular Na�

concentration Nai and voltage v are plotted as functions of time� �a� Nai builds up during the

overdrive� eventually reaching a plateau� When overdrive ceases� Nai immediately begins to

decay back to its original level� �b� The last ten seconds of overdrive are shown� followed by

triggered activity� and then a return to quiescence� �DN equations� standard parameters with

Ki�	�� mM� Kc�Ko� p�	� vshift�
� mV� Af�	��� Cao���� mM� ANaK�	���
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When Cao���� mM� triggered activity appears after only a short overdrive� largely

due to the buildup of Caup� Prolonged overdrive results in a Nai plateau at approximately

���� mM �see Figure ����a�� which is quite far into the calcium�driven tonic �ring region

�Figure ����b or E���� Triggered activity begins after the overdrive� as shown in Figure

����b� The frequency of the triggered activity decreases as Nai decreases� qualitatively in

agreement with the period of oscillation predicted by the bifurcation diagram in Figure

E��� The magnitude of the envelope of the Cai oscillations increases� Although this

triggered activity is largely due to a change in the Nai level� viewing it as a mere parameter

change is not accurate for two reasons� First� Nai is decaying quickly� so the changes are

noticeable on the time scale of a few action potentials� Secondly� the buildup of Caup has

a fairly substantial eect on the system� especially just after overdrive ceases� Eventually�

the Nai level overshoots the Nai value at the saddle�node of periodics and the system

becomes quiescent�

�� Examination of the E�ects of Changes in Ki

Here we comment on some of the simpli�cations we made to the DN equations� The ap�

proximations Kc�Ko and p�� have a relatively small eect in that they alter the number

of �spontaneous� spikes following a train of stimuli but not the qualitative behaviour�

Setting Ki���� mM for all of the calculations in
uences the behaviour a bit more� As

discussed earlier� driving the cell at a high frequency and poisoning the system with digi�

talis� thereby inhibiting the Na�K pump� decreases the resting value of Ki� The eects are

only signi�cant under heavy digitalis poisoning or prolonged overdrive� Since Ki varies

slowly� we treat it as a parameter�

We �rst examine the eect of changes in Ki on the �xed points of the system� Figure

����a is a two�parameter continuation of the critical �xed points� including the Hopf
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Figure ����� Two�parameter continuation in �Nai� Ki� of the critical �xed points of the qui�

escent version of the DN equations� The Hopf bifurcation points �HB� and saddle�node points

�SN� are traced out as Nai and Ki vary� Panel �b� is a zoomed in view of panel �a� over a more

restricted range of Ki� �DN equations� standard parameters with Kc�Ko� p�	� vshift�
� mV�

Af�	��� Cao�
�� mM� ANaK�	���
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bifurcation points and the saddle�node points� The range of Ki shown here is not meant

to be biologically realistic� but rather is shown so that we can see how the various points

arise and disappear with increasing Ki� Clearly Ki substantially aects the dynamics

of the DN equations� If we zoom in on a more biological range of values� as shown in

Figure ����b� we see that the positions of the �xed points still depend on Ki� but not

as drastically� We note here that a change from Ki���� mM to Ki���� mM could only

result from a very long overdrive�

The bifurcation diagrams corresponding to these two Ki values are given in Figure

���� where Nai is the bifurcation parameter� The general shape of the curve of �xed

points remains the same as Ki decreases� although the resting potential for Ki���� mM

is somewhat depolarized compared with Ki���� mM� The shape of the leftmost branch

of periodic orbits changes substantially� although this range of Nai is not particularly

relevant to our study� The most important change is in the position of the branch of

calcium�driven oscillations� For low Ki� the branch corresponds to a lower range of Nai�

This means that triggered activity will develop more easily at low Ki� Considering that

the dierence in Ki represents a change nearing �� mM� the two bifurcation diagrams

do not really vary that signi�cantly� One obvious dierence is that for Ki���� mM� the

subthreshold and suprathreshold calcium�driven oscillation regions are not connected�

Instead� the suprathreshold oscillations appear as an isola�� This dierence is not impor�

tant in the context of triggered activity� except that it illustrates that the subthreshold

and suprathreshold oscillations are two distinct phenomena�

A careful examination of the bifurcation diagrams of Figure ���� shows that the saddle

node point moves from Nai������ mM at Ki���� mM to Nai������ mM at Ki���� mM�

�This branch of periodic orbits is not accessible via the continuation method employed by AUTO
from any other branch on this diagram� Rather� one must start with a known branch using a di	erent
parameter value 
for example� Ki���� mM� and then continue the calculation using that parameter as
the bifurcation parameter� say for Nai����� mM� until the correct parameter value 
Ki���� mM� is
reached�
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Figure ����� Quiescent version of the DN equations at normal and low Ki� Bifurcation diagrams

show the voltage v and the intracellular Ca�� concentration Cai as functions of the bifurcation

parameter Nai for �a� Ki�	�� mM and �b� Ki�	�� mM� �DN equations� standard parameters

with Ki�	�� or 	�� mM� Kc�Ko� p�	� vshift�
� mV� Af�	��� Cao�
�� mM� ANaK�	���
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a change in Nai of ��� mM� Since the position of the saddle�node of periodics relative to

the current value of Nai is the crucial determinant of triggered activity� we might expect

Ki variation to have some eects on our results� However� simulations show that Ki does

not vary fast enough during a short overdrive to noticeably in
uence the results� In fact�

a simulation in which the cell was overdriven for ��� seconds at a cycle length of ���

msec �i�e�� ��� cycles� resulted in the same amount of triggered activity �when Cao����

mM� regardless of whether Ki varied or not� In this case� Ki only dropped from ��� mM

to ����� mM� Thus� we would need a much longer overdrive in order for Ki to have a

major eect�

�	 Conclusions

The work in this chapter was based on two very important observations by Varghese and

Winslow� First� they pointed out that the DN equations consist of two subsystems� a

membrane oscillator and a subcellular oscillator� They showed that in a particular range

of Nai� the subcellular oscillator is capable of oscillating even when the voltage is clamped

����� Their second key observation was that the system can exhibit two distinct types

of behaviour� normal tonic �ring and calcium�driven tonic �ring� They suggested that

the latter form of �ring occurs when the subcellular oscillator dominates the pacemaking

mechanism� They showed that DADs occurred transiently just before the membrane

oscillator became entrained by the faster subcellular oscillator ����� Their observations

provided a framework for understanding overdrive excitation or triggered activity in the

context of the interactions of the two oscillators�

Triggered activity is the result of a transition between normal and calcium�driven

tonic �ring� In this work� we have given a mathematical explanation of the eects of

a number of experimental interventions in promoting triggered activity� We saw that
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dierent regions of biological parameter space corresponded with quiescence� normal

tonic �ring� or calcium�driven tonic �ring� While each experimental intervention aected

the system in a dierent way� those that led to triggered activity shifted the system into

or near the region of parameter space corresponding to calcium�driven tonic �ring�

To see how such a transition between normal and calcium�driven tonic �ring might

occur� we examined the stability of the DN equations with respect to the bifurcation

parameter Nai� which varies su�ciently slowly compared to the time course of a few

action potentials that we can treat it as a constant� Using AUTO��� we �rst computed

the bifurcation diagram for the pacemaking version of the equations� It showed a smooth

transition between normal and calcium�driven tonic �ring as Nai increased� By plotting

v versus Cai� we ascertained which ranges of Nai corresponded with normal and calcium�

driven tonic �ring by determining whether the v or Cai upstroke came �rst� For normal

values of Nai� the system exhibits normal tonic �ring� As Nai increases� the subcellular

oscillator starts to dominate in the transition region� Eventually� the system is entrained

by the subcellular oscillator� resulting in calcium�driven tonic �ring�

At higher Nai values� the Ca�� oscillator continues to drive the system� but the tonic

�ring eventually gives way to subthreshold calcium�driven membrane oscillations� By

comparing the bifurcation diagrams for the full system and the voltage�clamped sub�

cellular oscillator� we saw that these subthreshold oscillations are due to the intrinsic

oscillations of the voltage�clamped subsystem� The calcium�driven tonic �ring� how�

ever� is not due to the intrinsic oscillations of the subcellular oscillator alone� but rather

to the interaction of the two subsystems� The feedback between the two subsystems is

bidirectional� The Ca�� oscillations are driven by the in
ux of Ca�� during the action po�

tentials� while the action potentials are driven by intracellular Ca�� oscillations resulting

from calcium�induced calcium release from the sarcoplasmic reticulum� This bidirection�

ality is a key feature of triggered activity �and the related phenomenon of spontaneous
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secondary spiking� since it allows the system to respond dierently to dierent types of

overdrive�

We also computed the bifurcation diagram for the quiescent version of the DN equa�

tions� which looks similar to that for the pacemaking system except that the region of

normal tonic �ring is largely absent� Thus� the calcium�driven tonic �ring arises suddenly

from normal tonic �ring via a saddle�node of periodics bifurcation� To the right of the

saddle�node of periodics� the system is actually bistable� exhibiting either calcium�driven

tonic �ring or quiescence�

The appearance of calcium�driven action potentials depends on how close the current

Nai value is to the transition region in the pacemaking version or the saddle�node of

periodics in the quiescent version of the DN equations� If Nai is to the right of the

transition region or saddle�node of periodics� we expect to see calcium�driven action

potentials� If Nai is just to the left of these regions� transient calcium�driven action

potentials may occur in response to short periods of overdrive which can lead to calcium

overload�

Thus� interventions that place Nai close to or in the region of calcium�driven tonic

�ring will promote triggered activity� Under normal circumstances� Nai is su�ciently

small that only normal action potentials occur� Certain interventions� such as very long

periods of overdrive� lead to either an increase in Nai or a shift in the calcium�driven tonic

�ring region to lower values of Nai� If the buildup of Nai during overdrive places Nai

in the calcium�driven tonic �ring region� then we expect to see a relatively long train of

calcium�driven action potentials when the overdrive ceases as Nai slowly decays back to

its original value� In the pacemaking system� we refer to this calcium�driven tonic �ring

as �overdrive excitation� since the natural rhythms of the system are �overdriven�� In the

quiescent system� we refer to it as �triggered activity�� If the initial drive fails to place

Nai in the calcium�driven �ring region� we still may see a few transient calcium�driven
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spikes due to temporary calcium overload�

Another way to increase Nai to a higher value is by poisoning the Na�K pump with

digitalis� We showed that inhibition of the Na�K pump did not signi�cantly alter the

bifurcation diagram for either the quiescent or pacemaking DN equations� However�

simulation of the systems showed that Nai rested at a much higher pseudo�steady state

value� The net result was that Nai ended up resting much closer to �or inside of� the

calcium�driven tonic �ring region� Our simulations showed that calcium�driven �ring was

more likely to result in response to pacing when the Na�K pump was inhibited� Thus

inhibition of the Na�K pump promotes overdrive excitation and triggered activity by

increasing Nai�

High Cao promotes overdrive excitation and triggered activity in a dierent way� By

enhancing Ca�� in
ux and reducing Ca�� extrusion by the Na�Ca exchanger� it results in

calcium overload at lower values of Nai� Thus� rather than shifting Nai to higher values�

it shifted the calcium�driven tonic �ring region to the left in the bifurcation diagrams for

both the quiescent and pacemaking systems� The net result� nevertheless� was that Nai

ended up resting closer to the calcium�driven tonic �ring region� Again our simulations

showed that calcium�driven tonic �ring was more likely to occur in response to pacing

when Cao was high�

A combination of overdrive� inhibition of the Na�K pump� and high Cao will promote

the occurrence of calcium�driven action potentials more than any one of these mecha�

nisms alone� They all enhance calcium overload� Many other interventions� such as the

application of catecholamines or caeine� also can result in calcium overload� They may

do this by enhancing the in
ux of Ca�� during each action potential� decreasing the

cell�s ability to extrude Ca��� changing the dynamics of the sarcoplasmic reticulum so it

becomes overloaded more easily� or� as in the case of high frequency overdrive� simply by

causing more Ca�� to enter the cell by increasing the rate of the action potentials�
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We focussed on digitalis�induced triggered activity in particular because it is thought

to play a role in the generation of certain cardiac arrhythmias� While digitalis glycosides

are used to treat cardiac disorders such as congestive heart failure� too high a dose of

digitalis can lead to digitalis toxicity which can result in any one of a number of rhythm

disturbances� Hypercalcemia� which we can interpret as high Cao� has also been known

to contribute to the occurrence of digitalis toxicity� Perhaps a better understanding of

the mechanisms responsible for triggered activity will eventually help lead to prevention

of some of the dangerous symptoms associated with digitalis toxicity�

Finally� we comment on some of the inadequacies of the DN equations� As mentioned

earlier� a latent conservation principle in the DN equations results in a degeneracy� which�

unless corrected� can cause di�culty with certain numerical schemes ���� ���� Fixing one

of the slowly varying variables� namely Ki� removes this problem and simpli�es the DN

equations at the same time�

The more serious problems with the DN equations involve the Ca�� dynamics� A

comparison of the simulations of triggered activity in this report �e�g�� Figure ����b�

with experimental results such as the one presented in Figure ��� reveals two major

shortcomings of the DN equations� First� the frequency of triggered activity in the DN

equations is far too low� In Figure ����b� triggered activity occurs at a much slower rate

than the rate of pacing during overdrive� However� in real experiments� triggered activity

tends to occur at a rate as fast or faster than the overdrive rate� The rate of triggered

activity in the DN equations re
ects the rate of oscillation in the subcellular oscillator�

which is much too slow�

Another dierence between the behaviour seen in Figures ����b and ��� is the lack of

DADs in the simulations� The Cai spikes are too large in the DN equations and generally

result in all�or�none action potentials� The CICR mechanism in the SR does not exhibit

graded Ca�� release� In the next chapter� we will discuss some speci�c inadequacies of
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the Ca�� dynamics in the DN equations and the current eorts towards improving the

Ca�� dynamics in cardiac models�



Chapter 	

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this thesis� we examined two biological models� both of which are capable of generating

�spontaneous� action potentials following high frequency or lengthy durations of pacing�

The �rst was the Kepler and Marder �KM� model ���� of spontaneous secondary spiking

in the lateral gastric neuron of the stomatogastric ganglion of a crab� The second was

the quiescent version of the DiFrancesco�Noble �DN� equations ����� which can exhibit

cardiac triggered activity under certain conditions� Here� we compare the two models and

discuss the common features which are essential to producing the �spontaneous� action

potentials� Also� we discuss some problems with the Ca�� dynamics of the DiFrancesco�

Noble equations and what is being done to rectify them�

	� Comparison of the KM Model and the DN Equations

On the surface� the rather simple KM model and the extremely complex DN equations

do not appear to have much in common� However� if we treat the slowly varying variable

Nai as a bifurcation parameter in the quiescent version of the DN equations and the

parameter Is as a bifurcation parameter in the KM model� we see that their bifurcation

diagrams have a few common features�

While the DN equations only have a single branch of steady states and the KM

model has two such branches� both models only have a single stable steady state for

low to intermediate values of their bifurcation parameter� As the bifurcation parameter

increases in each model� two periodic orbits� one stable and one unstable� arise via a

���
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saddle�node of periodics �SNP� bifurcation� To the right of the SNP� the stable steady

state coexists with the stable limit cycle� If the bifurcation parameter is in this bistable

region� the system is capable of either quiescence or stable tonic �ring� To the left of the

SNP� the system always must return to the resting potential since� based on numerical

evidence� the steady state seems to be the only stable behaviour there�

Each model will respond to pacing in one of three ways� depending on where the

bifurcation parameter sits with respect to the SNP� For very low values of the bifurcation

parameter far to the left of the SNP� they will return directly to steady state following

pacing� In the bistable region to the right of the SNP� minimal pacing will likely switch

the behaviour from quiescence to stable tonic �ring� Just to the left of the SNP� the

system is �on the verge� of oscillating and� therefore� is capable of transiently exhibiting

a few action potentials following appropriate stimulation� These action potentials� which

typically follow high frequency or lengthy durations of pacing� are called �spontaneous

secondary spikes� in the KM model and �cardiac triggered activity� in the DN equations�

Depending on how close the bifurcation parameter is to the SNP and on the type of

pacing� these trains of �spontaneous� action potentials can persist for a long time� but

will eventually be followed by quiescence�

Both models can be divided into two subsystems� an excitable subsystem representing

the fast dynamics of the action potentials and a second subsystem capable of some kind

of slow buildup in response to pacing� The feedback between the two subsystems is

bidirectional� Fast action potentials must result in the requisite buildup in the slower

subsystem� so that the slower subsystem can respond appropriately to dierent types of

pacing� The slower subsystemmust be able to trigger an inward current which depolarizes

the excitable subsystem to produce a �spontaneous� action potential�

We showed that the �D Hodgkin�Huxley type excitable subsystem in the KM model

can be reduced to a couple of dierent �D subsystems without aecting the ability of
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the resulting �D zFN or MEP models to produce spontaneous secondary spiking� Thus�

the exact form of the action potentials is not a crucial element of the model� although

their duration is important for spontaneous secondary spiking� This suggests that the

full complexity of the action potential dynamics in the DN equations is not necessary for

triggered activity�

The slow subsystem of the KM model simply consists of a single gating variable z

which directly modulates the inward current responsible for triggering �spontaneous�

action potentials� It remembers high frequency or lengthy pacing by building up during

action potentials and decaying in between action potentials� The result is that the inward

current Iz tends to be at least partly turned on most of the time� except when the system

is quiescent� The biophysical interpretation of this current is unclear� although it has

been suggested that it may be some kind of inward Ca�� current or Ca���dependent

inward current� The latter interpretation would indicate that the intracellular Ca��

concentration remains high for extended periods of time�

However� a continuously high intracellular Ca�� concentration is not appropriate in a

model for cardiac triggered activity� In a cardiac model� Cai is maintained at low levels

except for temporary elevations due to calcium�induced calcium release� Therefore� the

slower subsystem in the DN equations is necessarily more complicated than in the KM

model since it must allow for a slow buildup separate from the inward current mechanism

which triggers the �spontaneous� action potentials� The slower subsystem� referred to as

the subcellular oscillator� regulates Cai by pumping it out of the cell or taking it up into

the sarcoplasmic reticulum �SR�� Driving the cell can result in calcium overload and the

subsequent spontaneous calcium�induced calcium release from the SR which activates

the net inward INaCa responsible for triggered activity�

While the subcellular oscillator in the DN equations can oscillate on its own in a

certain range of Nai� triggered activity is not due to these intrinsic oscillations� but to
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the interaction of the subcellular oscillator and the membrane oscillator in a dierent

range of Nai� Similarly� in the KM model� spontaneous secondary spiking results from

the interaction of the excitable subsystem and the slower subsystem� neither of which

would be oscillating on their own� The synchronization that results from this mutual

interaction may prevent cardiac cells from escaping entrainment during high frequency

pacing�

The appearance of spontaneous secondary spikes or triggered activity depends on how

close the bifurcation parameter is to the SNP� Serotonin may promote the occurrence of

spontaneous secondary spiking by shifting the bifurcation parameter Is closer to the SNP

or by increasing the magnitude of the parameter ks� which controls the position of the

SNP and the rate at which Iz builds up� Similarly� in the DN equations� triggered activity

may be promoted by increasing Cao� which shifts the SNP to a lower Nai value� or by

digitalis poisoning� which increases the resting value of Nai�

We should note that Nai is not a true parameter� but can be increased by lengthy

pacing so that it ends up in the bistable region of the bifurcation diagram� In this case�

triggered activity will result partly due to temporary calcium overload as it does when

Nai is to the left of the SNP� but mostly due to the fact that Nai transiently sits in a

region of stable tonic �ring� When Nai eventually decays past the SNP� the system will

return to resting potential�

The behaviour seen for the quiescent DN equations persists in the pacemaking ver�

sion� Instead of an SNP� the bifurcation diagram for the pacemaking version contains a

transition region between normal and calcium�driven tonic �ring� The same interventions

which result in triggered activity in the quiescent version can lead to transient or tonic

calcium�driven �ring in the pacemaking version� which can be referred to as triggered

activity or overdrive excitation�
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	� Biological Implications

While the phenomena of spontaneous secondary spiking and triggered activity are fas�

cinating in their own right� their occurrence also has important biological implications�

For instance� the number of spontaneous secondary spikes generated in the peripheral

spike initiation zone in the lateral gastric axon of a crab depends on the duration and

frequency of the incoming spike train initiated in the soma� The number of spontaneous

secondary spikes also is controlled by the level of serotonin present� Since the sponta�

neous secondary spikes prolong the contraction of some of the muscles controlling the

lateral teeth of the gastric mill� these extra spikes may be an important signal processing

mechanism whereby the crab controls the movement of its teeth�

Since several dierent models exhibit spontaneous secondary spiking despite the fact

that the shape of their action potentials are dierent� this phenomenon is generic� We

demonstrated that models in as few as three dimensions� consisting of a two�dimensional

excitable subsystem plus a one�dimensional slow inward current� can exhibit spontaneous

secondary spiking� We also showed that the relative time constants of the fast and slow

subsystems were crucial determinants of this kind of model�s behaviour�

The simplicity of this ionic mechanism suggests that the phenomenon may be found

in many other types of cells and play important roles in dierent types of biological

systems� In fact� there is a qualitatively similar phenomenon called triggered activity in

cardiac cells� Our understanding of spontaneous secondary spiking suggests that although

the cardiac model is extremely complicated� all of the extra details are not required

to understand the essential nature of triggered activity� Instead� we should look for

interaction of an excitable subsystem �the membrane oscillator� and another subsystem

containing a slow variable �the subcellular oscillator�� By looking at the dynamics of

the subcellular oscillator and comparing them with the full system� we saw that the
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calcium�driven �ring or triggered activity resulted from the mutual interaction of the

two oscillators� rather than being driven by the subcellular oscillator alone� This mutual

interaction appears to be a crucial factor in the occurrence of this type of rate�dependent

activity� since it allows the system to respond to dierent types of stimuli to dierent

degrees�

An understanding of delayed afterdepolarization�induced triggered activity is impor�

tant from a clinical perspective because it is thought to play a role in the generation of

a number of cardiac arrhythmias� In this work� we focussed on the eects of digitalis

in promoting triggered activity� since it clearly has been shown to promote DADs and

triggered activity in vitro� Digitalis glycosides have been used for decades to treat cardiac

disorders such as congestive heart failure� However� too high a dose of digitalis can lead to

digitalis toxicity� which can result in rhythm disturbances such as atrial and ventricular

premature complexes� ventricular bigeminy� and ventricular tachycardia� Digitalis toxic�

ity is more frequent in patients with hypokalemia �low �K���� hypomagnesia �low �Mg�����

or hypercalcemia �high �Ca����� While triggered activity has not been identi�ed in vivo�

many characteristics of DAD�induced triggered activity� such as their response to various

pacing protocols and drugs� support their role in some types of cardiac arrhythmias�

We have examined the mathematical eects of a number of experimental interven�

tions known to promote triggered activity in vitro� Our analysis suggests that transient

triggered activity is likely to occur when the biological parameters lie close to a critical

bifurcation point �saddle�node of periodics for the quiescent DN equations� in biological

parameter space� If the parameters are pushed past this bifurcation point� we may see

calcium�driven �ring for an extended period of time� This implies that experimental

interventions that are known to lead to triggered activity in vitro may be altering the

relative positions of a particular parameter value and an important saddle�node of pe�

riodics bifurcation� We have shown that while application of high extracellular calcium
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concentration and digitalis have dierent eects on the system� they both can lead to

triggered activity by bringing the parameter value and the saddle�node of periodics closer

together� Similarly� lengthy overdrive results in a transient increase in Nai which may

place Nai close enough to the saddle�node of periodics to result in triggered activity�

Since the system can respond with a few transient calcium�driven action potentials when

it is near the saddle�node of periodics� we can see why short drives are sometimes ad�

equate for producing triggered activity while at other times long drives are necessary�

Similar results hold for the pacemaking system except that the system must be close to

the transition region between normal and calcium�driven tonic �ring rather than near

a saddle�node of periodics for triggered activity or overdrive excitation to occur� Thus�

to understand when triggered activity might occur� it is important to �nd the point in

parameter space where calcium�driven �ring �rst occurs and to see how various experi�

mental interventions change the biological parameters relative to this point� Hopefully

this work will provide experimentalists with a framework within which they can interpret

their experimental results�

	� Cardiac Ca�� Dynamics and the DN Equations

Some aspects of our simulations of triggered activity in the DN equations did not match

experimental observations� First� the rate of triggered activity in the simulations was

too low� Also� the amplitudes of the Cai oscillations were too high� resulting in very

sharp upstrokes of the �spontaneous� action potentials� Furthermore� we did not observe

graded Ca�� release� Instead� the Cai spikes were �all or nothing� so that they only

resulted in full action potentials� not delayed afterdepolarizations of various sizes� These

discrepancies are the result of shortcomings in the Ca�� modeling in the DN equations�

The Ca�� subsystem in the DN equations is a phenomenological model� and� hence�
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fails to capture the biophysical details of the mechanisms involved ����� A number of

aspects of the Ca�� subsystem should be updated� especially the dynamics of the currents

in the SR� We already have removed the voltage�dependent gating variable p from Itr�

the current 
owing between the uptake and release compartments of the SR� The uptake

current for the SR� Iup� should be replaced by a SR Ca
���ATPase �SERCA pump� of the

form Iup � K�Cai
��K�

�  Cai
��� as in ����� ����� and ����� The calcium�induced calcium

release current� Irel� also needs to be updated to re
ect the dynamics of the ryanodine

receptor �RyR�� although there is no consensus yet on exactly how it should be modeled�

A number of models have been developed to address the issue of �adaptation� of the

RyR �e�g�� ���� and ����� in response to some experiments by Gyorke and Fille ����� where

they showed that incremental steps in Cai can result in incremental release of Ca�� from

the RyR�

Besides the SR currents� the question of SR and cell geometry must be addressed� For

instance� there is reason to believe that Ca�� may be released into a restricted subspace of

the cytoplasm by the SR� resulting in higher local Ca�� concentrations ���� ���� Another

issue not addressed by the DN equations is the existence of Ca�� buers in the cytoplasm

and SR�

Some of the membrane currents� such as IsiCa and INaCa� also need updating ����� In

addition� some of the inward current responsible for triggered activity may be carried by

a nonspeci�c Ca���activated current ����� which should be incorporated into the model�

Many of these issues have been addressed in a recent model of the ventricular myocyte

by Jafri� Rice� and Winslow ����� Even so� the model still does not exhibit graded Ca��

release� Stern has considered this issue and has suggested that all cell models in which the

L�type Ca�� current and the ryanodine�sensitive Ca�� release channel current empty into

a common Ca�� pool cannot exhibit graded Ca�� release ����� According to Winslow �����

current thinking is that release of Ca�� from the SR is under �local control�� Since each
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L�type Ca�� channel in the sarcolemmal membrane is close to a small number of RyR

Ca�� release channels� there is a high probability that each of these RyR Ca�� release

channels will open when the corresponding L�type Ca�� channel opens� Thus� if the total

Ca�� release is computed by averaging across all of the sets of RyR Ca�� release channels�

then Ca�� release as a function of membrane potential would be graded� Winslow has

developed stochastic computational models to test this hypothesis and has found it to be

true ����� Unfortunately such models can only be studied using Monte Carlo simulation

techniques� How these types of models might be simpli�ed so that they can be described

by a system of dierential equations is still an open question�

Another question worth considering is whether the oscillatory release of Ca�� from

the SR is merely an arrhythmogenic event or whether it has a functional value� Diaz et

al� ���� have suggested that these Ca�� oscillations may remove Ca�� from the cell under

conditions of Ca�� overload in a very e�cient way� In our simulations of the DN equa�

tions� we have seen a noticeable buildup of Ca�� inside the uptake compartment of the

SR during overdrive as it tries to regulate the cytosolic Ca�� concentration� Following

overdrive� the oscillatory release of Ca�� that gives rise to triggered activity is accom�

panied by a fairly rapid decay in the Ca�� concentration in the uptake compartment of

the SR as Ca�� is pumped out of the cell by the Na�Ca exchanger� Thus� it is possible

that the cell is trying to alleviate the problem of Ca�� overload by releasing Ca�� in

this oscillatory manner� thereby minimizing any increase of diastolic tension due to the

calcium overload �����
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Appendix A

KEPLER AND MARDER�S MODEL OF SPONTANEOUS SECONDARY

SPIKING

Kepler and Marder�s model of spontaneous secondary spiking ���� is given by

C
�v

�t
 IHH�v�m� h� n�� zIs � �

��v

�x�
� Iapp�t�� �A��a�

�m

�t
� �m�v����m�� �m�v�m� �A��b�

�h

�t
� �h�v���� h�� �h�v�h� �A��c�

�n

�t
� �n�v���� n�� �n�v�n� �A��d�

�z

�t
� ks���v � VT �� z� �A��e�

where

IHH � !gNam
�h�v � vNa�  !gKn

��v � vK�  !gL�v � vL� �A��f�

and

��v � VT � �

���
��
� v � VT � ��
� v � VT 	 ��

�A��g�

The parameters are given by

vNa � �� mV� vK � ��� mV� vL � ����� mV�

!gNa � ��� mmho$cm�� !gK � �� mmho$cm�� !gL � ��� mmho$cm��

C � � �F�� ks � ��� ms��� VT � ��� mV�

���
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The �s and �s have the voltage dependencies�
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The equations for m� h� and n also can be written as
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Figure A��� Voltage dependence of �a� the activation curves m��v�� h��v�� and n��v� and

�b� the time constants 	m�v�� 	h�v�� and 	n�v� in Kepler and Marder�s model�



Appendix B

GUIDE TO BIFURCATION DIAGRAMS

In this appendix� we brie
y introduce some terminology from dynamical systems theory�

We explain the concept of a bifurcation diagram and describe the main features seen in

the bifurcation diagrams in this work� More information on dynamical systems theory

and bifurcation diagrams can be found in �����

The behaviour of a system is described by the time courses of a number of depen�

dent variables called state variables� which describe the states of the system� such as the

membrane potential� the intracellular Ca�� concentration� and so forth� The ranges of

possible values for these state variables are referred to as the state space of the system�

The system of ordinary dierential equations describing the behaviour of the state vari�

ables may contain a number of parameters� The numerical values of these parameters

in
uence the qualitative and quantitative behaviour of the system� For any given set of

parameters� the system will exhibit a certain set of behaviours� such as steady states or

limit cycles� either of which may be stable or unstable� An example of a stable limit cycle

is the tonic �ring mode in the Hodgkin�Huxley equations� while the resting potential is

a stable steady state�

Steady states also are called �xed points� equilibrium points� or singular points� A

locally stable �attracting� �xed point is called a sink or� in two dimensions� a stable

node or spiral� A locally unstable �repelling� �xed point is called a source or� in two

dimensions� an unstable node or spiral� If the �xed point attracts in certain directions

and repels in others� it is called a saddle�

���
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The set of all possible parameter values is called parameter space� As the set of

values of the parameters moves through parameter space� the behaviour of the system

changes� In many cases� the change may not be radical �i�e�� a quantitative change only��

For instance� the shape or amplitude of a limit cycle may change as we vary a certain

parameter� In other cases� the behaviour may change qualitatively� and we say that a

bifurcation has occurred� For instance� in the Hodgkin�Huxley equations� if we increase

the amplitude of an applied current� at a certain amplitude� the �xed point will change

from stable to unstable and a limit cycle will appear� We call the point in parameter

space where such a qualitative change occurs the bifurcation point�

A one�parameter bifurcation diagram is a diagram that shows the stability charac�

teristics of the system� including stationary and oscillatory states ��xed points and limit

cycles�� over a range of one particular parameter� called the bifurcation parameter� Fig�

ure B�� is an example of a typical one�parameter bifurcation diagram� In panel �a�� the

state variable v �membrane potential� is plotted on the y�axis and the bifurcation pa�

rameter Is is plotted on the x�axis� A separate bifurcation diagram can be plotted for

each state variable in the system� Thus� a second state variable z is plotted versus Is in

panel �b�� Panel �c� indicates the periods of the limit cycles at each value of Is�

All of these bifurcation diagrams were produced using the numerical bifurcation pack�

age AUTO�� ���� via the XPPAUT interface ����� This package computes curves or

branches of �xed points and limit cycles that show how the �xed points and limit cycles

change as the bifurcation parameter is varied� Stable �xed points �sinks� are indicated

by solid lines� while unstable �xed points �sources or saddles� are indicated by dashed

lines� The �lled circles denote the maximum and minimum amplitudes of stable limit

cycles� while the open circles refer to unstable limit cycles�

Thus� Figure B�� indicates that when Is��� the system of equations has a single stable

�xed point� At Is��� the system still has a stable �xed point� but also has two unstable
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Figure B��� Typical one�parameter bifurcation diagrams produced by AUTO� using Is as

the bifurcation parameter� The projections of the �xed points and limit cycles onto v and z

and the period T of the limit cycles are shown� Stable �unstable� �xed points are indicated

by solid �dashed� lines� The maximum and minimum of the stable �unstable� limit cycles are

indicated by �lled �open� circles� �HC � homoclinic connection� HB � Hopf bifurcation� SN �

saddle�node� SNP � saddle�node of periodics��

�xed points� At Is��� the system now has two stable �xed points� one unstable �xed

point� and an unstable limit cycle� The system behaves qualitatively dierently for each

of the parameter values considered� The transitions between dierent types of qualitative
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behaviours occur at the bifurcation points� marked SN� SNP� HB� and HC in Figure B���

The bifurcation point marked SN is called a saddle�node point or limit point� At

a saddle�node point� two �xed points approach each other� collide� and then annihilate

each other� In the prototypical example of this type of bifurcation� one �xed point is a

saddle and the other is a node� hence the name saddle�node bifurcation� At the saddle�

node point SN in Figure B��� two unstable �xed points are created or destroyed as Is is

increased or decreased� respectively�

Another common bifurcation is called a Hopf bifurcation �HB�� At a Hopf bifurcation�

the stability of the �xed point changes and small amplitude oscillations arise� Thus�

in Figure B��� we see that as Is decreases past the HB point� the stable �xed point

suddenly becomes unstable and small stable limit cycles arise� These limit cycles grow

in amplitude�

At the point marked SNP� the stable limit cycle coalesces with an unstable limit cycle

and they both disappear� When two limit cycles coalesce and annihilate each other like

this� it is called a saddle�node of periodics �SNP�� a saddle�node bifurcation of cycles� or

a fold�

The unstable limit cycles arising from the SNP grow in amplitude as Is increases and

then suddenly disappear at the bifurcation point HC� At this point� the unstable limit

cycle touches the saddle point and becomes a homoclinic orbit �an orbit that begins and

ends at the saddle point�� This kind of bifurcation is called a homoclinic connection

�HC�� a homoclinic bifurcation� or a saddle�loop�

We have seen that if we �x all but one of the parameters of a system� a bifurcation will

occur at a particular value of the bifurcation parameter� A two�parameter bifurcation

diagram allows us to see where this bifurcation occurs if two parameters are allowed to

vary at once� The two�parameter bifurcation diagram in Figure B�� shows how the Hopf

bifurcation �HB� points move as two parameters� P� and P�� are varied� When P������
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there are HB points for two dierent values of P�� As P� increases� the positions of these

HB points shifts with respect to P� until they coalesce and disappear near P������
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Figure B��� Typical two�parameter bifurcation diagram produced by AUTO�� showing how

the Hopf bifurcation points move in parameter space as parameters P� and P� are varied�

Lastly� we should mention that if our system of equations describes only two variables�

say x and y� we can represent their dynamics by a plot of x versus y called a phase

portrait� In the phase portrait� we would plot the two curves describing dxdt � � and

dydt � �� which are called the x and y nullclines� These curves separate regions of

increasing and decreasing x and y� respectively� Their intersections describe the �xed

points of the system� since dxdt � dydt � � there� Finally� we should mention that in

a three�dimensional system� the equations dxdt � �� dydt � �� and dzdt � � describe

the nullsurfaces for x� y� and z�
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THE DIFRANCESCO�NOBLE EQUATIONS

The DiFrancesco�Noble �DN� equations ���� are a system of �� ordinary dierential equa�

tions describing the electrical activity of a mammalian cardiac Purkinje �ber� The version

listed here was taken from the Appendix of Varghese and Winslow �����

C� The Equations

d v

dt
�

��
Cm
�IfK  IfNa IK  IK�  Ito  IbNa

 INaK  INaCa  INa  IbCa  IsiCa  IsiK�� �C��a�

d y

dt
� �y�v  vshift� �� � y�� �y�v  vshift� y� �C��b�

d x

dt
� �x�v���� x�� �x�v�x� �C��c�

d r

dt
� �r�v� ��� r�� �r�v� r� �C��d�

dm

dt
� �m�v� �� �m�� �m�v�m� �C��e�

d h

dt
� �h�v� ��� h� � �h�v�h� �C��f�

d d

dt
� �d�v� ��� d� � �d�v� d� �C��g�

d f

dt
� �f �v� ��� f�� �f�v� f� �C��h�

d p

dt
� �p�v� ��� p�� �p�v� p� �C��i�

d f�
dt

� �f��Cai��� � f��� �f��Cai�f�� �C��j�

dNai
dt

�
��
ViF

�IfNa  IbNa  �INaK  �INaCa  INa�� �C��k�

���
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dKi

dt
�

��
ViF

�IfK  IK  IK�  Ito � �INaK  IsiK�� �C��l�

dKc

dt
�

�

VeF
�IfK  IK  IK�  Ito � �INaK  IsiK��DK�Kc �Ko�� �C��m�

dCai
dt

�
��
�ViF

�IbCa � �INaCa  IsiCa  Iup � Irel�� �C��n�

dCaup
dt

�
�

�VupF
�Iup � Itr�� �C��o�

dCarel
dt

�
�

�VrelF
�Itr � Irel�� �C��p�

The ionic currents in the above equations are de�ned in Table C�� and the relevant

reversal potentials in Table C���

The equations for the gating variables �C��b � C��j� have been written in the form

d x

dt
� �x��� x�� �xx �C���

where �x and �x are given in Table C��� An alternative formulation for the gating

equations is

d x

dt
�

x� � x

�x
�C���

where x� � �x��x  �x� and �x � ���x  �x�� The activation curve x� and time

constant �x are plotted for each of the nine gating variables in Figures C�� to C���

The parameter values listed in Table C�� are considered to be the standard parameter

set� The �xed parameters in the top part of the table were taken directly from the

Appendix of Varghese and Winslow ����� The extracellular ion concentrations were chosen

to match Ferrier and Moe�s experiments on canine cardiac Purkinje �bers ���� ���� These

can be adjusted to simulate experimental protocols� We also use a number of scaling

factors �vshift� Af � ANaK� to adjust the behaviour of the model� In Table C��� they are

set to values corresponding to a pacing �ber under normal conditions�
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Hyperpolarization activated K� current�
IfK � Af

Kc

Kc�kmf
GfK�v � EK�y

Hyperpolarization activated Na� current�
IfNa � Af

Kc

Kc�kmf
GfNa�v � ENa�y

Time�dependent �delayed� K� current�
IK �

IKmax

��� �Ki �Kce
�v��RT�F ��x

Time�dependent �background� K� current�
IK� � GK��

Kc

Kc�kmK�
�� v�EK

��e�v�EK������RT��F � �

Transient outward K� current�
Ito � ��������  

Kc

kmto�Kc
�� Cai

kact	�Cai
�� v���

��e�����v����
��Kie

����v �Kce
�����v�r

Background Na� current�
IbNa � GbNa�v � ENa�

Fast Na� current�
INa � GNa�v � Emh�m�h

Background Ca�� current�
IbCa � GbCa�v � ECa�

Slow inward Ca�� current�

IsiCa � �PCadff��
�v�	����RT�F �

��e��v������RT��F �
��Caie	���RT��F ��Caoe

��v�	����RT��F ��

Slow inward K� current�

IsiK � PCaKPCadff��
�v�	����RT�F �

��e��v������RT�F �
��Kie

	���RT�F ��Kce
��v�	����RT�F ��

Sodium�potassium exchange pump current�
INaK � ANaKINaKmax�

Kc

Kc�kmK
�� Nai

Nai�kmNa
�

Sodium�calcium exchanger current�

INaCa � kNaCa
e�v��RT�F �Na�iCao�e

������v��RT�F �Na�oCai
��dNaCa�Na�oCai�Na�iCao�

Ca�� uptake from cytosol to SR uptake store�

Iup �
�ViF
�up

Cai�
Caup�Caup

Caup
�

Ca�� transfer from SR uptake store to release store�
Itr �

�VrelF
�tr

p�Caup � Carel�
Ca�� release from SR release store to cytosol�

Irel �
�VrelF
�rel

Carel�
Ca�i

Ca�i�k
�
mCa
�

Table C��� Currents in the DiFrancesco�Noble equations�
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Reversal potential for IfNa and IbNa� ENa �
RT
F
ln�Nao

Nai
�

Reversal potential for INa � Emh �
RT
F
ln�Nao�����Kc

Nai�����Ki
�

K� reversal potential� EK �
RT
F
ln�Kc

Ki
�

Ca�� reversal potential� ECa �
RT
�F ln�

Cao
Cai
�

Table C��� Reversal potentials in the DiFrancesco�Noble equations�

�y�v� � ����e
������v�vshift���� �y�v� �

v�vshift���
��e�����v�vshift�	��

�x�v� �
��	e���
���v����

��e������v����
�x�v� �

���e������v����

��e����	�v����

�r�v� � �����e�v��� �r�v� �
��

��e��v�����


�m�v� �
����v����

��e�����v�	��
�m�v� � ����e����	�v��

�h�v� � ��e�����	�v��	� �h�v� �
����

�����e�����v����

�d�v� �
���v��
�

��e��v����	
�d�v� �

���v��
�
e�v��������

�f �v� �
��	�v����
e�v��	��	��

�f �v� �
	�

��e��v��	��	

�p�v� �
���	�v����
e�v��	��	��

�p�v� �
	

��e��v��	��	

�f��Cai� � � �f��Cai� �
	Cai
kmf�

Table C��� De�nitions of � and � for the gating variables in the DiFrancesco�Noble
equations�
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Fixed Parameters

Cm ����� �F IKmax ����� nA
Caup ��� mM INaKmax ����� nA
DK ��� PCa ���� nA$mM
dNaCa ����� PCaK ����
GbCa ���� �S � ���
GbNa ���� �S �up ����� sec
GfK ��� �S �tr � sec
GfNa ��� �S �rel ����� sec
GK� ����� �S F ����� C$mol
GNa ����� �S R ������� mJ$�mol K�
kact� ������ mM T ����� K
kmCa ����� mM radius ���� mm
kmf ���� mM length ��� mm
kmf� ����� mM V ��radius���length�
kmK ��� mM Vecs ���
kmK� ����� mM Ve VecsV
kmNa ���� mM Vi ��� Vecs�V
kmto ���� mM Vup ����Vi
kNaCa ���� nA Vrel ����Vi

Adjustable Parameters

Cao ��� mM vshift ��� mV
Ko ��� mM Af ���
Nao ����� mM ANaK ���

Table C��� Standard parameter set for the DiFrancesco�Noble equations�
The parameters in the top portion of the table remain �xed throughout this work� The
parameters in the bottom portion of the table may be adjusted to simulate experiments�
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Figure C��� Activation curve f�� and time constant 	f� �sec� of f� as functions of Cai in the

DN equations �standard parameters��
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Figure C��� Activation curves of gating variables in the DN equations �standard parameters��
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Figure C��� Time constants of slow gating variables in the DN equations �standard parameters��
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Figure C��� Time constants of faster gating variables in the DN equations �standard parame�
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C� Simulations

The DN equations exhibit tonic �ring when the standard parameters of Table C�� are

used� To make the system quiescent� we can either set vshift��� or Af����� The resting

values of all of the variables in the two quiescent versions of the DN equations are given in

Table C��� An initial condition is also given for the pacemaking version of the equations�

The following four pages of �gures show the sequence of events during tonic �ring�

The full DN equations were used with standard parameters� All �� variables and �� ionic

currents are shown�

Quiescent �vshift���� Quiescent �Af����� Pacing
v �������� mV �������� �������� mV
y �������� �������� ��������
x ��������e�� ��������e�� ��������e��
r �������� �������� ��������
m ��������e�� ��������e�� ��������e��
h �������� �������� ��������
d ��������e�� ��������e�� ��������e��
f �������� �������� ��������
p �������� �������� ��������
f� �������� �������� ��������
Nai ������� mM ������� ������� mM
Ki ������� mM ������� ������� mM
Kc ������� mM ������� ������� mM
Cai ��������e�� mM ��������e�� ��������e�� mM
Caup ������� mM ������� ������� mM
Carel ������� mM ������� �������� mM

Table C��� Initial conditions for the quiescent and pacemaking versions of the DN equa�
tions �standard parameters except for the indicated changes to vshift and Af to make the
system quiescent��
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Figure C��� Simulation of the full DN equations �standard parameters��
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Appendix D

BIFURCATION DIAGRAMS FOR THE PACEMAKING

DIFRANCESCO�NOBLE EQUATIONS FOR VARIOUS Cao AND ANaK

The following bifurcation diagrams are for the pacemaking version of the DN equations

listed in Appendix C �standard parameters� assuming Ki���� mM� Kc�Ko� and p���

The bifurcation diagrams show the voltage v� the intracellular Ca�� concentration Cai�

and the period T as functions of the bifurcation parameter Nai� The approximate value

of Nai during tonic �ring �Nai�tf�� is indicated on each bifurcation diagram�

The bifurcation diagram for the pacemaking DN equations under normal conditions

�ANaK����� Cao���� mM� is given in Figure ���� The bifurcation diagrams in this ap�

pendix are computed for various extracellular Ca�� concentrations or degrees of digitalis

poisoning as follows�


 Figure D�� Weak digitalis poisoning� ANaK������ Cao���� mM


 Figure D�� Intermediate Cao� ANaK����� Cao���� mM


 Figure D�� High Cao� ANaK����� Cao���� mM

���
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Figure D��� The pacemaking version of the DN equations with Cao�
�� mM and ANaK������

Nai naturally tends towards a pseudo�steady state value of Nai�tf��		�� mM so that the system

exhibits tonic �ring in the transition region between normal and calcium�driven tonic �ring�
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Figure D��� The pacemaking version of the DN equations with Cao���� mM and ANaK�	���

Nai naturally tends towards a pseudo�steady state value of Nai�tf����� mM so that the system

exhibits tonic �ring in the transition region between normal and calcium�driven tonic �ring�
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Figure D��� The pacemaking version of the DN equations with Cao���� mM and ANaK�	���

Nai naturally tends towards a pseudo�steady state value of Nai�tf��	��
 mM so that the system

exhibits calcium�driven tonic �ring�
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BIFURCATION DIAGRAMS FOR THE QUIESCENT

DIFRANCESCO�NOBLE EQUATIONS FOR VARIOUS Cao AND ANaK

The following bifurcation diagrams are for the quiescent version of the DN equations listed

in Appendix C �standard parameters	 vshift��� mV� assuming Ki���� mM� Kc�Ko� and

p��� The bifurcation diagrams show the voltage v� the intracellular Ca�� concentration

Cai� and the period T as functions of the bifurcation parameter Nai� The approximate

value of Nai at steady state �Nai�ss�� or during calcium�driven tonic �ring �Nai�tf�� is

indicated on each bifurcation diagram�

The bifurcation diagram for the quiescent DN equations under normal conditions

�ANaK����� Cao���� mM� is given in Figure ����� Under normal conditions� the DN

equations do not exhibit triggered activity in response to short trains of stimuli� The

bifurcation diagrams in this appendix are computed for various extracellular Ca�� con�

centrations or degrees of digitalis poisoning as follows�


 Figure E�� Intermediate Cao� ANaK����� Cao���� mM


 Figure E�� High Cao� ANaK����� Cao���� mM


 Figure E�� Very high Cao� ANaK����� Cao���� mM


 Figure E�� Digitalis poisoning� ANaK����� Cao���� mM


 Figure E�� Digitalis poisoning and intermediate Cao� ANaK����� Cao���� mM

���
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Figure E��� The quiescent version of the DN equations exhibits a small amount of triggered

activity in response to short trains of stimuli for Cao���� mM and ANaK�	���
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Figure E��� The quiescent version of the DN equations exhibits triggered activity that lasts

several minutes in response to short trains of stimuli for Cao��� mM and ANaK�	���
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Figure E��� The quiescent version of the DN equations is bistable for Cao���� mM and

ANaK�	��� It can exhibit a stable steady state or stable calcium�driven tonic �ring�
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Figure E��� The quiescent version of the DN equations exhibits a small amount of triggered

activity in response to short trains of stimuli for Cao�
�� mM and ANaK�����
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Figure E��� The �quiescent version of the DN equations exhibits calcium�driven tonic �ring

for Cao���� mM and ANaK�����


